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The absence of reliable design data for Glass Reinforced Plastic
(GRP) road tankers has been considered an obstacle for the local
design and manufacture of such vehicles. This has prompted the
analysis, using Finite Element Methods (FEM) I of a filament wound
cylindrical shell for a monocoque road tanker.
ABSTRACT
Results from the FEM analysis were compared to those from a
theoretical analys.is based on a combination of elasticity and
beam theory. TWO l.oadcases were analysed: a pure internal
pressure of 8.4 Bar; and the combined effect of 2g accelerations
in the axial t sideways and vertical directions. The ~'EMmethod
was validated by a model consisting of a small filament wound
tube in steel supports which WaS tested with combined axial and
bending load. The st:rain gauge results were compa:red to both FEM
and beam theory solutions.
Correl~tions between the FEM and theo:retical results were very
good for the internal preGSUre load C;,l.se.The combined
accelerations load:i.ngresulted in larger differences betWeel'\the
results of the two methods. This was dUe to the stress
concentrations at the suppor-cs, which Were not allowll.dfor by
beam theorY. The FEM inplare force resultan s correlated with the
beam theo:ry pl:edictions ./'oraxial and vertical accelertyt.ion.
There were significant differences for the sideways acceler~tion.
Theoretical prediction of the moment and transverse shoar
resultants did not show good cOl:':relationwith the FEM results.
The strain gauge reslll.tsfrom the validation modal showed good
c':>rrehtion \oJiththe FEM and theo:reticnl predictions.
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1 INTRODUCTlON
Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) road tankers have been in
operatic'1 since 1963 when the first units were built in Europe.
Since then thousands have been manufactured in Continental Eu··
rotc, united l<ingdom, Aus·cra.lia,Argen~inaf canada and the USA
and are used by some of the worlds largest petrochemical compa-
nies such as Chevron, Gulf Oil, BP, ESSO and Shell.
1.1 Features of GRp Road Tankers
1
I
'j
I
lJ.'hepopularity of GRP tankers can largely be attributod to the
special advantages they have over equivalent metal ta.nkers. Those
have been mentd.oned in detail by various operators and manufac ..
turers of these tankers (see Appendix V) and are summarised
below.
capital cost
Man" of tho GRP designs had a price advantage over metal tankors,
espacially whan matorials such as stainless steel and aluminium
all~ys wore required. Tho manufacturing onorgy required for a GRP
tanker was also less than for 0. metal tanker.
Co~rosion resistance
The excellent corrosion resistant properties Of GRl? allowed for
the transport~tion of a largo variety of chemicals. xhis was
determined by the selection of the resin system and could be fur-
ther enhanced with the addition o~ a thermoplastic liner as part
1
Ranqa of chemicals
of the cczz-os.i.cnbarrier. '1'hisverst'ltility enabled a oi11g1.e
tanker to carry a variety of carqos.
8e1o\<1is a list of some the chemicals which have been successful-
ly trallsported.in GRP tan)~ers:
Foed products such as milk, boer, wino, spirit~, minoral
f'later,vinegar I sugar and pharmacou"l;:.icals.Hydrocarbons such as
petrol, d.ioscl, jet fUels, hot fuel oilS, hot lubricating oils,
plasticisers I polymeric emulsionz, a.lcoholsI methanol, ethanol
and styrene mcnomce , Chemicals such as sulphuric, hyd.rochloric,
nitric, formic, muriatic and phosphoric acid.s, corrosive alka··
lies, caustic soda, bleaches, fertili~ers, sod.ium hypcrchloratc,
spent pickle liquor and various chemical w~stc products. GRP has
also been Used to carry cold liquid.s and. gases sin~e the material
did not exhibit the low temperatures d.uctile to brj.ctle transi~
tion typical of mo~~ metals.
Maintenance
The smooth inner sUrf~ce and.seamless construction facilitatod.
easy cleaning of the tanker and reduced the risk of contamination
of 't.henew cargo. steam cleaning could ::>u used us 10119 as it.
did not exceed. the allowable temporatura of the oorrosion barri~
or. r.rheGRP did not. suffer from chemiC'll oat.uration problems
assClciat.adwith rubber liners, which were costly to lnaintain and
replace. Rupture of these liners could result in severe cOl'."rooiol1
damago in metal tankers. The GRP 9ave greater cargo versatility
und oxtended serviCE? life arIdthis has beon further proven by the
usc of GRP lined motal tankero. A GRIJtanker required. Httle
2
structural
maintenance and this resulted in less d'..')\mtim~and lowel.:rum-ling
costs. Repairs to the tanker did not rlaquiro a totally gas free
environment as no welding was required. Visual inspection of the
laminate :£'orcorrosion or cracking WO\;tldalso be facilitated by
the USe of a clear unpainted laminate.
The high strength to weight ratio of GRP and the optimisation of
material t.l;icknessand l:xyor orientation oifers considerable
weight savings over metal designs. This resulted in an increase
in payload for the same 9rOSS vehicle mass , GRP docs not EJuffer
ircm work Or ago hardening and has 900d fatigue properties. The
impact prope.rties of the GRP tankers are superior due to the
seamless construotion, larger sholl thickness and the material's
re.silie.nce.and fle~ibility. In tho event of a rollover accident
Gf<P \10uld not cause. SparKS and thus reducos the chance of igrlition
of any spilt flammable cargo. The uSe of a re.ctangular EJandwich
construction gave unsurpassed insulation, impact and fire surviv-
ability propertios. This construction has improved structural
efficioncy which rusulted in an increased payload. The lower
oentro of gravity improved the roll resistance and road holding.
I
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Tho lower oocfficj.ont of thermal conduction and thicker shall of
u GRP tankor resulted in o~ccllont thermal insulation propertios.
This was an advantage when transportin9 liquids .athigher or
lo,,,ertemperatures as ~:rLtpplemel"\ta;t;'yinSUlation could be avoided.
Thermal properties also affected thermal tl't.resscsand reduced
thermul .patiguQ auring 10adin<:;1with hotter 0):: coldo:::onr90es.
3
Fire resistnnof.)
Perhaps the most surprising advantage of GRP·t:.al"ikcrsis the fire
survivability in a fire cn9'ulfme~t accident. This could be at-
tributed to the improved insulation and increased wall thickness
of tho emF tanker shell wbich limited the heat from the fire from
hoatil'lg 'the C01'ltents. Tests carried out by the UK Ministry of
Oofence (lD78) showed that the contents of both, steel and alumin"
hIm tl.'U'lkd began t~ boil after a short 'time and actuaJ J.y fuelled
. '').1 'U rca, 1t.ing in further damage or an increased explosion
'*6 tu.st inC] Of t!le G:RP. tank resulted in the content I s
, '1mp(~". te being raised by only a few degrees during the entire
durtttion o~ t~hc fire ~,(lst. Although tile outer layer of tho lami ...
nato had. hoon ('harrod, tho glaos fibres hold it intact IJnd Lnsu ...
.,ated the i:,:r:·or layers from further burning and heat tra.nsfer.
l.l.a
VarioUS processcB have bean usod and these include hand layup,
filament winding, sandwich construction and resin tra.nsfer. The
reinforcement materials u~ed were commonly E~glass and included
\10VOnroving (WR) I unidirectional rovings (UD), chopped strand
l\\at (CSM) and filament wound (FW) :rovings which W'ero laminated
\.,.ith eithor polyostor:, vinylootor or epoxy resins. Tho variety of
processes and matorial$ enabled either series or ono'-off produc-
tion to be economical.
Rogulations
1
J
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GRPtankors have been accepted by various rogulatory bodios and
those include:
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1.1.10 Special ~onsiderations
- European Agreement concerning the transport of Dangerous
products by road (ADR).
- U.K. Health and safety Executive (HSE).
- u. S. Department: of Transport (DOT).
There are howavez special considerat3.ons in the design and use of
GRP tankers which warrant discussion. DUe to the good electrical
insulation properties of the ma'ceriall special precautions must
be taken to ensure that there is no buildup of electrostatic
charge. The decreased stiffness of the. tank warrants a more
careful evaluation of the natural freguencies and buckling modes.
stric·t guality control of the design. and manufacture of the
tankers is essential as a GRP tanker would not have the large
safety margins that are typic:al of the various GRP pressure
vessel design codes. Special attention must also be given to the
torsional stresses rl3sulting from twisting of the shell. These
could oause problems as a result of the relatively low inplane
and interlaminar shear stresses of tl..:l fi:i.amentwound materials.
1.2 GRP Road Tanke:r:s for Sou·thern Af:r:ica
Consj,dering the world-wide use of GRP tankers I H~was SUrprising
to die,coVer that the South Afrioan experience was llluited to a
few GRP tanks which had been mounted on flat-bed trucks. A local
GRI? manufao'turer had made enquiries oversea with respect to
licensing agl:'eements but Was unsu"Jcessful. Subsequent (;\'t'l':.cmptsto
design these vehicles from existing GRP pressure vessel stundul:'ds
such as BS 4~194 (1987) met with lim:i.ad success due to the com-
plexity of the load cases. Standards for metal road tankel:'swere
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of limited use as they gave wall thickness guidelines for metal
tankers only. Ai though a number of local tan){er manufacturers had
considered GRP tankers, they f~lt that the design and manufacture
of these vehicles was beyond their capabilities.
1.3 overall Aims of the study
A road tanker shell experiences varying loads in the course of
its lifetime. These include static and dynamic loads during normal
road use, pressure loads during test and product discharge condi-
tions and impact loads during an accident. Clearly these are more
complex than the pressure and bending loads experienced by a
static horizontal tank. Approximately 14 different load condi-
tions can apply but only two are covered by this research.
\
\
1
\
The effect that liquid surging has on the tanker's shell and
supports has not been well documented. Belanger (1972) and Kenney
(1956) have both mentioned the lack of understanding of road
tanker stresses. The GRP tank design standard 8S4994 (1987)
state~ that tankers required special consideration and BS5500
(1988) states that road tanl<ers are beyond 'the.scope of that
r,;:,tandard.The loading condi'l::ionsare however more clearly defined
by SABS 1:398 (198:3) and l<;en,1!llY(1966). As there were no GRl?
tankers available looally for experimental testing, USe was made
of the AaAQQS Finite Element Method (FEM) program to model the
effect of the liquid accelerating against the shell. A scale
model of a filament wound tube mounted in metal suppo~ts, loaded
in combined tension and bending was also evaluated. This allowed
comparison of the FEM, theoretical ann strain gauge results and
served to validate the FEM method. The FEM road tanker modal was
also checked by comparing the analysis of a pure internal
pressure case to a theory of elasticity analysis. The mast severe
6
service condition (excluding accidents) were then modelled on FEM
and compared to an analysis based on beam theory and elasticity.
I
I
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2 ~I~ERA~URE SURVEY
One of the works most l:'elevantto this study was by Kenney (1966)
who described in detail the design, analysis and testing of a
hand layup GRP tank which was mounted with five SUppOl:'ts onto the
sUb-chassis of a truck. The load cases analysed Wel:'eas follows:
- internal pressure of 1,4 Bar.
- vertical loading equivalent to five times norma), gravity (5g).
- angulal:'twist of 60•
- a combinaltion of all of the above applied simul taneollsly.
Despite the large amount of service and marketing data available
011 GRP road tankers, technical information on the effects that
the acceleration of liquids has on the tanker shell is limited.
There is a draft st.andard for GRP tankel:'sand various metal road
tanker standards, but these are of limited use in this respect.
Pressure vessel standards for metal and GRP tanks consider road
tankers to be beyond their scope (BS 5500 -1988) or that they
require special consideration (BS 4994-1987). The loading of a
stationary horizontal tank covered by these standards does not
include the twisting, acceleration of the liquid and vibration
that the road tanker expel:'iences.
The tank matel:'ial consisteel of a hanel-laiel choppeel stranel mat
(CSM) anel woven roving (WR) laminateel with polyester resin Which
was tested for strength and stiffness pl:'operties. Beam theory was
used to analyse bendi11g \,lith the tank and the contents were
modelled as a uniformly dj.stl:'ibutedload on a beam of equivalent
1ength. All the calculations for bending, presSul:'e anel torsion
assumed an isotropic stl:'engthof materials approach to calculate
the pl:'incipal stresses and directions. The effect of th~ material
anisotl:'opY, SUPPOl:'ts, l:'ingstiffeners and end closul:'eswere
ignol:'ed.After the manufacture of the tank, strain gauges WCl:'eI
I
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locatt}d on the outside and tests were carried out in an attempt
to simulate each of the loading conditions. Both the pressure and
torsion tests were rapresentative of the predicted loading. The
bending simulation was however unrepresentative of the loading
\>lhiohresults from the accele:t'ation of the liq\.\idand shell. The
results of the combined tests did however p:t'oducesome interest-
ing results as follows:
- the torsional stresses weore much higher than bending and
pressure stresses.
- the principal directions were similar to theory.
- the principal stresses were approximately 20% higher than
p:r.edicted.
I
I
I
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In conclusion the author mentioned that the use of nurmal iso~
tropic elastic theory was a large source of error and further
work was necessary to predict more accurately the failure of GRP
structU:t'es under complicated load conditions. He felt that fila-
ment winding was not ideal as interlaminar failure would occur
under severe twisting, and mentioned that a tanker on fewer
supports would tend to have its mountings pushed through the
shell if it was not properly reinforced.
:encontrast to the opi.nions of Kenney, Belanger (1972) discussed
the development nf a ouccessful filament wound, self supportillg
road tanker. Although no design formulae Were presented, he
mentioned that the maximum and minimum stresses could be estiroat-
eO.by calculation but that their combination was almost unpre-
dictable. This effect varies the directiol'l of the principal
stresses and he considered winding at a fixed helical angle (±S)
to be too dangerous.
t
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EXperi)\\ental research. was done by Zick (1951) on the stresses in
horizontal steel vessels with saddle ~upports. The importance of
9
supporting the tank on only two saddles was emphasised as it is
easier to determine the load share between them. He stated that
horizontal vessels resting on saddle supports behave as beams.
Much of his work dealt with the stresses at the saddles and
several f")'t7mulaewere presented, most containing empirical
constants, 'termined from experimental tests on steel tanks. The
road tanker load cases analysed cannot use zickts analysis due to
the complexity of the loadings, which act in t.he axial, vertical
and lateral direct.ions.
Some useful data was obtained from various South African road
tanker manufacturers. A company called TFM (pty) Ltd (1986) had
commissioned an experimental strain gauge stUdy on one of their
36000 litre welded aluminium road tankers after the discovery of
cracks. The tanker was tested by loading with water (both half
and full), tilting the :full tank and then twisting the one end of
the tanker relative to the other. A theoretical analysis based on
beam theory considered the tanker and cargo weight as a uniformly
distributed load acting on an eq:uivalent beam, supported by the
bogie and king pin retlpectively. Even with stress concerrcz-ata.cn
factors of 2 to 3, the m~asured stress levels were not high
enough to cause failure. Good correlation was achieved between
theoretical and experimental results. Although no conclusions
could be drawn from this study, the author mentioned that elther
metallurgical defects or harmonic resonance could have caused thl
cracking.
Design information was also obtained from another south African
tanker manufacturer, Henred Freuhauf (1986). These were tender
calculations for circular road tankers and were based on beam
theory. The loadings consisted only of a vertical acceleration of
2g. A further calculation was made for a vertical acceleration of
l,5g as recommended by Freuhauf Omaha, the USA parent company. In
10
both cases the maximum stresses were limited to 20% of the ulti-
mate tensile strength of the material as also specified by SASS
1398 (1983) and DOT Me-306. No mention was made of any other
loadings.
various standards covering road tankers and horizontal tanks are
mentioned below. Although they do not present formulae to cover
the load conditions experienced by a tanker, they give some
indication of the superimposed loads and maximum stress va.lues
considel:'edin the design of lnetal road tankers.
A United Kingdom draft specification (1985) covers a wide range
of topics concerning the design, materials, construction, testing
and repair of GRP tankaJrs. According to this document, the
,vehicle must be designed to comply with relevant national
requirements. Minimum test values for strength and stiffness are.
recommended for a va:r:ietyof reillforcements when laminated t"ith
polyester resin. The acceptable range of glass content is
specified. The laminated tank should consist of an outside
surface layer, a chemical resistant inner layer and the
struotural laminate which must withstand all the design loads. A
table is presented for minimum shell wall thicknesses whioh are
given as a function of the volume, length, radius and stiffener
spacing of the tanker. Requirements for stiffener spacing are
also given. The tanl~ mountings and means of attachment must be
designed to withstand a static loading in any direction equal to
twioe the weight of the filled tank and attachments using a
safety factor of four. When the tank constitutes the stress
bearing member, it must be designed to withstand the stresses
im~osed. The use of directionally biased reinforcement must be
oarefully designed and controlled to align the high strength
fibres in the COrrGct direction. This standard doeS not however
give any formulae on which a design can be based, nor are fUrther
i
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loading conditions mentioned for the tanker shell.
The combined acceleration load case covered by this thesis is a
requirement from SABS 1398 (1983). It contains a section on
design and r~levant points are summarised: The capacity shall be
such that when fully Loaded the tank mass does not; exceed the
appropriate provincial road tr~ffic ordinances. The maximum
calculab,d stress va Luus , which include stresses from design
pressure, dynamic Loadi.nq, fatigue loads and additional loads
from auxiliary equipmen~:" shall not exceed 20% of the tensile
strength of the material used for its constru~tion. Each tank and
its structural attachments shall be designed to withstand a
dynamic Load equal to 19, G m/s2 (2g) in all direct inns under all
load configurations. The loads from supports shall be borne by
bulkheads, baffles or ring stiffeners and shall be distributed
wheYl practicable by using doubler pads or other means of avoiding
stress concentrations. This standard also gives information
regarding minimum wall thicknesses, circumferential re i,nforcement
thickness and spacing, overturn protection, fittings, attachments
and C01'h: ~l':'uctionand 1nspection details for metal road tankars .
No f'.\.ctllerinformation is given on the method of analysis to ):)8
user; for the design of tankers.
I
I
\
\
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An American standard which was USed by Henred Freuhauf (1986) for
the design of metal tankers Wa~ the DOT MC-306 (1981). The
content is very similar SABS 1398 (1983) but does mention that
the standard is not valid in conditions where the ASME pressure
vessel design requirements apply. The valUes for the dynamic
loadings are not mentioned excep'l:that the tankar must; be ab l.e to
sustain a rear impact equa,l to tw.lce the load of the fully laden
tanker. Another standard which also deals with metal road tankers
is the AUstralian standard AS 2809.1 (1985). This {s very similar.
in content to S7>.BS1398 (1983,1 and DOT MC-30G (1981). Part 2 of
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'\thi~ standard, AS 2809.2 (1985) recommends that the design load
for tho tank and its attachments shall not be less than twice tho
mass of the tanlt, cargo and attachments. Hydrostatic prossure
t~st, and stresses caused py the weight of equipmcnlt, reactions
at the supports and thermal gradionts must also be takcm into
account.
"\1
Another standard which appears to be deriv~d from DOT MC~306
(1981) is the American ANSI/N1~PA 385 (1985) Which also recommends
, that the tank is required to :bo.anchorod w:ith restraining deVico.s
which prevent reJ.ative movement between the tank and its
supports. Montion is made of the 2g axial accolo1·at.i,ont'lhichtho
tanker must survive in the.event of a rear collision. T.he
overtur~ protection must bo able to survive a 29'vertical load
and a horizontal load in any direction equivalent to half the
weight of the. loaded tank.
A stando.rd which providos information en tho desig'n of horizontal
tanks is 13S 5500 (3.988). The formUlas and correction factors v:co
l)aset'lon experillHmtnl wOl:'kby zielt (1953.) and beam theol:'Yis' used
with the assumption that the .JhoJ.l romained circular. Tho weitht
of the ecrrbcnbs, tt\l'lkand a.ttaohments are represented :by a
uniformly t'listributet'lload ac:ting over an equivalcmt length.
Force equilibriun\r shear forCe and bending moment diagrams aro
evaluated. Equntiol"lSfor maximum bending momants, longitudinai
strosso.s at mid-span and the supports; tangential,
circumferential and sho.aring strosses at the saddles as well as
approximations of stl.*cosesfor irrt.crnalring stiffener supports
are presented. The 13S 5500 analysis t'loconot covo.r the other
loading conditions such ns the axial and sideways acceleration
ant'ltwisting of:tho tanltor. The relationships and correction
factors presented apply only at specified positions and for
certain configurations.
j
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The BS 4994 (1987) ~tandard for the design and construction of
vessels and tanks in reinforced plastics can be successfully
applied for the design of filament wound GRP tanks. The require-
ments for the design, materials, construction, inspection, test-
ing and urection of GRP vessels with or without a thermoplastic:
liner are specified. The standard recommends that vessels and
tanks for transporting liquids require special consideration. The
minimum factor of safety of eight ensures that environmental
cracking is avoided T'1±sclesigt'lfactor is modified for dete-
rioration of the mate~ials, the effect of temperature and repeat-
ed loadings. For filament wound tanks there is also a fUrther
requirol1lcntthat the pohaviour of a vessel U11der combined loads
be ovaJ.uatcd by a rigorous anisotropic stross/str.ain analysis.
The.res}?onse of the material must then pe cxamined to ensure that
the shear and normal strains }?resent in each layer are less than
the allowables. Alternately, the filament wound tank ~ust be
checked using a bl.-axial desig11 envelo}?e. Design fo:tmulas for
horizontal tanks are presented and based on beam theory. No
mention was however made of any shear stresses although limits
arc spocif.i.cden the comp:t:'cssiv(lload to avoid buckling. Loca-
lised forces and momonts at the suppo:t:'tsare however not covered.
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3 AN~LY~rCAL WORK
The two different loading conditions analysed in this research
are combinations of the following:
- uniform internal pressure
- acceleration in the axial direction (AX)'
- acceleration in the sideways direction (Ay)'
- accelt'ration in the vertical direction (Az).
Uoe is made of the finite element method to analyse the effect of
various combinations of these loa.dson th(~tanker. 'l'heseresult.s
are compared to strength of materials and elasticity theory. The
analysis of composite materials also requireQ special
consideration. These 't.opicsare discussed i11more detail in
sections 3.~ to 3.5
Theory for Internal Pre~sure
The most common methods of discharging roac;ltanke:r cargoes is
either by pumping, gravity or pressure discharge. corrosive
chemicals are often unloaded by pressure discharge using com-
pressed air at 't.heoff-loading site. This is popUlar with haulers
of corrosive chemicals as the danger of accidental spills and the
need for special corrosive resistant valves anc;lpumps is avoided.
Eelanger (1972) stated that pressures of up to 2,4 Bar are used
during emptying and.that the GRP tankers were pressure tested
yearly to 3,5 Ear. Minsker (1973) stated that GRP tankers were
initb,lly tested at 3/9 Bar and then yearly at 1,9 Bar. DUr;).11g
testing th~ tanker wa~ filled with water which is then
xn:essuri:led.The incompl."cssibilityof the water makes this
procedure less dangerous but tends to induce bending loads onto
the shell as a result of t.heW!ltcr'p waight. In orde.r to check
\
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the accuracy o:fthe FEM road tanker model, a pure pressure load
of 8,4 Bar is modelled and then compared to an analysis based on
~.hc theory of elasticity. To :facilitate accurate comparison, tpe
tanker is assumed to. contain gas pressure only, ie, the cargo has
low density which does not contribute to bending in the shell.
The self-weight of the tanker shell is also neglected for this
analysis and this allows for aCCurate comparison without
considering the associated bending effects. Global bending could
complicate the analysis around the supports (Brownell, 1959). The
va1ue of 8,4 Bar is the pressure which gives the same maximum
tensile stress as the 315 Bar pxaasnrre combined ",ith the bending
stresses induced by the water (see Appendix E). 1J:1his pressUre
also corresponds to six t nas the operating pressure of 1,4 Bar
recomll'e!ldedby Belanger \1972) I and six times the operating
pressure as recomm~nded by the ASME 10 (1989) design standard for
GR~ vessels. The dynamic acceleration of the liquid cargo also
results in pressure loads ~:rom wi thin the tanker shell which are
~aused by the hydrostatic action of the liquid accelerating
towards the ends of the tank. A full cargo of sulphuric acid
accelerating at 19,61 m/s (2g) over a tanker length of 12,65 m
conld result in a maximum pressUre of 4,p Btl.rfrom the
hydrostatic effects alone (neglecting surges and spJ.ashing).
For areas remote from any stress concentrations, the memorane
stress analysis of Timoschenko (1959) I Roark (1976) and Bruhn
(1973) are valid. These melubrane stresses can be writton as
streGs resultants in the ~l}dal and tclngential dj,rection as fol ...
lows
Nx ::.:p.r/2
Ncp :::: p.l'.'
(Eqn 3.1)
(Eqn 3.2)
Due to the bending stiffnoss of the tanker shell, it lUay also
carry transverse loadings by flexural stresses. Disoontinuities
.~.
3.6
"such as edges, holes, domes and stiffeners result in variations
from membrane stress theory. The analysis of domes and the
stresses at the dome-cylinder junction were discussed by Uddin
(1986) and Szyszkowski (19B7). For areas near the domes and ring
stiffeners, the theory must be modified to accommodate the dis-
continuities that exist. The theory used here is based on an
elasticity shell analysis by Timoschenko and Woinowsky-Krieger
(1959). Although these equations are derived for isotropic
shells, the orthotropic behaviour of the this tanker shell allows
the use of the relationships for the theoretical prediction of
the a:dal and circumferential force resultants. Thi$ requires the
determination of the equivalent extensional and bending stiff-
nesseS, these being obtained from classical lamination theory.
The theoretical prediction of the transverse shear resultants Qx
and Q¢ and moment resultants Mxt M¢I and Mx¢ using the relation-
ship from Timoschenko would be less accurate as 1:.hesea:r.e highly
dependent; on the laminate construction and orientation. 'l'imos-
chenko (1959) covered the general theory of cylilldri~-.:alshells as
well as the deformation of shalls without bending. The theory
accounted. for the influence of the ring stiffeners and the dis ...
ccn't Lnuf ty between the cylinder and dome of the road tanker and
is summarised in Appendix E.
3.2 Theory for l\Xial, Bending and circumferential stresses
Arising from Adcelerat:ton Ax in the AXial Pirection.(\
When the tanker slows down at an axial ~cC'~;lt:."'·atiotlAx' the carc;to
and shell of the tan)<er are affected tliscllSt1e.dbeloW is 1.;1.
represe.ltation of what influence th~ axial acceleration would
have on the st:r.essesin the tanker shell. 'X'hemagnitude of this
accele~ation (Ax) is specified by SABS 1398 (1983) to be 29 or
19.Gm/s2. This will occur dur.i.ngheavy braking and for this
:1.7
analysis it is assumed that the re1).rbogie provides all of the
braking force. Because the tankE~r is full and unbaffled, the
cargo will exert a hydrostatic pressure under the influence of
1:he acceleration. This will vary linearly with the length as
shown in Figure 3.1. However, the following assumptions are made
to a.llow the use of beam theory for the theoretical predictions.
- The centreline of the tank~r is taken as the centreline
of the beam. This assumptio" is justified by the geometry of
the saddle SUPPOl:'twhich has an included angle of 1200 and .LS
connected to a stiff circumferential ring. The effect of this
assumption is checked by varying the theoretical offset ~etween
the beam centre-line and the bottom of the tanker.
--.-............ -- -.... ...~ ..- ~.
Figure 3.1 Variatiun of hyQr.ostatic pressure due to axial
acceleration Ax.
- Tho back support posi·tion is further simplified for this
ani!iilysis.The axial reaction Rx will normally act at the road
surface between the wheels and the road. Due to the difficulty
Of aooura:tely l~epresent,i.ngthe exact influence of the bogie on
the shell with the spring and bogie flexibility, the above
1S
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idealisation is used to allow for compt:ison between 1"EM and
beam theory.
- The back support is approximated by a pinned connection at the
second rib from the rear. ThiG is a worst case as the load will
be shared between all the supports on a real tanker. A correct
model of the exact load sharin~ between the supports will
however require a model of the bo~ie and suspension ~eometry
and is beyond the scope of this research. The assumption of all
of the load passing into one support at the back is widely uSed
in ino.ustry. Its validity is also checked by the evaluation of
a validation model discussed in section 3.2.
- The entire axial brakin~ reaction is absorbed by the rear
support. This occurs when the bogie exerts the entire brakin~
force and in reality, the bogie will provide the bulk of the
braking in order to avoid jackknif:i.ng.This is an effect where
the rear of the tanker sle,'lsideways o.ur:i.ngheavy
deccelerat;Lon.
- The front is constreineo. in the vertical (z) direction but is
fl."aeto move in the axial direction. This will Impose the most
severe. axial loading as the entire she.llbettV'eenthe supper-as
will experience. the axi.al force due.to the pressure on the
head.
The acceleration Ax results in three effects which are discussed
separately. These are:
- the liquid1s hydrostatic pressure results in an axial ferce
which acts on the tront dome anclprodue,;eselongation and b(.md-
ing of the shell.
- the liq\lidIs hydrostatic pressure results in circumferential
stresses in the shell.
- tho density of tho cylinder, ribs and dome material result
in stresses arising from the.acce.leration of thQ material.
1
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rigure 3.2 Beam theory idealisation of the Ax aoceleration.
AIda.l elongation and bending forces from hydrostatic
pressure
The analysis of the axial elongation and bending forces from
hydrostatic pressure are summarised in Appendix 1""'l.;l.. All the
symbols used h~re are defined in the derivation of the free body,
axial force, shear force and bending moment diagrams and the
~esults are as follows:
For axial f'oroe:
For Xo S x oS Xt Fx :;:: -Rx
For x < Xo Fx :::: 0
For shear foroe:
For x < Xc Vz ::: 0
For Xo S x s (Xc+xl) Vz - R bz
For x ;:?; (xo+xl) Vz :::: 0
(Egn 3.3)
(Egn 3.4)
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For bending moment:
For
For
Yo < Xc
Xc S X S (xc+xl)
X > (xc+xl)
My :::: o .
My :::: Rz
b• (x -
My :::: 0
X )-M bc y
(Egn 3.5)
F'or
-----
Figure 3.3 Free b~dy diagram.
Figure 3.4 Axial force diagram.
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Figure 3.5 Shear force diagram.
......_______
--~--------.------ ~-x
Figure 3.6 Bending moment diagram.
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circumferential stresses frclmhydrostatic pressure
The hydrostatic pressure resulting from the acceleration 1n the
axial direotion also oauses circumferential or hoop stresSes
whioh are superimposed on the axial and bending stresses. For a
cylindrical vessel with a dome in the shape of a 2:1 ellipsoid,
this pressure p(x) varies as a function of x:
p(x) ~ 'c.Ax' (x+ri/2) for 0 ~ x ~ (Xt+xf) (Eqn 3.6)
Hence the circumferential force resultal'ltcan be written as:
N¢ ::::p(x) .ri
= 'c.Ax· (x+ri/2) .ri (Eqn 3.7)
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Elongation and bending from the acceleration of the shell
The mass of the shell, ribs and domes also aftect the stresses
when the tanker decelerates due to the density and inertia of the
tank. This acceleration acts as a body force on each of the
components which constitute the tanker. These stresses oan loe
calculated from Newton II i.e. ~Fx = ~m.Ax' This analysis is
detailed in Appendix F-2.1 and results in the derivat:i.o11of the
free body, axial force, shear force and bending moment diagrams
as follow~l:
li'oraxial force:
For O.s x < Xo
For Xo.s x ~ Xt
: Fx = [msd + ~s·A.x).Ax
Fx = -[~s.A. (Xt - x) + x~xtmr
(Egn 3.8)
J
j
li'igure3.7 li'reebody diagram.
I
\
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J!'x
.Fx "" - (fls' A' (~t - x) .1. !:~<::Yl1i1 + m dJ• 1\~ r s ~x~-------~~I----------~----------~--x
f.'x c t1'nsd + ~s 'A'xj •Ax .
Figure 3.B Axial force diagram.
Figure 3.9 Shear force dia.g.t:::.I.1U.
M b
':! J
------,..,..---'-x
Figure 3.10 Bending moment diagram.
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For shearing forae:
For x < Xc or x > Xt
For Xc ~ X ~ Xt
"" 0
::::R bz (Eqn 3.9)
For bending moment;
For x < Xc or X > Xt
For Xc ~ Xt ~ Xt
My "" 0
My ::::-M b + R b. (x - x )y z c
(Ec;tn3.10)
sur~lation of force resu1tants due to axial aoceleration
Tho forco ro~ultnnts due to the Ax loadings arc as followst
For axial force resultant Nx:
Nx c t:l)onding -I- tAxial Forco
::::... (';;My.Z/I.t) -I- i.:Fx/A.t (Ec;tn:Ll:t)
For circumforcn't:.ial force resultant N¢~
N¢ ::::!lc.Ax' (x+l':'i/2) .ri (Egn ~'l.12)
For inplanc shoar forco resultant Nx¢~
Nx¢ ::::~Vz.Q/(I.b).t (Ec;tn3.13)
3.3 ~haory for Axial, Banding and oiraumfotontial stressos
1\.risingFrom AO(loloration in the Verti(lal (z) and
Bori~ontal Cy) Directions
SA13S13913 (1!:l83) rOCjuires the tanll: to withstand a vertical and
oidewuyei acceleration of 19.6 m/c:2• Thin will produce two offaottl
namely:
... A uniformly dist:dl.J\'tod load acr+us the tank·'r due to the mass
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of tho shall and its contents •
..A hydrostatio pressure whioh \'lillvary linearly with the
dis banco across tho diameto:r of tho tanker.
Roark and Young (1976) montioned that a cylindrical tank support ..
od at intorvals on saddles and filled with liquid arc diffioult
to analyse for stress. The results are often rendered uncertain
by doubtful boundary conditions. Howavar, from experimental
studies it was concluded that for a cirCUlar tank supported at
intervals and held circular at the supports by rings or
bulkheads I the ordinary theory of flexure :I.sapplicable if tho
tank is completely f'i11od.
consider the bond.ing loads induced by tho \,lI~ightof the tanker
anel its (.mtonts. The tal'lkeris considered in the completely £\\l,l
conditio;h The lack of'baffles does not allow for partial filling
of the tanker as the surge effects wil.l have a very severe affect
on the tankar stress levols.
IA.
~ v __ ~
._- .. -----~~.... - --- _._,_ ".~
T" -;; - -_.-
d:--x fR fz
Figure 3.11 sohematic for tho tanker under ~ vortioal uocelcra
tiel'l.
There is a difference in the support reaction for the vertical
and horhontal direction. Bacause the acceleration Ay acts
through tho contra of the tanker and the supports aro at bhe
bottom, c.hore is an additional toppling momrilntbeing exerted on
the shell which occurs about the lorlgitudinal axis. B:r:ownell
(1959), Roark (1976) ard Timoschenko (1984) did not cover this
loading geometry for beams as thoy are assumed to be
symmetrically supported at their centre-Una. The sideways rene ...
tions arc not constant and will vary with sideways position along
the support. Tho flexibility of tne ring, support, sh'lll chassis
and springs will all have an effect in this variation. To allow
the use of beam theory for the Ay accoleration, the assumption
wo.smade that the vertical and sideways supp0J.:·traactions aro the
same and that the reFlctions act at the neutral axis of the shall.
Tho alternative analysis of tho effect of this overturning moment
is difficult using beam theory as the effect is localised at the
supports. Only an elasticity or exper.imental analysis could
provide some comparison to ',heFEM model. This is however beyond
the scope of this researoh and hence tho sideways bending is
modolled analytically using simple supports and the formulas 3.14
to 3.39 derivod for -eha vertJ.cal (z) direction.
To allow the use of beam theo~y certain assumptions haVe been
made +n this rosoarch. The entire load of tho tanker is assumed
to act through tWl':lsupporto I one at either end. Thi~ problem is
therefore reduced to statioally determinate and can be solved.
This assumption allo'Vlsthe evaluation of a worst caae scenario
whore only one of tho four back supports and one of tho two front
supports arc bearing all tho lot\d.Tho assumption of a sirlgle
support at each end is widoly usod by tho 'i':ankordesi~mers Honrod
Frouhauf (1985) and '.r.F~I(1978). 'l'hisassumption aloo allows tho
use of design codos for horizontal tanks (BS4994 (19SB) I B85500
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Freuhauf (1985) and 'l'FM(1978). This assumption also allows the
use of design codes for horizontal tanks (BS4994 (1988), BS550D
(1988) and ASME 10 (1989» for ccmpaxd scn,
From BS5500 (1988), tho beam load por unit longth, w is:
w m 2.mt,Az/(Xt + 4,xb/3) (Eqn 3.14)
",here
mt m total mass of tanlc.ersh~ll and corrcentss
Az ~ tho vertical acceleration of the tanker and
(replaced by Ay for sideways aoceleration)
Xt Q oylindrical length of tank
xb Q xf c mean depth of dished end
The hydrostatic force on the ends:
FP ::I w.:t:
where r = mean shell radius.
(Egli. 3.15)
The foroe dUe to mass of
Fd :::2,xb,w/3
The reaction at supports
b fR = R = mt.Az/2
tho ends and contents:
(Eqn 3.16)
(for Xc ~ Xd):
(Eqn 3.17)
The mcmen; Mt consists of the moment due to mass of the I;'l.omeMd
and t.he mcmerrc MP due to offso'c of pressure force }),P:
Mt ~~Md ;. MP
= -2'Xb,W/3. (3'Xb/8) + w.r. (r/4)= 1/4.w. (r2 ~ Xb2) (Eqn 3.18)
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Fiqu~o 3.12 F~eo ~ody diaq~am.
Figure 3.13 Axial fo:t'c::ed:t~ dl.
1
i
I
F:i.qu~e 3. :1.4 Sl'!.earfO~tle d:i.a.g~a:rn.
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'1'0 calculate the equaud ons for the shearing force and bending
moment I we consider the tanker as throe seot:Lons.
section 1 : Between the back tan line and back support (0 < x <
Xc)
Figure 3.16 seotion 1 between back tan line and bnck support.
[:tSF :=: 0] V "" Fd oj. w. X :.:: 0
V "" - Fd ....w.x
[tM :.::0) M + W.x. (x/2) - Mt + Fd.x = 0
M ::;- W.X2/2 + Mt ...Fd.x
(Egn :3 .19)
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Figu:t:'c 3.1 17 seotion 2 :between buck suppo:t:'t and front support.
(~FX = OJ : Fx ~ pp = 0
Px d ~,p'
[I:SF :::::OJ v or w. (x - Xc) + w. Xc ... Rb + Fd ::l 0
V ~ RP - Fd - w.x
(I:M l:1 0) M+w.(x-xc). X-'xc) /2+w.Xc' (>:-Xc/2)-Rb• (X-Xc)+Fd.X-M't ;:;10
M ;:::-W/2.>:.2 + Rb. (u - xc) - Fd.x + Mt
(ECIl13.20)
seotion 3 Between front sUPI~ortand front
Figure 3,,18 section ~ between front support and front tan line.
(1::SF ::;; OJ v - w. (Xt ~ xl - Fd ~ 0
V ~ w. (Xt - xl + Fd
[!lM ::;.;0 J M + v, (x,t ....x}, (Xt - x) 12 + Fd, (Xt - x) ... Mt ;:;:,0
M::;.; - W/2.(Xt~ - 2.Xt,X·1< x2) - Fd.(Xt - x) + Mt
(Egn 3.21)
3.3.1 circumferential st~esses due to tbe liquid hydrostatic
pressure in the vertioal and sideways direotions
As ,,,ell as contributing to the uniformly dist:dbl.rtodload and
axial loads on th~ shell, tho liquid also exerts a pressure on
th.e shell surface which will result in stresses in the
oil,·cumfercntial directioM. This pressure is hydrostatic: and is a
function of the head h which. variac;l. linoally f:romzoro at tho top
of tho tank (assumed fuU) to a maximumat tho bottom. 'rho pros-
sure at any point in tho tanlter resulting :from tho vortical or
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sideways acceleration;
P =: flc.IAzI .h (Egn 3.22)
where
Pc density of cargo
roplace Az with Ay fer sideways acceleration
h == head in z or y direction
~ho head is the distance from the furthest side of the tank and
is written in tanker co....ordination as
hz == I(z - ri) I for Az acceleration
hy == I(y - ri) I for Ay acceleration (Egn 3.23)
Note that IAz I == IAy I == 19. 6m/s2• The effect of this pros:;"ureon
tho circumferential stress is pz-aaantied in Roark (1979):
a¢ == P.t'i/t (Egn 3.24)
Hence the circumferential. farce resultants f.or acceleration in
the vertical direction:
N¢ "" p.ri
""l?c·IAzl·l(z ...ri)l·ri (Egn 3.25)
and 'the circumferential force result:antf3for acceleration in the
horizontal direction :
N(p :.~ 1').ri
=: flo·Ay'I(y - ri) I·ri (Egn 3.26)
Summation Of foroe resultants due to vertioal or sideways
aooeleration
For axial force resultant Nx for vertical accelerntion:
Nx == ~aonding + ~Axial Force
;:::- P::My,z/I.t) + IlFx/A.t (Egn 3.27)
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For circumferential force tosultant N¢
N¢ = pc.Ax' (x+ri/2) .ri (Eqn 3.28)
Note that z is replaced by y and My by Mz for sideways accelera-
tion.
For inplane shear force resultant Nx¢
Nx¢ = ~Vz/(I.b).t (Eqn 3.29)
Note that Vz by Vy for sideways acceleration.
3.4 Shear stresses in Beams due to Aocelerations in ~he Axial,
Vertical and sideways Direotions
1
1
1
When a beam is subjected to non-uniform bending, both bending
moments M and shear forces V act on the cross sections. The
normal st~ess ~x are obtained from the flexure formula and the
shear stresses r are associated with the shear force V. When a
beam has a E,olid ci:r.cula'l::'ct'oss-section, it cannot be assumed
that the sheat' st~ scs act parallel to the ver1~ioal axis.
Timoschenko (1984) shows that the shear stt'esses at tho boundary
must act at a tangent to that bOUl'\dary.Due to the symmetry
condition, the shear stress at the centre of the beam will lie
parallel to the vet't;i,calaxis. certain assumptions are m\!.),dein
the deriVation of the formula beloW: The vertical. components of
the shear stresses at'e equal for all positions along line pq. The
shear formula derived for rectangular beams are used to derive.
the equation fOr circular beams (vertical components). smee the
direction of the shear stress is known, its magnitude can be
calculated at any point of the cross-section.
Consider the shear stressos r acting on line pq shown above in
Figure 3.23.• Tho first moment of area Q below the line pq with
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respect to the y axis must; be calculated. An element at a
distance z from the y axis, has a thickness dz and length 2.1(r2
- z2) where r is the radius of the cross section.
Figure 3.19 Shear stresses in a beam of circular cross section.
'rho first moment of area of this element is found by multiplying
'I::hearea by z , Hence the entire Q is calculated as :
Q = zl Ir2.z.1(r2 - z2) .dz
(Eqn 3.30)
I
I
l
~
J ,1
'rhe width b is
b ::::21(r2 - z12) (Eqn 3.31)
The second moment of area ! is
I ~1r/4.r4 (Eqn :3. 32)
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Hence the ve);"tical component of the shear stresses is:
r = V.Q/(I.b)
= 4.V/(3.1T.r4). (r2-z12) (Eqn 3.33)
At a point p en the boun1Rry of the aross section, the total
shear stn\ss r is n\lated by its vertical component, r z by the
equation:
1 == 1'1./ cos e
== Tz·r/'v'(:t.·2-Z12) (Eqn 3.3,1)
substitution of 1z:
r = 4.V/(3.rr.r3) ,1(r2 - Z12) (Eqn 3.35)
This is the equation for the shear stress at any point a distance
z , from the y axis. When moving aloi'Cfthe line Ph this str~ss
diminishes (assuming that. the verb.:::al cvmponentis are constant)
and reaches a minimum at point n where r == Tz. The maximum shear
stress for a solid circle will occur at the neutral axis, thus
substituting zl = 0 to get:
fmax = 4.V/(3.1T.r2)
"" 4.V/(3.A) (Eqn 3.36)
where A is the cross sectional area of the beam. At the neutral
axis the stresses lie parallel to the z axis and have constant
magnitude (equal to T lnax) acroas the sectiun. This approximate
theory described gives reasonably accurate results for the shear
stresses in a solid circular beams. Exaot solutions obtained by
the theory of elasticity show that the stresses are not constant
along the neutral axis but that stresses are l.11 error by only a
feW pe: cent.
If the bean'.has a hollow circular cross seot.ion, then it can be
assumed with good accuracy that the sr.sar stresses along the
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neutral axis are vertical and uniformly distributed. The
properties of the cross section are:
Q ~ 2/3.(r03 - ri3) ~ first moment of area
I ~ rr/4.(r04 - ri4) ~ moment of inertia
b = 2. (ro - ri) = shear width
A=: rr/4.(ro2 - ri2) = area of hollow section
(F1qn3.37)
And r~nce the maximum stress is at the centre:
Tmax = V.Q/ (I.b)= 4.V/(3.A).[(r02 + ro.ri + ri2)/(r02 - ri2)]
(Eqn 3.38)
For intermediate stresses away from the neutral axis:
b - bouts ide - binside =: 2 1(r/' - z2) - 2"{(:l:'i2 - Z2)
Q ~ 2/3. (r02 - Z2)3/2 - 2/3.(ri2 _ Z2)3/2
(Egn 3.39)
Note that all the above relat.ionship;:;have bEilenderived for the
vp.:r.ticalshear stresses. The evaluation of shear stresses due to
the axial acceleration is identical these also act vertically
as a result of the geometry of 'the .Jctding.The evaluation of the
shear stresses resulting from the sidewa.ys l."J.irectionwould
require the SUbstitution of Ay for AZ1 Ty for TZ1 and Y1 for zl
in equations 3.30 to 3.39.
3.5 Classical Lamination Theory
The analysis of a GRP road tanker is complicated by the proper-
ties of the composite material. These materials behave different-
ly to conventiona~ isotropic materials as a result of their
anisotropy. taminut:e design requires that one obtains maximum
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advantage from the exceptional fibre directional properties while
minimis.:i,ngthe effects of the low transverse properties with
careful orientation of the layers or lamin~ to match the loadin~
environment. When designing in cC'l1;posites,it is desirable '(:'0
worle in terms of stress resultants or force per unit width. These
can be described as the force or moment carried by a unit width
of laminate in the axial, circumferential or radial directions,
and has units of N/m width. The use of longitudin&l and
transverse fibre stresses to deL'lcribethe shell loading will
result in an e~cess of data as they vary with the orientation,
material and positioning of the lamina in a laminate.
This research uses Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) which deter-
mines the effect that the stress resultants have on the lamina
stresSes. This analysis has been well documented by a number of
refel:.ences such as ,Jones (1975) and :Rosen (1987). The USe of CLl'
for the analysis of filament WOUnd composites was documented by
swanson (1987). The analysis used by ABAQUS is also baSed on CLl'
(ABAQUS 1986).
eLl' is divided into the following stages: Firstly the stress-
st:rain :rela'!:',ionf r the thin plies or lamj,na arc ded, vad , The
analysis is then developed for the assembly of plies c'alled a
laminate. This is developed into relations for thin, laminated
shells Which take into ar~ount the membrane force resultants and
moment resul tent....:;,.The resulting centreline strains and curva-
tures can then be translated back into lamina stresses and com-
pared to the lamina str'lngth allowables usin~ an appropriate
failure criteria. The use of existing plate and shell theory is
facilitated by a set of representative e~tensional and benC1ing
stiffnesses for the laminate. The derivation of thB relations is
based on those from Jonas (1975) and ROSen (1987) and is dis-
cussed in mo):'odetail in Appendi~ D. The analysis of isotropio
j
, I
j
""1'
'# ...
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plates is well established and involves the separate analysis of
the inplane loading and bending moments, the results then being
superimposed. This ocours because the two loadings are uncoupled.
For anisotropic plates such as composite laminates, coupling does
occur and the inplane loading and bending are treated together.
It is only for symmetrical laminate sequences that uncoupling
occurs. 'i'hiscoupling is not desirable for the road tanker and
all the laminates discussed in the rest of this analysis are both
balanced and symmetrical.
vJhen the loads on the laminate are known, they are evaluated to
determine the lamina streSSes in the longitudinal, transverse,
normal and shear directions. These results are then checked by
the Tsai-Wu failure criteria (Tsai 1986) to obtain the laminate
stt·eng1:.hs.Although this is used extensively dUl:'ingthe design of
the pl:'oposedtanker, it is not presented due to the excessively
large volume of data generated. The use of CLT is therefore
limited to the evaluation of the force and moment resultants.
These can be derived from FEM, beam theory or elasticity and are
used as inpLlts for further ovaluation of the J.aminate strengths.
Appendix C summarises the m",cel:'ialproperties used for the tanker
analysis. Appendix D provides a summazy of the laminated plate
theory used for the MACLT.B~S program of Appendix H and the FEM
analysis.
There are however details which apply specifically to the
experimental validation model. Fct' th(.~theoretical prediction of
~:he surface strains using strength of mat~rials, roferenoe is
mad.e to the lC'lminateelastic ccnncarrcs , Theil:'derivatio11 is
disoussed in mOl:'edetail in App~ndix C and they arc the
cCluivnlent moduli and Poisson's l:'atiofor the completc luminate.
For the tube sb~l.l.these are determined from tho MA-ctT.l3AS
pr09ram and are. listed in Appendix C-5. Due to the ±45° laminate,
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EX = Et and the calculation of the inplane normal strains ex and
et is straightforward. The output from the anal.ysis are the
inplane force resultants NXI Nt and Nxt and the inplane moment
resultants MXI Mt and Mxt' This data is converted into surface
strains ex' et and t xt; to allow comparison to the ..'>oretical and
experimental results.
Jones (1975) ~howen that the centreline strains {eo} and curva-
tures {k} could be related to the force {N} and moment {M} re-
sultants by :
{eo} =: [ AI{k } B' B' ].{N}D' {M} (Egn 3.40)
where AI, 8' and DI are the inverse of the A, Band D matrioes as
defined in Appendix D. The surface strains can then b-e determined
from:
(Eqn 3.41)
where t is the thickness of the laminate. These caLculations are
done by the MA-CLT.BAS program listed in Appendix H and are
listed in the section e.2.
3.6 The Validation Model
Although the accuracy of the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been
proven with numerous examples, its application whan analysing'
complicated structures such as a road tanker had to be. v/;\lidated.
This is done by experin\ental studies using a soale.d down model of
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a rOt\(ltanker consisting of a filament wound tube in steel
support-so These supports attempt to model the effect of a stiff
chasais and ring stiffeners on the relatively flexible GRP shell..
The experimental results obtained from this model are compared to
the output from FEM and a theoretical analysis based on strength
of materials. The objectives of this experimental work are as
follows:
- to oompare the ext;:srimental,theoretical and FEM results.
- to determine ·the stress patterns around the supports.
- to validate the use of FEM for the accurate stress analysis of
a GRP road tanker shell.
The model is loaded in combined tension and bending as a rosult
of the offset between the line of aotion of the force and tho
l'teutralaxis of the oircular cube , From 'l'inlOschenkoand Gere
(1984), the normal stress at any vertical distance y away from
the neutral axis can be written in terms of the tensile force F,
tube cross-sectional area A and moment of inertia I as follows:
~x ~ F/A ~ F'Ye·y/I
Where A = J/4. (do2 - di2)
I = rr/G4. (d04 - di4)
(Eqn 3.42)
To calculate the axial strains ex' uSe is made of the laminate
elastic constants }<Jxt Et and Vxt which are obtain~d from Classi-
cal Lamination Theory (App~ndix C-5). As a res~lt of the symmet-
rical ±450 layup of the tubes, Ex = Et• We oan approximate the
axial strain ex as follows:
ex = ux/Ex (Eqn 3,43)
With tho exception of.the areas very close to the ring stiffener,
the t.ransverse strain at can be calculatod from the long.i.tudinnl
strain Ox as fellows;
(Eqn 3.44)
.
;.•.j.'
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The bending moment M is 'l,tniformbl:.'yondthe ring stiffeners 1e:
V::::: dM/dx (Eqn 3.45)
and hence the ~;hear force V :::::0 • A zero inplane shear strain Txt
is predicted f:co:nt strength of materials. The Lnp l.ane moment
resultants MXI Mt and Mxt and transverse shear resultants Qx and
Qt are not calculated theoretically as this will irlvolve :many
assumptions with respect to the material properties and boundary
conditions. These resultants ar~ however obtained from the FEM
analysis and are evaluated to calculate the ]'EM surfac(. strains
ex' et and Txt. The datl:!.processing relationships to obtain the
strains from the measured voltages art! discussed in more detail
by Appendix G.
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4 FINITE ELEMENTS
4.1 The Road Tanker
4.1.1 General requirements
Experimental studies on tne tanker used thla Finite Element Method
(FEM) as the research tool. This analysis of the expocted dynamic
loads on the tanker was then compared to strength of materials
and theory of elasticity approximations. A finite element model
allow: for more precise definition of the expected dynamio loads
than simulated static tests on all exist,inSJtan'j(er.'.L'hec;liffioul-
,ties associated with simulated testing were clear from the papers
by Kenney (1966) and TFM (1986). An experimental study would
require the construotion of a prototype Gnp tanker and involve
exbens i,ve machi);"leryand instrumentation. Both of these were
beyond the scope of this rese~roh. For the FEM analysis, the
acce Lexabd.cn loadings were xnodelled by static pressures and body
forces which acted on each element of the shell. The accelera-
tions could be applied singly or in combination to simulate a
worst case scenario for the tanker. 'l'heshell was considered to
be of utliform thickness as this allowed more accurate analysis
and highl\ghted the effect of stress concentrations on the shell.
Although an operational tan]~er would have optimally varying
thicknesses, this would complicate bo'th the expe:dmental and
mathematica~ analyses. '.L'hefi~ament winding of a shell would also
result in a uniform thickness as a result of.the process requiJ;'e-
merrcs, A candidate ro:\d tanker was designed to enabl(;:a
comparison between tt.e various analyses. The design chosen f(.)):
this research was the filament wound circular E:;hellwith
circumferential stiffeners. Drawings and a description of this
design are presented in Appendix A.
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4.1.2 The finite element model of the road tanker
The FEM models of the road tanker and validation model were
analysed using the ABAQUS version 4.6 FEM program and run on the
IBM 370 mainframe at the university of the Witwatersrand computer
centre. All input data for the tanker FEM models was generated
using the autihozI s pre-processing software which ran on IBM
compatible personal computers. These programs are discussed in
more detail in section 4.1.3 and were required due to the poor
pre-processing facilities avail~ble at the time.
The tanker and. valid.ation FEM models consist of discrete elements
whose geometric outline was defined by nod.es. Thes~ nodes were
points in three dimer.sional space and were d.efined in terms of a
rectangular coordinate system. The elements were then defined by
specifying their constituent nod.es. Forces, displacements and
pressures Were applied. at the nodes and. elements. Together with
the material and thi.cl<nessproperties I the FEt.fpackage could.
then set up a stiffness mat.rix which was used. to solve the sys-
tems of equations relating external forces and displacements to
internal stresses and strains. The accuracy of the FEM analysis
was highly depend.ent on the shape and density of the element
mesh. The element types alSo differ for various applications.
Elements used for the this analysis were three dimensional
oomposit~ shell elements for the tanker shell and orthotropio
be.am element~ for the t.anker ribs.
sign oonvent~ons
ThEa model was generated using a rectangular coordinate system
with tb~ origin located on the axis of the cylinder in line with
the inte3:seo'l:.ionof the rear dome and the cylinder (rear tan
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line). The axial direction was represented by the x or 1 axis and
increased towards the fr~nt of the tanker. The sideways direction
was represented by the y or 2 axis and the vertical direction by
the z or 3 axis with all dimensions given in ll\etres.'1'hecon-
straints, boundary conditions, nodal coordinates and displace-
ments were 'specified relative to this !Jlobal coordinate system.
The material propert':'es~"ere input relatiVe to a local cylindri-
cal coordinate systems. This was est.ablished through the use of
the "*ORIENTATIONiI command which deHned a cylindrical coordinate
system relative to the central axis of the cylinder. The shell
stress output was obtained in terms ot this local coordinate
system, namely axial (1)I circumferential (2) and radial (3).
The matel:'ialorientation for the shell was then defined as an
angular rotation around the radial. (3) axis of the previous
cylindrical coordinate system. This angle corresponds tr the
winding angles and provides for accurate and convenient defini-
tion of the fibre path during filament winding.
Nodes and elements
The FEM model of the tanker was planned to be an accurate repre-·
sentation of a tanker with the cylindrical shell, circumferential
ribs and ellipsoidal domes. The entire tanJ~er had to be modelled
arJthe loading conditions made the use of symmetry impossible.
The 110de and element mesh file was generated by the RTBEGIN.BAS
program. FUrther details on this program were provided in section
4.1.3 and Appendix I, and a summarised listing of the ABAQUS mesh
file is presented in Appendix J. mhe elements were grouped in
element sets for the cylindrical shell (ECYL), the ribs (RIBS)
and the domes (LDOME and RDOME). The domes were fUrther divided
into two regions, one constructed of quadratic elements and the
other of triangular elements.
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Figure 4.1 Schema'Cic illustratin~r the loading and supports
applif'Jdto the road ta,nker model.
1
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Figure 4.2 The FEM mesh of one half of the road tanker showing
the original (dotted) and defleoted (solid) shape.
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These various elements sets were connecced with multi point
constraints (MPC) to complete the model as shown in Figure 4.6.
The cylindrical shell consisted of 30 shell elements of the type
S8R. This is an eight noded quadrilateral stress/displacement
element with four corner nodes and one centre node on each side
as shown in Figure 4.3 below. The element uses reduced integra-
tion and can be used to define doubly curved shells consisting of
anisotropic layers, each with a different orientation, and al-
lowed for transverse shear stiffness. The BaR element uses a
quadratic interpolation shape fUnction and is more accurate than
a similar density of four noded elements. It has six active
degrees of freedom per node and can be used to predict bending
effects. Care was taken to ensure that the generated elements had
aspect ratios (length/width) as close as possible to unity. High
aspect ratios could result in large errors in the analysis and
were avoided by r'areful mesh generation.
The mated al orientation for the cylinder elements were input
relative to the local directions speCified using the "*ORIENTA-
TION" command. The lamina properties were then input using the
"*EtAsTIC,TY'PE:=LAMINA" option and were typical for the filament
wound material used (see Appendix C). The shell definition used
the "*SHELt BECTION,ELSET:=SHELL,COMPOSITE" option. This command
allows the cross section of the shell to be defined by numerical
integration of any number of material points through its thick-
ness. Hence different mate~ial3 at varying orientations can be
defined. The shell was modelled by a laminate consisting ..)fa
[±10o/±85°/±10o/±85°/±10o/±85°]s layup. This resulted in a bal-
anced and symmetrical laminate with a thickness of 0,625 mm ner
layer and a total laminate thicknesS of 15 mm.
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Figure 4.3 Node orderinq for an SSR shell element.
One integration point per Layer was specified. The transverse
shear stiffness of the shell was defined as K13 = G13 = 4.14 GPa
and 1<23 = G23 = 3.5 GPa by US:111gthe "*TRANSVERSE SHEAR
STIFFNESS" command. This Wa ..: eBpecially important for the
composite shell element as transverse shear effects can be
significant.
j
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The ribs consisted of B32 three-dimensional stress/displacement
quadratic beam elements. The :t:'ormulationof these elements Ln-
cludes the effects of transverse deformation and uses Timoshenko
beam theory. The rib cross section was a rectanqular shape and of
two sizes. The thick ribs were assiqned to the element set
RIB'.['HICKand were 50 lamwide and 100 mm thick. These
provided the a.ttachmen"Cpoints for the fifth wheel (connecbf.cn to
tnt? truck), the landing legs and the rear bogie cradle. The
remainder of the ribs (element set RIBTHIN) were thinner with
dimensions of 50 mm square. Both sets of ribs were defined by
nodes along the neutral axis of the rib. Because of the offset
between these nodos and the corresponding cylinder nodes, they
were connected by multi-point constraint (MPC) type 7 which
connected them in all six deqrees of freedom, as shown in Figur<a
4.4 below.
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The "*ORTEWL'ATION" and "*ELASTIC,TYPE=LANINA" options could not
be used for beam elements. The rib material properties were
therefore defined as orthotropic by using the
"*ELASTIC,TYPE=ORTHOTROPIC" option relative to the neutral axis
of the rib for the axial and transverse directi,ons (see Appendix
C). The rib was assumed to consist of unidirectional E-
glass/polyester (vf = 0.45) and the orthotropic constants re-
quired to define this material were obtained from classical
lamination theory via the 11A-CLT.BAS program (see Appendix H).
The transverse shear of the beam was also defined by using the
"*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS" command.
I
I
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The majority of the dome elements were of the qUadratic saR shell
type and were assigned to the LbQUA and RbQUA element sets for
the back and front dome respectively. At the apex of each dome
was a small circle consisting of 24 triangular STRI3 shell
elements whd.ch weru assigned to the LDTRI and RDTRI element sets
as shown by Figure 4.6. These elements closed the top of the dome
and were connected to the rest of the dome by Nl?C type 7. The
dome material was defined as being isotropic. The ellipsoidal
shape did not allow alignment with the cylindrical or spher~cal
co-ordinate sy~tems and in reality, the domes would either be
hand laminated or wound as a geodesic isotensoid. The dome
material was defined by assuming a quasi-isotropic layup of
[oo/±600]s of E-glass/polyester or vinylester (vf = 0.45) which
was 15mm thick. Further de~ails can be obtained from Appendix c.
T~10 load. cases were analysed. during this research. '.rhofirst was
the pressure case with a uniform internal pressure of 8.4X105 Pa
to simUlate a pressure test with conten·ts of zero del'lsity.This
case does not relate to the hydrostatic pressure test where the
tanker would. be tested with water at a pressure of 3.5X105 Pa
resulting in additional bending stresses due to the density of
the w(\ter and shell.
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Figure 4.4 Conneotion of the shell and ribs using multi~point
constraint type 7.
Load oonditions
The pressure of 8.4X105 Pa was chosen to give the same tensile
stress levels as ~ hydrostatic test (see Appendix E). Due to the
lack of bending stresses from the oargo, Qirect comparisons could
be made between ltEM and a theory of elasticity analysis by
Timoshenko (1959). This would serv€ as a validation of the tallter
mcdaL and check the accuracy of the method.
!
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The second load case wns Obtained from requirements to satisfy
SABS 1398 (1983). The tanker must sustain thB combined effect of
2G aocelerati.ons in the axial, vGrtioal and sideways direction.
The effect of the accelerations on the cargo and shell of the
tanker was modelled by the Use of equivalent pressures and body
foroes. As a result of the acceleration of.the cargo the liquid
exer'ts a hydrostatic pressu:t'eperpend.icu...ur to the inner walls
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of the tanker shell. This pressure as a linear function of the
head of liquid in the respective 1irection. By superimposing
these pressures for the various directions and applying them on
each individual element, it was possible to accura'l::elymodel the
effect of the cargo on the shell. This procedure was uaad by the
RTENO.l3l'.Sprogram (see Appendix ..1). The effect of the accelera ...
tion on the tanker shell was represented by body forces acting on
the shell and beam elements. This WaS input under the n*OLOAD"
option where the force per unit volume and force per unit length
were specified in the various directions for the shell and beam
elements respectively.
I
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Constraints al'lt'iboundary Qonditiona
The ~ib nodes which form part of the cradle support were defined
by using the "*NSET" command. 'rhe inclUded angle .for these sup-
ports was 120Q as recommended by 8S4994 (1987). l\lthough the
tanker Is SUPP0l:';; would normally be sprea6 ovsr th\'aentire bogie
and fifth wheel, only one supp.:rt was used on each oide to facil-
itate analysis of the load reactions as most of the tanker de-
signers J.ocate these reactions at the cantl:'eof:the bogie or
fifth wheel. In this case the load bearing supports \>lerelocated
at SQPR2 and SUPR12 Which were positioned one metre from the buck
and front of the tanker respectively. This allows the high local
loads to be tr~nsferred to the shell through the ribs and can be
seen as a worst case scenario for the tanker where the entire
tanl~er Lead is being supported by one :db on each side. This
configuration is similar tC)the support geometry of horbontal
tanks and lends itself to more accurate comparison between the
FEM and theoretical :t:esults,
\
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The boundary condd,tiona vary for each load case. For the int'.ernal
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load i?~essu~e case, both SUPR2 (x ::::'I ~ and SUPR12 (x ::::11) were
const~ained in the vertical direction. SUPR2 was const~ained in
the axial direction but SUPR12 was free to move to allow for
elongation of the tanker. 'lhe bottom node 011 each SUPP'~I,...t was
also constrained in the sideways dlrection (nodef;_4669 and 5029) •
There were no angular constraints. For the oombined acceleration
load case, both SUPR2 and SUPR12 were constrained in the vertical
direction. The bottom node on each support was also oonstrained
in the sideways direction (nodes 4669 and 5029). SUPR2 was con-
strained in the axial direction but SUPR12 was free to move to
allow fo~ elongation. There were no angular constraints.
:t:tumarioal and graphioal output
j
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The FEM output for the Shell is presented in terms of the inplane
force resultants Nx' N¢ and Nx¢' the transve~se shea~ fo~ce
resultc:.ntsQx and Q¢ and tho inplane moment resultants Mxt H¢ and
Mx¢' The axial (x) and circumferential (¢) directions are ~ep~e-
sented by the 1 and 2 directions in the ABAQUS fo~ce resultant
output. These fo~ce and moment. resul,tants a~e, specified fOr the
integ~ation points on the element. A force resultant is the
force in a shell per uni't.width (N/m width) and is a practical
way of representing st:r:esseswithin composites. "'his notation is
used by Jones (1975) for composites and Timoshenko (1959) for
plate theory and allows fo~ easy comparison with the FEM
~esu).ts. Using stresses for comparison would involve calculating
the various stress components per laye~ resulting in considerable
amount of data to be processed.
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Nx - AXiAL FORCE RESUL TAIH (Him width)
N¢ - CIRCUMF~RENTIAL FORCE RESULTANT (NIl'll width)
Nx¢ ~ INPLANE SHEAR FORCE RESULTANT (NIl'll width)
Mx - : .."fIL MOMENT RESULTANT (Nrn!m width)
M¢ - CIRCUMFERENTIAL MOMENT RESULT/>,NT (Nm!m width)
Mx¢ - TWISTING MOMENT RESULTANT (Nm/m width)
(lx - AXIAL TRANSVi::RSE SHEAR (N/m width)
Q0 - CIRCUMFEREN11AL TRANSVERSE SHEAR (N/m width)
Figure 4.5 The applied loads result in force and moment
resultants aoting on the laminate.
FEM model size
The entire model consisted of 2522 nodes and 900 elements. The
original wavefront was eS'cimated on the maxd.mun number of degrees
of freedom (OOF) per node and were as follOWS:
- original maximum DOP ,...avef~:ont 21%
- original RMS OOP wavefront 1254
1
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After computer optimisation of the model, the total number of
variables including I,agran9iemultipliers was 15132. The wavefront
was optimised and reduced CiS follows
- optimised maximum OOF wavefront 34,13
- optim:i.:ledRMS DOF wavefront 229
Linear small displacement theory was used. Attempts were made to
run 'I:.hesemode.Ls for non ...linear geometry but these were unsuc-
cessful, due to the large edze of the :model.
Finite element analysis
The pre-processing software enabled the generation of course
models with each of the load conditions ap~lied separately. Tho
RTBEGIN.BAS and RTEND.BAS programs (Appendix I) produced error
free input files according to t.he loading and mesh density re'"
qUested. These element meshes toTerealso checked graphically by
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~the MACONV.BAS and MA3DCAD.BAS programs to ensure that they had
been correctly generated. This procedure avoided the use of the
mainframe until it was necessary for running the analysis and
avoided the delays associated with batch processing.
Once all the load cond.itions had been run separatelY and all
errors had been corrected in the mesh generation programs, the
final fine meshes were generated and checked graphi~ally. TheSe
were then down loaded onto the mainframe and run using the batch
processing facility. The size of these models often resulted in
delays of up to a week before the results became available. The
r~sults Were then condensed using the post processillg ABASAS,WBA
prog:!':"amwhich extracted the required data. This data was then
processed using the SAS graphical program to produce the plots of
Appendix Sand T, and then down loaded onto a personnel computer
for further post processing and generation of graphs.
computer programs
The majority of these programs were written in BASIC and run on
per~onal computers. The ABASAS.WBA program was however written in
Waterloo Basic and ran on the. IBM 370 mainframe.
MACL'l'.BAS - Classioal l.amination 'theory program
The analysis of composites by classical lamination theory (CLT)
was carried out by this program. '1'his theory is discussed in
more detail in paragraph 3.1.5, The prog'ram allO\led for the
input of complete laminate dat~ with the lamina properties and
angles (lines 100-250). This data was saved to disk for fUrther
retrieval (250-300). The program provided the following func-
ti011S:
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- Calculation of the extensional [AJ and pending [BJ stiffnesses
from which the orthotropic propertie.s for the ribs were derived
(300-40140) •
- Calculation of the equivalent laminate properties which were
used for the theoretical analysis and dome properties (40140-
(50045)•
- Calculation of the laminate surface strains and curvatures
from the force resultant data ob'bained from FEM (40140-61530).
- Calculation of the lamina stresses and failUre criteria from
force resultants included in the laminate data (61530-62720).
The listing of this program is presented in Appendix H.
RTBEGIN.BAS and RTEND.B~S - Preprooessing programs for the tanker
FEM model
These programs were used to generate the FEM model of the road
tanker. Version 4.6 of ABAQUS did not have pre~processing facili-
ties and 'bhe complexity and size of this model requires an acou-
rate method of mesh generation. A Hsting of 'ehe RTBEGIN and
RTEND programs were available in Appendix I. rhe NISA FEM PC
Based program available at the time was not able to process this
large model due to memory limitations.
DC'ta which completely specified the tanker's dimensions, thick ..
nesses, accelerations, densities, pressures, dome and rib proper-
ties was typed into the program (lines 150 - 550). This informa~
tion was then used to generate the model. The user was then
prompted for the element included angle and axial increment (1020
- l:l.10).Small values result.ed in a finer mesh. The program then
continued through a sequence of subroutines whioh generate 'the
nodes and elements for. the cylinder, ribs and domes (610 - 790).
Subr~utines then connect the ribs and domes to 'bhe oylinder by
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use of a multi-point constraint (830 - ~"~). 'rhe POElitions for
~he cradle supports were also specified, and the nodal displace-
ments which could model the effect of an angular tW:l.stwere
C';.~lculated(869 - 1370). 'rhis data was then written to sequential
fi1us. One became the ABAQUS mesh file and the others were
temporary files required by the second part of the model genera-
tion contained in the R'rEND.BAS program which provided the load
history, property and output information required for the FEM
analysis. The input section (lines 150-550) of the program were
identical to that of R'l'13EGIN.BAS.The temporary files were re-
loaded (570-610) and these provided the geometric data for the
nodes and elements. The equivalent pressures and rody forces
which simulate the accelerations imposed on the tanker and its
cargo (8910-9540) were then ca1~ulated. The material properties
for the ring stiffeners, shell and dome were defined (6940-
8660), followed by the supports and boundary conditions (8680-
8780). 'rhe last parts of the program specify the output required
from the analysis (9570-10220).
After the files from RTB~GtN and RTEND had been merged into one
file, manual changes to the support boundary condd t.Lons were
necessary, depending on Which analysis was being run. The main
advantage of having two progrums was that many loading conditions
could be generated from one mesh file. Any errors picked up
during the FEM check runs were corrected in these preprocessing
programs to ensure that they were not repeated. The programs
allowed for the fault-free generation of the course check models
as well as the fine mesh, high acouracy models.
MACONV.BAS ~ Graphic generation program
This program Was written to convert the data from the ABAQUS
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input file into graphic data which could be read by the MA3DCAD
program. The node and element data from t.he ABAQUS file was
converted into node and line data. Shell, rib and solid elements
could be converted in this way. A listing of the MACONV program
was given in Appendix M.
MA3DCAD.CAD - Three dimensional mesh preview prog~am
This program was written to facilitate graphic preview of the
mesh generated by the MAEEGIN and MAVAGEN programs. Due to the
complexity of the FEM models used, a graphic check was necessary
to ensure that the mesh was correct. Existing PC paokages such as
NISA were not able to process the large medels used for this
research. The node and element data from the ABAQUS input file
was oonverted into graphic data by the MACONV program. The
~~3DCAD program read this data and then functioned as an
interactive three dimensional computer aided design program with
many graphio manipulation functions such as scaling, rotating,
panning, zooming and change of perspective and viewpoint. An
example of the screen display is ShOW1'lin Figure 4.6. A listing
of the program was given in Appendix N.
ABASAS.WBA ...WBASIC program to extract geometric, stress and
force resultant data from the ABAQUS output file
This program summarised the bUlky ABAQTJS output file by extract-
ing only that information which was necessary. The element number
and co-ordinates of the integration points were first extracted
(lines 770-1220). From this data the circumferential arc-length
was calculated (650-750). The force and moment resultants at each
integration point were then extracted (1240-1780), This data was
then written to a separate data file (360-470). These summari8ed
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files were sufficiently reduced to enable them to be down loaded
onto a PC for fUrther processing. The program was listed in
Appendix o.
Figure 4.6 Example of the MA3PCAD sr.reen display showing the
tanker dome and the first ri:ng.
SAS - statistical analysis and presentation graphics package.
This package was available on the IBM mainframe and was used to
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generate sonle of the stress maps in Appendices 8, T and U. The
data is presented in three-dimensional format by using the axial
length of the model as the x axis, the arc length or circumferen-
tial distance as the sLdeways axis and the force resultant as the
vertical axis. Both contour maps and 3-D grid representations
were generated.
PLOT.SAS ~ Input program for the SAS graphics packageI
\
I
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A listing of the input program uSed to generate the SAS graphics
for the road tanker and validation u:odel is presented in Appen-
dix o. The data was read from the summarised ABAQUS output file
and then plotted on a Hewlett Packard HP7570 plotter in the
prescribed format. A print of this SAS input program is lis'ced
in Appendix o.
LOTUS 123 and QUATTRO - Spreadsheet and graphics packages
Th$se PC baaed programs 'l'lereused to g'enerate the two-dimensional
plots of the FEM and theoretical results which were imported into
LOTUS from the output of the MATHEORY program.
The Matheory program
This program was written to allow comparison of the FEM and
theoretical predictions of section 3 and Appendix E and F for
the road tanker. The load cases which could be analysed were
accelerations in the x, y and z directions, internal static
pressure and an angular twist of the shell relative to its sup-
port. A listing of the program was given in Appendix P. The
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program was written in modular form and extensive USe Was made of
sUbroutine~ ~0 access each module:
- Lines 3 to 970: define the flowpath of the program.
- 1010 to 1250: Define the loading conditions of the tanker.
These are mOdified by the user to model the various
load cases.
1265 to 1910: Define the material properties. of the tankur's
shell, domes and ribs. These were obtained from classical
lamination theory using the MA-CLT.BAS program (Appendix H).
1950 to 2750: Define the geometrical dimensions of the tanker.
- 2780 to 3270: Define the input and output of the data files
used. The o:dginal FEM files were loaded to give the reference
x, y and z positions for the theoretical analysis.
- 3310 to 3770: Allow the selection of the position Under
evaluation. The options were 'Iop/BC'ttom/Left/Right/Dome.
- 3950 to 4200: Define the shell properties.
- 4290 to 4450: Define the densities of the ohell and contents,
- 4490 to 5170: sectional geometrioal properties and volumes.
- 5210 to 5670: The maasec Of t.hevarious components.
- 5710 to 6195: The effacts whLch re tt from the axial Ax
acceleration.
- 6210 to 6229: The variation of the circumferential load from the
axial acceleration.
- 6392 to 6377: The effect the axial acceleration has on the
ribs, shell and domes of the tanker.
- 6381 to 6510: The total effect of the axial aoceleration.
- 7110 to 7710: vertical (Az) acceleration.
sideways (Ay) acceleration.
twisting.
in the dome from internal
- 7110 to 8710:
- 9470 to 9570:
- 9630 to 9890:
The effect of the
The effect of the
The effect of the
Membrane stresses
pressure.
- 9910 to 10050: 11embrane stresses in the shell from internal
pressure.
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- 10090 to 10950: Totals of all the force and moment resultants
fer the various load cases.
- 10990 to 13790: stresses whi~h result from a shell under
internal pressure with circum~erential ribs.
- 13840 to 13855: Definition of local variable f:or the dome
analysis.
- 13858 '(:0 14650: stresses which arise from the discontinuity at;
the doxr.ato shell junction 'lra vessel under internal pressure.
The theoretical predictions of the MATHEORY.BAS program Were run
over a range of values with a Em~ll increment to give a more
continuous curve for comparison to the FEM gauss point values.
These curves were discussed in more detail by section 6.1
4.2 The Validation MOdel
4.2.1 The validation finite element model
A FEM model of the validation test model was generated to allow
comparison of the FEM strain results with the experimental and
theoretical analysis.
sign conventions
The model was generated using a rectangular coordinate system
\d th the X or 1 axis along the axis of the tube, the y or 2 axis
vertical and the z or 3 axis in the sideways dit~ction. The
material properties were input relative to a local cylindrical
coordinate syst~m. This was established through the use of the
"*ORIENTATION" command which was first used to define a
cylindrical coordinate system relative to tho centro of the tube.
_J
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The shell output is obt,,,inedin terms of this system, nail~lY
axial x, circumferential t and radial r. The material axis for
the shell was then defined as an angular rotation around the
radial r axis of the oy1J.ndrical coordinate system. This angle
corresponds to the winding angles for the filament wound tl.\be.
and provides for accurate and convenient definition of the lamina
properties. All constraints, boundary conditions, nodes and
forces where specified relatiVe to the global rectangular
coordinate system.
Nodes and el~ments
The geometry of tho test model was represented as accurately as
possible with the tube shell, ribs and connecting shaft being
modelled. The FEM model consisted of a half symm~tricaJ. represen-
tation of the test mOdel, although 'luarter symmetry could have
been used. The. tube shell consi.sted of 240 shell elements of the
type S8R and were numbered 1 to 120 and 500 to 619. The material
properties were input relative. to the local ±45° directions
specified. TheSe were the lamina properties and are typioal tor
filament wound material used (see Appendix C) and input using the
"*SHELI. SECT:tON,ELSET=SHELL,COMPOSITEn option. This command
alloWS the oross section of the shell to be defined by numerioal
integration of any number of material points through its thick-
ness. The manufaotured shell consists of three double layers of
:1:450orientation 'IIlithe "'450and +450 fi.bres interlooked by the
method of filament winding whioh results in a balanced and
symmetrioal laminate. Attempts to represent the FEM model as u
s.i.xlayer laminate would result in an unsymmetrical and hence
unbalanced laminate. The FEM shell was approximated by eigh't
layers with a thickness of C,23G25 POl" layer and oonstruoted as
[±45/±45]s to avoid thls inaccuraoy.
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Figure 4..7 one htil.f of the Vali(lation 11inite element model.
Hence the coupling [EJ matrix was zero and the laminate is.
accurab:aly defined. The tr.ansverSe shear stiffness of the shell
was defined as K13 Q G13 ~ 4.14 GPa and K23 Q G23 Q 3.5 GPa by
using the "*'l'RANSVERSESHEAR STIFFNESS" command. This is
especially important for the composite sholl element as
t:t:'anslVorsehear effects Were significant. High eloment aspec'!:"
ratios whioh could have resulted in large errors in the analysis
were avoided. ~his :t:'equirementdid however limit the use of a
graded mesh near the support ribs aa the MAEEGIN.BAS program
could only grade the mesh with respect to tho axial x length once
the circumfarent1al angle had been defined.
The rips and shaft were generated using the pro-processor of the
NISA FEM program and consist of three dimensional solid elements
of tho type C3D20 shown in Figure 4.8. These elements are 20
noded, quedrat1c stress/displacements bricks and have three
activo degrees of freedom (OOF) por node. The elements were
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chosen and positioned so that they would coincide with the sholl
el.ements at their nodes. Two n'ethods of rEM model generation \<lere
used and both gave identioal reoults. One model was gellerated
using the N!SA FEM pl:e-procossing software. The N!SA input data
was them cOl'Wcrtod int oJ .1\.b••"lUSdata through the usc of tho N!SA-
ABA. BAS program (Appendix K). ~he material, boundary conditions
and loadj,ng data were then udded manually. The use of half
symmc\'tryalso all.IJwcdthe usc of a mcah generation programs
'1 ~. BAS (Appendix 1<)to generate the shell elements of an.
u, 1\10<101. This progrfuh was der ived from the RTBEG!N. BAS
i:O~H:¢4'1I .Jsed to g'enerato the road tanker modol. The rib <:latawas
obta.;'ned.from the NISt>,data file and connected to the Sholl with
multi-pc'~t c~nstraints by using tho MAMPC.DAS program. Both of
those mcthoJo gave tho same rosults. TheSe programs wore
d.l.scussedin more detail d.n section 4.2.2.
Although tho shaft is circular on the test modol, it was mOdelled
as a rectp..il'dl.l.larrod on FEM. This enabled the connection of the
shaft to the rectangular rib elements. The stiffness of the rod
was adjusted to ensure i~l'latthe flexural properties of the rod
were the same as the shaft with the elastic properties of the rod
defined as E = 428 GPa and~ = 0,3. Definition of the ribs and rc
pl'operties Whore defined using the "*SOLIO SEC'.L:CON"command. The
properties for steel ribs were E = 200 GPa and~ = 0,3.
oonstraints and boundary oonditions
Half of the test model was lno<:lelledon FEM as a result of both
geometric and loading symmetry. All the nodes at the plano of
symmetry at x = 0,278 m were constraj.ned by the "XS"iMM" option
under the "*130UNDAR"i"command. 'l'hisonly alloWS :eor linear dis ...
placoment in tho z and y directions and rotation about the x
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axis. Node number 216 at (0,278 ; O,09l.9 ; 0,431) was pinned to
prevent any rigid body modes of the entire model.
if
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Figure 4.8 A C3D20 three dimensional briok element.
Force and for-ce toleranoe
The tensUe force of 5 k.Nwas modelled by applying nodal forces
to tho end of the rod of -3000 N at node 1020 and -1000 N at
nodes 1021 and 10G6 using the "CLOAO" cOln'Uand.This approximation
was acceptable due to the saint Venant hypotheses, as the area C'f
interest, namely the sholl, is remote from the points of the
applied load. The force toJeranc~ for convergence of the analysis
was set at 1 N.
NUlI\o:doal and graphioal output
The FEM analysis output for the shell was presented in bezms o:E
the inplane. force resultants Nx' N¢ and NX¢I the transverse shear
force resultants Qx and Q¢ and the {nplal1e moment resultants HXI
M¢ and Hx¢' The geometric position of the central points on the
element were also obtained. The values of the inplane force and
6$
moment resultants were then evaluated using Classical Lamination
Theory to obtain the centreline strains and curvatures. The outer
surface strains were then estaulished.
FEM model size
The entire model consisted of 10'77 nodes and 284 elements. The
original wavefronts as estimated on the maximum number of degrees
of freedom (OOF) per node were as follows:
original maximum OOF waVeflont 1272
- original RMS DOF wavefront 834
After computer optimil~ation of the model t the total number of
variables including L!agrange multipliers was 5487. The wavefronts
had been optimised and reduced, as follows
- optimised maximum OOF wavefront: 848
- optimised RMS DC .vavefront 376
Linear small displacement theory was used ;
The finite element analysis
Two different methods were used to generate the validation FEM
models as discussed in paragraph 4.2.1. Once the models had been
checked graphically using the MA30CAD.BAS programs, they were
then down-loaded onto the mainframe and run using the ABAQUS FEM
packaqe , The results were then condensed using the post process-
ing ABASAS.WBA program Which extracted the required data. This
data was then processed using the SAS graphical program to pro-
duce the plots of Appendix U, and then down-loaded onto a person-
nel computer for further post pracessing and gene&ation of
graphs.
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computer Programs
This finite element package was used on a IBM compatible AT-286
PC. Although the memory limitations restricted its use to small
sized models, it was SUfficient to allow the generation and
analysis of the validation model. This was assisted by the power-
ful pre-processing functions of this package. The entire valida-
tion model cons,isting of the shell, ribs and rod were modelled
and then run on NISA to check th~ accuracy. The mesh (nodes and
element) data could then be rewritten in ABAQUS format by the
NISA-ABA.BAS program.
The following programs were used in the analysis of the valida-
tion model. Several of the programs from the roau tanker analysis
such as MACONV.BAS, MA3bCAD.BAS/ ABASAS.WBA, PtOT.S~S and tOT.US
123 were also used.
NISA ..Finite element program
This program was derived from the RTBEGIN.BAS program for genera-
tion of the tanker FEM mesh (see Appendix K). The dimensions of
the model were input (lines 250 - 500) after which the nodes and
elements were calculated according to the angular (l030 - lOGO)
and axial increment (1112 - 1113). This node and element data was
then written as a mesh data file for fUrther processing.
MAVAGEN.l:IAS ..Program to generate a FEI>! mesh of the validation
model shell
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N!SA-ABA.BAS - program to convert the N!SA mesh data into ABAQUS
format.
~his program converted only the node and element data from the
NISA input file into ABAQUS format. The element properties, lead
and boundary conditions were not included and had to be added
manually to the ABAQUS input file.
MPC.BAS - program to connect the ribs and shell with multi-point
constraints.
This program was used to connect the nodes of the ribs and shells
by using multi-point constraints. This was only necessary When
the shell had been generated by the MAVAGEN.BAS program and
needed to be connected to the ribs de~ived from the NISA data.
The nodes were connected in three translational degrees of free ...
dom by using MPC Type. 6. The program then wrote a new file to
disk which contained the node, element and MPC data in the cor-
rect ABAQUS format. The remainder of the loading and property
data still had be added manually by using a suitable editor
bafore the model could be run. The listing of the MAMPC program
could be found in Appendix K.
MAMERGE.B1\S - Program to me:t'gecommon nodes
This program established which nodes were common petwGen the
shell elements gene:t'atedby the MAVAGEN.BAS program and 1:he solid
clements which were obtained from the NISA"'ABA.BAS program. The
program then merged the common nodes by renumbering the rib
nodes. A listing of the MA}iERGE p~ogram can be f6und in Appendix
K.
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SOLIDVAL.WBA - WBASlC p~og~am fo~ the estimation of the valida-
tion st~esses using beam theo~y.
This program was nsed to calculate the theoretical stresses from
beam theory. The summarised ABAQUS output data file was loaded
fo~ the geometric data (lines 370-512) and then the sectional
properties were calculated (530-1160). The axial stress result-
ants were then calculated by superimposing axial force and bend-
ing moment components of the stress (1500-1580). The calculated
data was then written to a data file for comparison with the
ABAQUS results (2240-2260). A listing of this program was given
in Appendix K.
LOTUS 123 and QUATTRO ~ Spreadsheet and g~aphies package.
ThilSpackage was also used to generate the two-dimensional plots
for comparing the FEM, theoretical and experimental data for the
validation model. The summarised ABAQUS output was first convert-
ed into stral.n data by the ME;.-Cr~T.BASprogram and then imported
into the spreadsheet. The experimental voltage data from the
st~ain gauges was entered di~ectly into a spreadsheet and then
conve~ted into strain readings to allow for comparison. Theo~eti-
cal calculations based on beam theory were also done by the
spreadsheet.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL
5.1 ~eneral Requirements
Although the accuracy of the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been
proven ~t4,thnumerous examples, its application when analysing
comul.Lcac., d structures such as a road tanker has to be validated.
This was done by experimental studies using a scale model
consisting of a filament wound tube in steel supports. These
supports model the effect of a stiff chassis and ring stiffeners
on the relatively flexible GRP shell. The experimental results
obtained ft'om this model were compared to the output from a FEM
analysis and a theo:i:'eticalanalysis based on strfmgth of
materials.
The objectives of this experimental work were as :follows:
- to compare experimental r theoretical and FEM re:sults.
- to determine the stress patterns around the supports.
- to validate the use of FEM for the accurate st.:ess analysis
of
a GRP road tanJ<er snell.
5.2 Description of Experimental Apparatus
The model consists of a fiiament wound tube and two metal s~p-
ports which were bonded to each end of the tube. A SC'.lPlllaticot
the model is shown below in Figure 5.1
A tensile force of 5 kN was applied to the ends of the metal
support shaft by mounting the model in a tensile testing machine.
Experimental readings were obtained from strain gauges which had
been bonded to the tube.
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rigure 5.1 Schematic of tne validation test model.
A more detailed description of the apparatus is presented in
Appendix B. Plates 5.1 and 5.2 show the experimental rig and
details of the validation model.
5.2.1 strain gauges
Resistance foi). strain gauges were bonded to the tube to estab-
lish the expex.i.mentia),strains. Th.e specification of the chosen
gauges were as follows:
- Three gauge rosettes with gauges at angles at 00, -45° and
+45°'
- TML Type FRA-5-17
- Gauge Length 5 mm
- Gauge ResistancE'! 120 ± .5 n
- Gauge Facto:: Fg 2,12
- Lot NumrJer 253631
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Plate 5.1 The test rig for the validation model showing the
tensile test machine, validation model, power supply,
telnperatu:recompensatioh, mUlti-meter and plotter.
Plate 5.2 Detail of tha validation model showing the ~ositions
of the :ribs a)ldst:rain gauges.
These gauges were considered ideal for this application because
their flexibility allowed them to be accurately and securely
bonded to the tube's curved surface without affecting the proper~
Ues of the laminate. The orthotropic nature of the composite
involved special precautions and these ~~e discussed in detail by
Bert (1985) and Tuttle and Brinson (1984) and summarised in
Appendix G. The corrections for transverse sensitivity were also
included. The tube could be considered to be hQmogeneous as a
result of the precise control over the filament winding process.
13" comparing the characteristic fibre dimension (3 to 20 fJ,m) to
t.hegauge length of 5 mm, it is obvious that the heterogeneity of
the material is of no great concern. Because ~he tube had a low
coofficient of thet'xnalconductivity and actied as an effectiVe
heat and electrical insulator, the gauge excitation Voltage was
kept 10\01to avoid heating. Tuttle and Brinson (1984) suggested.
exci'tation levels ranging from two to four volts. The effect of
con'ucted heat on the laminate would. be negligible as the testing
was done at room tempera,'l;ureand was Of short duration, The
maximum antj.cipated s rain levels of 0.002 mlm were far below 'the
maximum allowod for the gauges. Accuracy problems could be
expected with the high strain gradients near the ring stiffeners.
The gauge length of 5 mm could be too long to accurately predict
these exact strains and would give an average over the length of
the gauge.
Al'though the strain fields were largely uni"'axial, there were
local moments and shear stresses close to the ring stiffene~
result'.ingin a more complicated state of strain. This required. a
tbrec g'!;\ugoelement for complete d.efinition of the inplano state
of strain. The chosen gauges had the three elements superimposed
on top of each other at positions of -450, 0° and 45° relative to
the longitudinal ex) axis of the tuba.
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The filament winding left an Uneven surfaoe which was abraded to
!n:ovide a surface ....ppropriate for bono.ing the gauges by using 400
grit sand paper. with this technique a thin layer was removed
fro~ the re~in rich surface and Care was taken to avoid damaging
the fibres of the outer ply of the laminate. The surface was
dusted and then cleaned with a solvent before the gauges where
bonded. The G,lignr.lcntof the gauges was done by marking their
position with a ball point pen. The zero degree direction ex) was
established by drawing a line perpendicular to the support for
each gauge using a 900 ~et "',quareplaced against the
circumferential rib. The gauge was then attached to a piece of
sellotape and its position checked under a magnifying glass.
Accurate positioning is impor'cant for a composite material in
order to minimise misalignmont errors.The adhesive used to bond
the gauges was a commercial cyanoacrylate contact adhesive. A
thin layer of adhesive was smeared onto the tube surface and the
gauge pressed down with slight pressure until the glue had set.
The X'osettes were oriented with 'ehe cerrcze gauges at 00 and the
others at -450 and +45°, This arrangement was necessary in order
'bo obtain the transverse component for all the gauge directions.
The :t"osetteswere posit.ioned in four bands of eight gauges each.
'.['hefirst band was positioned close to the ring support and the
second nnd third band next to it. The fourth band was positioned
at the centre of the model. '1'able5.1 summarises tho position of
the bands and the respective rosette numbe:t"s, listed from the top
to bottom of the tube.
A schematic Ijf the rosette positions on the model is shown in
Figu:t"e5.2. TO avoid oVerheating of the gauge and the laminate,
gauges with attached gauge lead wires were used. The circuit lead
wires were soldered .:;\ftorpositioning of the gauges and caro was
taken to avoid damage by soldering the wi:t"osaway from the tube
su:t"face.
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Figure 5.2 Layout of the tuba showing tIle positions of tha
::-osettes.
Table 5.1 Band positions and rosette numbers.
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contact with the liquid solder or a hot soldering iron could
result in broken fibres or a damaged matrix. Care was taken that
each gauge and its connecting wires were electrically insulated.
Different colours were used for each direction namely blue, red
and orange for the 00, 450 and -450 directions respectively. The
wires were then all numbered and labelled to avoid confusion.
Crocodile clips were connected to the end of the compensation
wires to facilitate convenient changing between gauges. The end
of the gauge leads were also soldered to improve the electrical
contact with the crocodile clips.
S.2.2 Wheatstone br~ Age and temperature oompensation
The most commonly used method of determining strain gauge read-
ings is by means of a wheat.sbcne bridge ci:t.'cuit.The bridge
beoomes a direot output device and is shown schematically in
Figure 5.8. The excitation voltage Vin is applied across AC and
the output voltage Vout recorded between BD. The active gauge is
the one mounted in position on the test piece in the 00,-450 or
450 direction. The other three arms of this bridge were mounted
on an offcut of the tube Which a.rCtpositioned close to the model
during testing. ~hese gauges experience the same temperature
changes as the active gauges, but none of the mechanical loads.
They were oriented in the same direction as the active gauges
with separate connections for tho 00 and ±4So direc'cions. This
ensured that the compensation gauges experience the same axial
and transverse thermal strains as the activo ga.uga.
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Figure 5.3 Sohematic of a wheatstone bridge oircuit.
Due to the characteristics of the wheatstone bridge circuit, the
apparent strain effects due to the temperature cancel, and the
output is due only to the mechanical loading. Th.e excitation
voltage for the bridge Vin was set to 5 V and current to 0,1 A.
This resulted in a ga,uge excitation voltage .:>f2.5 V wh lch was
within the 2 to 4 V range recommended by Tut.tle and Brinson
(1984). The wheatstone bridge was often not totally balanced and
gave a small non-aar o null or unloaded voltag!·:-Vout across AC.
This was recorded and later subtracted from the loaded Voltage
when the gauge was strained in order to obtain the voltage dif-
ference oVout' From this quantity the strain in the gauge could
be calculated. The theoretical relationships oc the strain
gauge, wheatstone bridge and t~ansverse sensi~~vity are discussed
in sections 3.2.3 and Appendix G.
5.2.3 Tensile testing machine
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Tho test modal was loaded in t~ns~on pv mounting it in a JJ Lloyd
Instrllments T22K tonsilo tosting mach i.ne, The maoh Lne was fittod
with a 20 ltN load 0011 and the applied load of 5 kN was well
within its capability. Tho test model was mountod botween the
base and the cross-beam by means cf two pins. The force and
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displacement output was recorded on a JJ Lloyd XY plotter at-
tached to the tensile tester. This was used to creck the applied
load and any creep or nonlinear effects.
5.2.4 Illstrumentation
An oltronix C40-1 DC power supply was used to energise to wheat-
stone bridge. The input voltage was set to 5 V and the current to
0,1 A for the test. The gauge connecting leads had been colour
coded and labelled and a separate compensation circuit was used
for the 00 and ±4So directions. The wiring used was single strand
telephone wire. Crocodile clips facilitated convenient reconnec-
tion bet\oJ'eenthe gauges and ccmpensat i.on circuits. All other
connections were soldered. The bridge output voltage Vout was
read from a Takeda Railcen TR63S5 mini mUJ.timeter set to th~
appropriate sensitivity.
5.3 Experimental procedure
5.3.1 calibration of the tensile testing machine and plotter
The completed test model was positioned in the tE!nsilc tester and
the shafts connected by pins to the bottom and crossbar of the
machine. The force Qalibration dial was set to zero with the
force settir,g at x 0,1 and the extension se-cting at ')..,5/1. These
settings are necessal':'yin order to calibrate the X~ plot.ter. The
extension calibration dial was also set to zero. The sensitivity
on the plotter was then set to zero for the force and extension
axis and thE! pen located at the origin of the calibrated graph
paper.
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The :XYplotter was then calibrated by pressing the "1/2 Load."
button for the force axis and then setting the sensitivity so
that the pen position was halfway along the axis. The 11100 mm
Paper Travelll was then pressed for the extension axis and the
sensitivity set to position the pen at 100 mm from the origin.
This concluded the calibration of the testing machine and :XY
plotter.
5.3.2 Conneotion and cycling of the model
The force setting on the tensile tester was chanqed to x 0,4
which gives a full scale force of 8 kN. The test model was then
oycled between ()and 5 kN to check the gauges and model.
The 00 gauge of rosette 25 was connacbed wit:.hthe Wheatstone
bridge cirouit. The bridge voltage Vin was set to 5 V and the
current to 0,1 A. The multimeter Was connected to monitor the
voltage reading Vout across the bridge. At zero load, the Voltage
Vout was 2,91 mV. ~he model was then (lowly loaded to 5 kN at 4.5
mm/mi.n , Thf'.-\voltage Vout was measured at -0,03 mV and remained
consbant; for the dUration of the ten :lIlinutesettJ.ing time. '.L'he
plotter showed a decrease in the measured force from 5000 N to
4914 N during this time. The model was then unloaded ba~k to zero
load Where the voltage Vout was measured at 2,73 mV. ~his
:l.ndicateda slight amount Of irrecoverable strain. The extension
scale was then se't:.to 5:1 and the procedure repeated. '.rhevoltage
reading at 5 kN was measured at "'0,19 mV and remained constant
for ten minutes. The tube Was then unloaded bac~ to zero load
where the voltage was measured as 2.67 mV. This is very c1 '~e to
the. initial reading and indicates linea:r:ityin the load/unload
cycle. ~his load/unload cycle wa.s then repeated a further five
times to remove any residuul non··).inearitics in the r~odel.
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5.3.3 Expe~imental testing
Aft.er all the gauges and settings were checked for drift and loss
of calibration, the testing commenced by recording the zero load
readings for all the gauge~. Teese were necessary as the ?ridge
was not fully baLancec .nci~...ouLd ha' ~ some residual res:i...tr;\nceat
zero load due to the gauges, connections and lead wires. Differ-
ent compensation circuits \'lereused for the 00 I +450 and -450
directions.
The model was 'chen loaded to 5 kN. After a five minute settling
period, the loaded readings for all the gauges were recorded.
Both the loaded and unloaded volta.ge readings Vout were required
in order to establish the stra:l.ninduced voltages oVout which
were the11 manipulated by the da\ta reduction equations of Appendix:
G to calculate the surface strains
The testing was completed by unloading the model back to zero
load. All the fina,l aezo load voltage readings were then recorded
to allOW comparison with the initial zero load voltage readings
as a check for non-linearity.
so
6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 The Road Tanker
6.1.1 Internal pressure
The finite element analysis of the internal pressure load
produced the plot shown in Figure 6.1. The original FEM mesh in
the un.displaced position is shown as dashed lines. The displaced
shape tmagnified by 64 times) is plotted in solid lines and shows
the deformation of the tiankez under the influence of the internal
pressure. The rear of the tanker was constrained in the axial
direction at the second ring at x = 1 m and this is clear from
the limited elongation towards the back of the tanker. The front
of the tanker showed significant axial elongation.
U
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Figure 6.1 Original and displaced mesh of the road tanker FEM
model with 8,4 Bar internal preSsure.
The effect of the dome to cylinder discontinuity is also shown.
The cylinder is more .flexible i11the circumferential direct:ion
and expands more than the ellipsoidal dome. The interaction of
these two components results in a transition region between them
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with reverse curvature at the knuckle radius. The effect that
this has on the force and moment resultants were discussed later.
The top or apex of the dome has a low curvature and the pre .....sure
results in the considerable axial deformation of this ~egion. The
cylindrical section of the tanker expands circumferentially under
the influence of the internal pressure. The relatively stiff
circumfe:t:ential rings affect thj,s expansion as is clear ii'om the
displaced plot.
Figures 6.2 to 6.9 show the variation of the dimensionless force
and moment resultant along the tanker ;for a pure internal pres-
sure of 8.4 aar. This represents a gas pressure without the
bending effects which result from the acceleration of the sl.ell
or its contents. This idealisation al10w~ for the comparison of
the FEM, theory of plates and shells (TimoshenJeo 1959) and a
large deformation analysis of ellipsoidal pressure vessel heads
by Uddin (1985). Both Uddin and Timoshenko derive their analyses
for isotropic materials SUch a. steel. The theoretical predic-
tions from the MATHEORY program used isot:copic theol~y \'1iththe
engineering constants Of the laminate substituted for the moduli,
Poisson's ratio and shell flexural rigidity as discussed in
Appendix C. The shell and dome laminate were assumed to be orcho-
tropic and quasi-isotropic respectively and this allowed the uSe
of the laminate engineering constants Ext E¢/ Gx¢ and vx¢ to be
used.
The use of the dimensionless force and moment resultants
Nx' = Nx/(p.ri)' N¢I c N¢/(p.ri)' Nx¢' c Nx¢/(p.ri)' Mx' ~
Mx/(p·ri·t), M¢' = M¢/(p.ri·t), Mx¢' = Mx¢/(p·ri·t), Qx' =
Qx/(p.ri) and Q¢' = Q¢/(p.ri) is convenient as it allows com-
parison of the FEM results to curves produced by Uddin (1987).
HIs research solved the force and moment distributions by non ..
linear shell equations using the multi-segment metihcd of integra-
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tion. "Roweve"", this tank did not have circumferential rings and
could be considered as thin walled with ri/t = 100. The road
tanker had ri/t of 43 and a pressure/modulus rat~.o of 37 x 10-6
which compared with uddin's research witb. a pressure/mod\.llus
ratio of 37.6 x 10-6•
The F'EM and theoretical data used below are presented in Appendix
Q. Appendix S shows the output of the all the FEM values of
axial, circumferential and inplane shear force resultants for the
entire cylindrical section of the tanker. This is represented by
'unrolling' the tanker cylinder into a flat plate 'Vliththe 'tanker
length (x) as the longitudinal axis, the tank,er cil;'cum'ference
(arc) as the sideways axis and the var Loue fo:rce resultcmts as
the vertical axis. The value of arc = 0 corre$ponds to the top of
the tanker. This representatiorl shows all the Gauss point values
from FEM between the tan lines of the tanker. The values are
plotted in their las is' condition without tb(~ approximations of
any curve fitting or contour mapping routines provided by the
ABAQUS post processor.
Non-dimensional axial force resultants CNx')
This is presented in Figure 6.2 where only one-half of the tanker
is shown as the loads were symmetrical with respect to the middle
of the tanker. The f'orces in the domes are also shown to allow
comparison of the dome results with literature. The axial force
resultants were a function of the axial forces in the shell which
result f..rm Jche pressure acting on the proj ected area of the
dome. This varies with the rad:i.llsri in the dome as shown by the
curve -0,33 ~ x ~ O. The Nx'is also relatively unaffected by the
dOlne/cylinder discontinuity and the circumferential stiffeners as
shown by both the FEM and theoretjcal pr.edictions. The two curVes
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were almost identical over the -antire len9th of the tanker, with
the exception of the two FEM. 'ral.uesat t.().E'!apex of t.he dome.
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Figure 6.2 Non-dimensional axial forde resultants (Nx')
These differences may result from the use of the lineal' triangu-
lar elements in this region which were connected with multi-point
constraints. The averr.ge e:"ror along the cylindrical pOl:'tionof
the tanker varied between one and two percent. This correlation
proved the accuxacy of the FEM method in predicting the: a~daJ.
force resultants.
The axial force resultants N:x:between the tan lines of the
tanker were shown in Figures 51 and 52 of Appendix S. These show
the influence that the supports and rings have on Nx' The
magnitude changes were heg' Igible with th) values vary~ng between
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270 kN/m and 281 kN/"n. ThG regions betWGen the supports show
1ittlG va:::iation over ~,113 memcrane streSf1 prediction (sea ,Egn
3.1) •
Non~dimensional circumferential force resultants (N¢')
Figurr,)6.3 shows thG variation of the non-dimensional
circumferentia.l for.:::eresultatlt (Ncp t) for the back half Of the
tanKGr. The FEM prediction for Ncp' is identical in shape to the
non-linear ~na.lysis of Uddin (1~85). The value at the apex of the
dome (x t:l 0,325) is predicted by FEM, theory and the Uddin
analysis to be 0,99; 1,01 and 0,97 respectively.
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Figure 6.3 Non-dimensional circmnferential foroe resultant$
(N¢')
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As predicted by Timoshen}i:.o(1959) and confirmed hera, a compres-
sive zona develops nea~ the ellipsoidal dome to cylinder junc~
tion. The FEM curve indicates that this compressive force result-
ant it:: 110tas s.:vere as predioted by either Timoshenko or the
Uddin :malysls with the minimum values of "'0.46, "'0.59 and -0.6
for the FEM, linear theory and Ud.din results a'tX ""...0 ,089 m,
The FEM, theory and.ud.din values were also similar at the maximum
value at x ~ 0,02 with values of 1.13, 1.14 and 1.07
respectively. Tho maximum for tho theory ocourred at x "" 0,001
with a value of 1,35. The ciroumferential stiffener at x ,I: 0 had
a significant effect on t.heFEM force resultant at the tan line.
Tho FEM minimum value of 0,52 at x = 0,05 is considerably less
than ,ne theoretical prediction of 1,35. The FEM result is
however similar to those at the other ring stiffeners at X
positions of 1, 2 and :3 m. The supersition Of the d.ome and ring
discontinuity stresses by the theory did not predict this value
for the tan line, although the values at the remaining stiffeners
wero aC~;l\,lrato.
(lIhoi11fluenco of the remaining ciroumferontial ring'S caused
significant deviations from th~ membrane theory (Eqn 3.~) at tho
regions clese to the rings. This effect. :i.El proportional to the
stiffness of the ring'S as can bc soen by the d.ifferenooa between
tho stiffer rinqs at x t::l 1, 2, :3 m and the more floxible rings at
4, 5, 6 m. Tho stiffer rings at x = 1, 2, 3 hud a section 100 mm
high hy 50 mm wide and those ut x '"4, 5, 6 war.e of a square SO
mm by 50 mm sr"'!tion.Because the H¢ is relatod. to the d.eflect".on
w by N¢ I;:; lll.t.w/r,the force resultant curve had a similar shape
to tho deflection curve with the minill\umdeflection anc1N¢ I
directly under tho ring. 'rheremainder of tho shell is able to
oxpand beyond the rings, and £I:>rvalues of x > 2, 'IT / B 1.e. (x >
0,47G), tho rndial doflection and circumf.er.entialforoG ros\lltnnt
could be predicted accurately by Timoohonko Is (1~59) momb:t:ane
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theor.r. The Ncp 'P curve followed the deflection curve of rrimoshenko
(1959) closely with a decrease which had its :mj.nimumunder the
ring. The theoretici:'!.l NcpI values corl:'osponded to the FEM
predictions for the largo and 6ma11rings. This represented an
unloading of the shell while the circumferential load is absorbed
by the stiffer rings. 'l'hi6 effect is very localislfid and predicted
by Timoshenko to be significant for x < n/B (i.e. x < 0,238). The
theory and FEM results were very similar with values of 0,52 and
0,53 for the large ring at distances of 0,05 m from the ring
centre-line. 'lhe shapes of the curve were also identical. The
minimumvalues occurred under tne ring and theory predicted 0,36.
The maxdmum values of: Ncp I at distances of 0,3 m from the
stiffener centre-lino were similar with 1,07 for the FEM and 1,02
for the theory.
The circumferent,ial force resultants Nfl> between the tan lines of
the tanker are shown in ~igures 53 and 54 of Appendix S. These
shoWthe influence that the rings have on Ncp' The supports at x :=
:1. and x :::I 11 have no influence on N¢, This may result from the
stiff rings at thil3 region which redistribute t:h.e forces at the
top of the cradle support (or horns) before they can influence
the Elhe11. The high local stresses predioted by ziok (1951)
r"':m:Lt from the tank expanding over the stiff horn of thea
sUPp',ot't, in this case without the circumferentii';\l :ring. The FEM
cle.fi,nition of only a single sideways const:t:'aint at nodes 4GG9 at
:x: := 1 and node 5029 at: :x: ::::: 11 also allowed for mol;'(~support
flerdbility, thus docl:easing tho diseontinui'ty stressos.
Non~dimonsionnl inplana shear force resUltants (Nx¢'>
!
I
1
~he applioation of a pure internal pressure in the tanker shell
does not resul't: in any significant l.nplano shoar foro os • l1'hio is
8'7
indicated by the theoretical and FEM curves of Figure 6.4 which
shows both curves with average values of zero across the entire
tanker. The magn:l.tudeof the X;'EM'/alUe!!are small compared to the
predictions of axial and circumferential force resultants.
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F:i.gUlrQ 6.4 Non-dimensional. ;l..nplaneshear force resultants (Nx¢'>
Fj,<;1ures55 and SI',)of Appendix S showed tho FEM values to be low
p,etween "3153 and 3324 N/m) compared to the values for Nx which
average<:1at 2713000 N/m. These results prove the accuxacy of this
FEM model fo:cpredict:i.ngthe a.xial, ciroumferential a"\d in1 ane
shear force resultants, (Nx' N¢ a.ndNx¢) •
aa
Non-dimensional a~dal moment resultants (Mx')
Figure 6.5 shows the variation of the non-dimensional axial
moment resultant Mx' for the back half of the tanker. Represent-
jng the moments as non ....dimensional data is used to allow com-
parison with the results presented by Uddin (1985). The Mx' are
predicted by FEM to be zero at the apex of the dome at x ~
-O,325m. The FEM curve increased to Mx' "'"0,0208 at x "'"-0,26.
'l'hecurve continued to a mi.ndmum of -0,12 at x ~ "'0,09 and then
increased to 0 at }<; "'" O. The FEM curVe further increases to
0,0397 at x == 0,2 amd then dropped below zero to a value of
-0,017 at x "" 0,3. The values at x: = 0,55 and 0,575 were very
close to zero.
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Fig\u:e 6.5 Non"'dimensionlt\l l:m:Lnl moment rasUl tants (Mx e)
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This result is predicted by the discussion of Appendix E as these
moments were of a local nature and the result of the stiffness
discontinuity between the cylinder, rinqs and domes. They will
l.~t';!duceto zero when the section of the uniform cylinder is large
enough. The FEM results also show the differences between the
moment resultants at the thick and thin rings. The thick rings
:.:esultin a large:.:discontinuity and henee cause g:.:eate:r.moments.
The theoretieal eurve of Figure 6.5 also begin at zero, and the
vafuas remain very small until x :::H·O, 2. The curve then follows
the FEM };,rediction to value of -0,054 at x = -0,129. The curve
then undergoes a discontinuous change from the head to the
cylinder. This deviation of the theor.etical eurve could be
explained by the assumptions made to allow the isotropio theory
to be applied to the laminated composite. Assumptions were made
with respect to the equivalent flexu:.:alrigidity and Poisson's
ratio or the oylinder and head. EquiValent properties whe:.:eused
in both Cases with the cylinder flexural stiffness approximated
by D11 of the laminate ben.ding stiffness matrix of Appe.ldix D.
The sUdden change in these properties would result in the
discontinuous variation of the theoretical Mx' = -0,0317 at x =
-0,009 (dame) to M:x:'=-0,20 ~t x = 0,001 (oylinder). The curve
between x :::0,025 to 0,45 de however not fOllow the FEM
predictions an~ this may again result from the previous
assumpti.ons. Both the FEM and theoretioal values oonvl!lrgeto zero
tit x = 0,55. The magnitudes of the ourves at the ring stiffene:.:s
also diffor. This may again result from the assumptions
oonoerning stiffnesses for the theoretioal model. The shape of
the curves were similar and particularly tho FEM curve closely
resemble those presentod by Timoshenko (1959) for the bending of
a long cylindrical shell by a load uniformly di~tributed around
the oylinder. The predictions by Uddin were however very similar
90
to the FEM results around t~ regions of the head and cylinder
junction with a minimum value of Hx'= -0,12. The value at :x: == 0
of M:x:'= 0 is identical to the FEM prediction. The maximum value
on the cylinder is M:x;'==0,09 and then decreased rapidly to Zero.
Comparison of these curves highlighted the sensitivity of the
theoretical solution to the assumptions made in order to
accommodate the isotropic theory. It wOUld be possible to derive
these relationships specifically for laminated composites, but
this is beyond the scope of this research.
l~on-dimensional circumferential moment rasultants (M¢I)
Figure 6. (5 shows the moment. resultants which arises from the
Poissol1ls effect where M¢ ==~.Mx (Eqn E3 of Appendix E). These
FEM CUrves have values at the apex of the dome very similar to
Mx'. This was expected due to the geometry of the dome. The curve
then dropped to a minimum of -0,036 at x ==-0,9. Back calculation
of the ratio of M¢'/Mx' would indicate the equivalent Poisson's
rat':!.of 0,28 compared to the prediction from CLT (APpendix C-2)
of 0,27. The shape ~; the Mcp' followed the shape of the Mx' curve
for the FEM prediction. Close correlation is achieved for the
curves from Uddin (1985) for dome regions Joefore the dome-cylin-
der junctiOl"1.
The theoretical curv~s were generated from the theory ¢f Appendix
E. The magnitude of the theoretical cUrves did not correlate with
the FEM curVes for the re!Jions between the apex and the knuckle (
-0,33 < x < -0,14). The deflection of this region of low curva-
ture is very dependent on the flexu:r.alstiffness and the assump-
tion of an equi.valent st.iffness may be the cause for this dispa:r.-
ity. The shape of the FEM and theoretical. curves correlate for
regions before the junction. The regions after the tan line were
,\
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largely influenced by the ring stiffener and were not predicted
accurately by the theory. The M¢' curves around the remaining
ring stiffeners followed a similar trend although the magnitude
difference of the FEM and theoretical results is apparent.
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Figure 6.6 Non"'dimensional ciroumferential moment resultal.'1ts
(M¢' )
lT01'l. ...dimensional tWis'ting moment resultants <Mx¢ I)
The FEM and theo;r.'eticalpredictions are shown in Figure 6.7. The
FEM prediotion mostly averaged around zero with 'the (lxception of
tthe regions at 'the tan line (x :.:::0), where a maximum of MX¢ ::::
0,00317 is predioted. The theoretioal prediotion for the entire
length of the tanker is zero and resulted from the absence of any
twisting moments or bending induced shear forces on the shell,
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Figure 6.7 Non-dimensional twisting moment resultants (Mx¢')
Non-dimensional axial transverse shear force resultants (Q~')
These transve~se shear force resultants exist at the
cylinder/dome junction and rings and were derived theoretically
in Appendix E. Figure 6.8 shows the FEM and theoretical
predictions along the cylindrical section of the tanker. The two
CUrves correlate at the dome and this can be attributed in the
definition of the same isotropic material properties for both the
FEM and theore'tical analyses. The curves fOl: the cylinder \'lere
however very different. The assumptions made to accommodate
1
I
1
i isotropic plate theory assumed this stiffness to be equal to theequivalent inplane shear moduli of the dome and shell, which were
7,47 and 4,63 GPa respectively. The lamina or single layer
transverse shear moduli where defined in Appen.dix C as being G13
--4,14 GPa and G23 = 3 I 5 r;Pa.
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~igure 6.8 lion-dimensional axial transverse shear force
reSUltants (Qx')
However, the laminate equivalent transverse shear stiffnesses
were dependent on the layup orientation. The magnitude of the
transverse shear forces were also dependent on the ring circum-
ferential stiffness as these cause the discontinuity which pre-
vents the cylit'1derfrom expanding freely from the internal pres-
sure. The cou\bination of these results may explain the lack of
correlation between the FEM and theory.
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"Non-dimensional axial transverse shear force resultants (~~I)
From the conditions of symmetry (see Appendix E) I the Q~'
are predicted as zero. This is shown by the results of Figure 6.9
where the FEM and theory values average around zero. The theoret-
ical prediction for the entire tanker cylinder is Qcp' = O.
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Fig'u:re 6.9 Non.-dimensional cil;-cumferential transversa shear
force resultants (Qcp'>
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\ 6.1.2 Combined aooele~ations
The FEM analysis of the combined accele~ations load case was run
once ouitable conve~gence had been aohieved with the pressure
load case. This served to validate the FEM model. Shown in Figure
6.10 and 6.11 were the output of the combined accelerations de-
:Election rlots ,.
u
MAG. FACTOR· +2.IE·OI
SOLI D L I HES M t) I SPLACED MESH
DASHED L t HES M OR I GI HAL t1ESH
,-1
Figure 6.10 FEMplot of the tanker shape resulting from the ~g
oombined aooelerations {side view).
U
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1
Fig/ure G.11 FEMplot of the tanker ~h!,;pe resulting from t~~e 29
oOmbined aooelerations (top vieW).
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The undefo:tmed geometry is shown in dashed lines with the de-
formed geometry superimposed. Both deflected shapes have been
exaggel:ated to show the deflections. The vertical and sideways
bending of the $hell is apparent in both plots. Thn effect that
thE' supports at X == 1 and x II:: 11 have on the shell deformat:ion is
shown in more detail in Figure 6.12.
The FEM and theoretical uata used below are presented in Appendix
R. Appendix T shows the output of the all the FEM values of
axial, circumferential and inplane shear force resultants for the
entire 'unrolled' tanker. This representation shows all the Gauss
point values f:r.ol1lFEM between the tan lines of the tanker. From
these plots it is clear that the force resultants varybetween
different sections and that separate curves are required for the
top (+z), bottom (-z) I left (+y) and right (-y) of the tan]tcr to
allow comparison between the FEM and theory results.
Axial Force Resultants (Nx)
The axial force resultant Nx are dependent on the distribution of
axial forCes and bending moments along the tanker. Figure '1'1and
'1'2of Appendix '1'shoW the variation of Nx over the tanker. The
horns of the supports at x ~ 1 cause considerable peaks as a
result of the shell and support interaotion. The rest of the
shell was uniformly loaded and dependent on the bending and axial
loads.
Figure G. 3.3 shows the variation of Nx along the top of the tan}t,:-
cr. The theoretical curve r.~tween 0 < x < 1 is la~gely dependent
on the vertical bending of the rear ov~rhang, with minor effects
from hydrostatic pressure and axial force. 'rhe axial load Which
results from the hydrostatic pressure on the front dome is
II
1
introduced into tho shell at the rear
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Figure 6.13 Axi~l ~orce resultant Nx i~ the top of ~11atanker
(+z) •
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',) support and results in the sudden increase in N:x:at x ::;1 to
185,5 kN/m. The N:x:curve then follows the classical simply sup-
ported beam with uniformly distributed load typical of a hori-
zontal tank under vertical accel~ration. ~he minimum dompressive
value is -323,7 kN/m at :x:~ 6. The curve then increases back to
186,3 kN/m at the front support at x ~ 11. The bending of the
front overhang results in a decrease 0:1.: Nx to the front tan line
value of 159 kN/m. The FEM curve drops from 7,3 kN/m at x ::;0 to
-62,9 kl'T/mat x ::::1. The Nx then decreases par<'lbolicallyto a
mf.ndmum of ""303 KN/m at :x: t:: 6. The value then increases to 31,3
99
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kN/m at x = 11, with a change in slope at x = 10. The tan line
value of 134 kN/m at x = 12 is levier than that predicted by
theory. The back support has considerable influence on the axial
force resultant Nx' The flexibility of the shell above the sup-
port also affects the distribution of the load. The FEM results
differ consi.derably from the theoretical curves until x = 3 along
the length. '1'hismay result from the reduced Load tral....J er along
the top of the tank as a result of t.he flexibility of the shell.
This phenomenon was documented by Zick (19.51) who found that a
considerable section ot the area above a saddle support is
ineffective in transferring load into the saddle as a result of
the material Is behaviour under compressive loading. 'I'hisphenome-
non is lesS problematic in stiffened tanks although its effect on
the more flexible composite material is difficult to predict
theoretically. From thi;;;curve it is clear that the stress
concentrations at the top Were not as significant as those at ~'he
sides and bottom of the tanker. The minimum compressive load of
between -303 kN/m is not the mini.mum Lor the tankel' as a result
of the axial tensile component of the hydrostatio pressure on the
front dome. T.he minimum compressive load is obtained for the
vertical aocelerati~m of 2G only, and the value of -457 kN/m was
used to determine th!:!minimum oomposite thiokness to give a
safety faotor of four against buokling.
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Figure 6.14 shows the variation of Nx along the bottom of the
tanker. The tensile oomponent of the bending moment and hydro-
static head oombine and result in the maximum tensile Nx in the
tanker shell. The effeot of the supports is considerably more
significant, espeoially at the back support x "" 1 Where the axial
hydrostatic head component is transferred from the shell. The
theoretioal ourve experiences a SUdden jump from the pressure
component to 156 kN/m at x = 1, follOWed by a bending moment
distribution typioal of a horizontal tank. These values Were not
100
Iaff~'!I.1t·""jslgniflcently by the bending moment of the end overhang
as t}wse ...\~'t"erelatively short. A large tensile peak of 377 kN/m
is predi(;\'cd by FEM on the dome side of the support, but this
drops to ~,value of -113 kN/m on the cylinder side.
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Figure 6.14 AXial forca resultant Nx in the bottom Of the tanker
(-z) •
The FEM cUrve differs considerably at the position of the back
support x = 1. The large FEM tensile fOrces for 0 < x < 1 most
likely result from a stress concentration. The Nx variation then
becomes oomplicated by the load distri~uted through th~ rings to
the shell, as the ring is oonstrained to provide an axial (x) and
vertical (z) support. The sideways acceleration may also haVe an
affect en these results. From x c 2.3 m, the FEM cUrve follows
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the theoretical curve more closely, showing' a typical bending
distribution. The FEM and theory curves convergence towards the
front ('If the tanker. '.rhestresr::concentrations around the fron'to
suppo.tt were negligible as there no axial constraint at this
position. The FEM and theory curves Were very close for the
region of 9 < x < 12.
Figure 6.15 shows the variation of Nx for the left (+y) and right
(-y) of the tanker. The Nx on the sides of the tanker were
dependent on the axial force from the hydrostatic pressure and
the sideways bending from the acceleration Ay' The theoretical
curves for the left (+y) and right (-y) sides were very similar
to those for the top and bottom as their only inputs were the
axial forces and bending mbments resulting from the axial,
sideways or vertical acceleration. 'l'hetheol;'et;.calNx between 0 <
x < 1 were low as the overhanging portion of the shell is
relatively small. The back support is constrainecl in the axial
(x) direction and this allows transfer of all the axial force
into the shell via the ring stiffener. Thete is however a
significant difference between the theory and FEM curves far both
the left and right of the tanker at the back support (x:;::1), The
left (+y) theoretical curve jum},lsfrom a low value just before :x= 1 to the value for the axial pressUre load of 185,5 kN/m. The
distribution then continues following that expected from a
bending analysis for a uniformly distributed load. The F~M
predictiorl for the left (+~r) shows a large peak of: 594 kN/m at
this support. This is approximately three times that predicted by
theory. r.l,'hirmay resul't from the applioation of a completely
pinned (::ol'lstraintat the 120 Q Saddle support. The discontinuity
of this support (which occurs for the J.ower 1200 of the cylinder)
may result in the concentration of stress at the horn or top
point of the support. The. largo sideHays movoment of the tank.
centre as a result of the fluid and ~hell sideways acceleration
1.02
'",ouldresult in a compressive stress resultant in the middle of"""...
the tank as shown. However, this displacement of the tank shell
away from its unloaded position is constrained by a very rigid
support at the horn. This effect further contributes to the high
stress concentration at this )?oint. In reality, the support does
have some flexibility and a FEM'improvement on this result woulll
be achieved by modellirlg the. ent.Lr e support down to the chass Ls
to ensure correct load distribution.
Figure 6.15 :AXi~.l foroe resultant Nx in the left (+y). and l:'igh.t
(-y) sJ,C\e of the tanker.
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Another reason for the difference between the FEM and the(,ry
resul.ts is the positior'ting of the support. Beam .theory assumes
the support in the middle or across the entire height or width of
the beam. For the tanker, the supports span only the bottom 1200
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of the shell. This may also contribute to the large differences
bet1::-eenthe FEM and theory for especially the sides of the tank-
ers, where the supports were riot symmetrical and offset with the
line of action of the acceleration.
The theo:tetical curves for the right. side (-y) of the tanker Were
similar to those for the bottom of the tanker. The sideways
acceleration results in a largely tensile Nx for this portion of
the shell. The FEM r:esl.lltsfor 0 < x < 1 increase linearly fr'?m x
= 0 to a peak at x = 1. The effect of the support is not as si9-
nificant as is seen on the left (+y) side of the shell, although
the region 1 < X <: 10 also shows considerable differenceS between
tlle FEM and theory results. lJ:'heregion between 1 ....and <: 2 shows
an almos't constant Nx wnic:h then increases to a maximum of 387
kN/m at x = 6,e m. It is clear from these analyses that the side-
ways accelerations have not been accurately predicted by theory.
The FEM maximum values were lower than the predicted results in
regions remote from any stress concentration.
CiroUmferential for~e resultants (N¢>
Fi9ures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 show the variation of the ci.rcumfer-
ential force resultant N¢ for the top, bottom and sideEI of the
tanker. These force resultants were a result of the internal
pressure generated by the acceleration of the liquid tOWards the
front of.the tanker. The areas betWeen the rings exhibit a linear
increase in N¢ which varies in direct proportion to the hydro-
static pressure at that point. The values at the ring stiffeners
were lower d~ to the unloading effect that the ring stiffeners
haVe on the shell. The relatively stiff rin9s carry a significant
amount of the ci:t:'mlmferentialload at these positions with t~he
load being transferred f1;'o1\\the shell to the stiffener by a
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combination of transverse shears and local moments. Due to the
similarity of the Ay and Az accelerations, the only difference
between the +z, -z, +y and -y circumferential force resultants
(N¢) I in areas remote from ends of supports, is the hydrostatic
head in the z and "i directions respectiVely. The FEM values for
the top (+z) were on average 32 N/m lower than those at the
bottom of the shell (-z). This difference is close to the
predicted N¢ difference of 30,6 N/m as a result of the
hydrostatic head difference in the vertical direction. The FEM
values differ from the theory at the supports at x = 1 and x =
11. These can be attributed to the stress concentrations which
can have a significant effect on N¢ as mentioned by zick (1959).
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rigure 6.16 Circumferential force resultant N¢ in the tap (+z)
of the tank~\r.
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of the tanker.
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Figure 6.18 circumferential force resultant N¢ in the left (+y)
and right side (-y) of the tanker.
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1Inplane shear force resultants (Nx¢>
Il1plane shear resultants occur. from the effects of shear force
and torsion of the shell. The shear forces result from the load
transfer of the supports and the loadS induced by the accelera-
tions. Due to the cylindrical geometry of the tanker with the
thin outer skin, these shear resultants vary sinusoidally, with a
maximum at the neutral axis of the shell. If a shearing stress
occurs at a given point on a plane in a str~ssed body, there must
exist a shearing stress of equal magnitude at that };,ointon a
second plane perpendicular to the first. The theoretical curves
of Figure 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 were based on these assumptions ani
were calculated from thl:.'shear force diag:r'ams.
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Figure 6.19 Inplane shear force resultant Nx¢ in the top (+Z)
of the tanker.
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No account was taken fol'.'stress concentrations at '.;hesuppor-cs
becanse these were not available for such complex loadings on
composite tanks.
Figure 6.19 shows the Nx¢ for the top of the tanker shell. The
theoretical curveS follow the shear forc~ distributions which
vary lineally as a result of the uniformly distributed load of
the cargo and shell. The FEM curves follow the theoretiC"'3.1curves
with reasonably accuracy between :~< x < 8.5 m , The zero inter-
cept is not however in the same pos.' tian, and this may be the
result of shear forces induced by the axial acceleration, which
have not been taken into account in the theoretical allalysis. The
FEM veLues between 0 < x < 3 do however not follow the theoreti-
cal curves. This may result from the effect the support geometry
has on these shear resultants. The N~<,.p at the top is largely
influenced by the sideways bendin'::Jpr,:>ducedby Ay which acts in
line with the neutral axis. The vertical acceleration has littie
influence at this position. The l('Iadpath for these shear result-
ants would concentrate towards the,;lesupports, hence unloading
the upper section as is clear from this plot.
!
i
I
Figure 6.20 indicateu the that the Nx¢ at the bottom of the
tanker Were largely influenced by the oideways acceleration Ay
and the geom!;ltryof the supports. As is found with the Nx¢ ourves
for the tOPI the zero intercept occur8 at a position of x = 7 m.
This correspondeds to the position of the maximum Nx predicted
for the +y and -y sides of the tanker in Figures 6.15. The
theoretical Nx¢ values were higher than the FEM predictions at
the supports. This results from the load path where the shear
loads were transferred from the shell into the supports.
Although the ring stiffen~rs do assist in distributing these
loads around the shell, th~~la:t'gerelative stiffness of the
support tended to concentrate the loads in these areas. This is
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shown clearly by the peaks at 1 < x <3 and 10 < x < 11.
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Figure 6.20 Iaplane shear force resultant Nx¢ in the :bottcm (-z)
of the tanker.
Figure 6.21 shows the variation of the Nx¢ for the sides of the
tanker. Both the theoretical curves were dependent on the verti-
cal acceleration and resultant bending. The left (+y) and right
(~y) theoretical curves were mirror images of each other and
plotted as shown to be consistent with the sign convention used
by FEM. The intercept with the x axis corresponds with the posi~
tion of maximum Nx <.\t x ;;::6 from Figure 6.13. The FEM curve for
the left (+y) of the tanker. corresponded to the theoretical curve
between 3 < x < 9. The FEM values at the rear support x = 1 were
very different and this can be attributed to the complex load
transfer from the shell to the supports. The FEM valUes also
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undergo a discontinuity at x ::::10 where dev.i.ations from the
theory were apparent.
The FEM curve for the right (-y) of the tanker also correlate
closely with the theory prediction between 3 < X < 9. The inter-
cept \.,iththe x axis also occur's at X == 6. The values at the rear
support were higher than those predicted. The effect of the
support load transfer could re&tllt in this increase. The rEM
model is represe.ntative of the real tanKer as the stiffness
distrihution will determine the load path of the forces. This
results in the disparity of the idealised rigid beam theory
predictions and the FEM resul'!:.s.
Figure 6.21 Inplane shear force X'esul'tto.nt NX(j in the left (+y)
and X'igbt side (~y)of tho tanke~.
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The vertical support at x ::::11 is constrained in i-he vertical and
sideways direction and will also transfer the shear forces into
the shell. The shape of this rEM curve follows that of the
theoretical curve, except that the magnitudes of the values
diffe:r:beyond 3 < x < 9" Another factor \olhichwill also af!fect
this load distribution is the effect where the load path of the
shear forces is determined by the deflected tanker. It is possi-
ble that in this case, the right (-y) side of the deformed tanker
has higher shear stiffness than the left (+y) side and hence
transfers more of the shear load onto the supports.
Axial (Mx) and circumferential (M~) moment resultants
Figures 0.22 to 6.25 shoW the moment resultants far the top,
bottom, left and right side of the tanker. From the discussion of
paragrr~h 6.1.1, i~' is clear that the theoretical prediction of
these 1110ments is dependent on the Ilccurate determination of the
equivalent flexural stlf£nesses of the cylinder. As indicated by
Ec;lnE3, in most cases M~ Q 'V.M:l(and this is shvwn by 'the rEM
plots. The moment resultants of all the positions ha~e concentra-
tions about the :back supports. The bottom and right of the. tanker
also have high values for the M¢ and Mx at the front support.
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Figure 15.22 Homent resultants in the top (+z) of the tanker.
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Figure 6.23 Moment resultants in the bottom (-z) of the tanker.
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Figure 6.24 Moment resUlt.ants in the left (+y) of the ta.nk.er.
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Figure 6.25 Moment resulta.nts in the right (-y) of the ta.nker.
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6.2 The Validation Model
6.2.1 :sxpe;rime~Jit.CLlobservations
The oata obtained from the experimental procedure discussed in
paragraph 5.3 are listed in Table 6.1. The ~osette numbers as
defined by Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1 are listed with the corre-
sponding FEM element number. The initial zaro load voltage read-
ings were taken as the bridge c:i.rcuitwas not totally balanced.
These value~ were subtracted from the loaded voltage readings to
determine the strain induced voltages. The final readings o~
Table 6.1 were the zero load l:eadings taken after the test. These
sarved as a check of any non-linearity within the system. In most
cases the final zero load readings where similar to the initial
zero load readings. Gauges that showed error had duplicate gauges
placed at corresponding positions on the other side Of the tube.
The experimental procedure was then repeated with all the gauges
for the final test. Table 6.2 listed the differences between the
initial zero load voltages and the loaded voltages to determine
the strain induced voltages. These values where tllen processed by
the strain gauge theory of Appendix G to determine the apparent
gauge strains (Eqn G7). Due to the large Poisson's ratio of the
tube material (vxt = 0,52), transverse sensitivity ~ffects where
accounted for (Eqn G8) in the calculation of the corrected gauge
strains of Table 6.3. The experimental outer layer strains in the
tube axial, circumferential and inplane shear directions where
then calculated using Eqns G10 to G16 of Appendix G. Table 6.4
listed the x,y and z co-ordinates at the centre of the gauge.
This is the position where the three gauges of the rosette
overlap and also the centre Of the FEM shell element, The beam
theory relationships (Eqn 3.42 to 3.45) were then used to
determine the theoretical outer layer strains.
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Rosetta Ell)rMnt Dttle(ClnCaS (m (l.oadod·ln~lal) (my) Apparont Gaugo Stralns
No. No. +45 -45 0 +45 ·45 0 90
1 17 ·9.300E·01 ·3.000E·02 ·2.5801:+00 ·2.1061:·04 ·6.792E-06 ·5.8421:-04 3.668E·04
2 18 .1.14OE+00 ·3.0001:·01 ·1.6901:+00 ·2.581E·04 ·6.792E·05 .3.826E·04 5.660E·05
3 19 ·6.500E·01 7.100E·01 .:a.OOOE·01 ·1.472E·04 1.608E·04 .4.628E·05 5.881E·05
4 20 ·9.600E·01 1.4001:+00 1.500E·01 ·2.174E·04 3.17CJE·04 3.39flE·05 6.5e6E·05
5 80 2.120E+00 6.500E-0·1 2.280E+OO 4.900E·04 1.472E·04 5.162E·04 1.109E·04
G 79 2.120E+00 1.350E+00 4.590E+oO 4.aOO~·04 3.079E.04 1.039E-03 ·2.5135·04
7 78 1.5GOE+OO 1.620E+00 6.3001:+00 3.5321:·04 4.121E·()4 1.4261::·03 ·6.611E-04
a '/7 2.000E+00 ·$.OOOE·01 7.120E+OO 4.528e·04 ·6.792E·05 1.612E·03 ·1.227E·03
9 21 ·8.400E·01 .4.400E·01 .;1.270E+00 ·1.902E·04 '9.9621:-05 -5.140E·04 2.242E·04
10 22 -2.700E·01 ·2.900E·01 ·1.900E+OO ·6.113E·05 ·6.5601:·05 ·4.302E·04 3.034E·04
11 23 .3.600e.01 2.aooE·01 ·7.300E·01 ·6.151E·05 (J.340S·05 ·1.653e-04 1.472E·04
12 24 .2.000e·01 1.10oE·01 5.;;00E·01 .4.526&:·05 2.4915·05 1.2451:..04 .1.4491:.04
13 84 ·$.000S·02 1.4005·01 2.2801::+00 ·1.132E·()5 3.170E·05 S.1G2E·Q4 .4.956E·04
14 8:3 1.1501:+00 5.2006·01 5.390E+00 2.604E·04 1.177E·04 1.2205'03 .S.423E·04
15 02 1.050E+00 1.400E+00 8.960E+00 2.377E·()4 3.170E·04 2.029E·03 ·1.474E·03
16 B1 1.3!lOE+00 6.500E·01 9.7601::+00 :3.147E·04 1.925E·04 2.214E·03 ·1.707E·03
17 25 ·4.2ooE·01 ·7100E·01 ,3,150[;+00 ·9.509E·05 ·1.608e.04 ·7.155E·04 4.5961::·04
18 26 .5.500E·01 ·1.400E-01 ·1.640E·\·t'0 ·1.268E·04 ·3.170E·05 ·4.166E·04 2.581E·04
19 27 ·3,0~OC·01 9.000S-0;? ·1.080E+00 ·6.792E·05 2.038E·05 ·2.44$2-04 1.970E·04
20 28 ·6.000E·02 1.aOOE·01 7.5001::·01 ·1.358E·05 4.07SE·os 1.608e-04 ·1.426E·04
21 as 2.800E·01 :'1.7aoS·01 3.130lHOO 6.340E·05 8.3771::·05 7.097E·04 ·5.6155·04
22 87 1.S10E+00 3.!')00E·01 5.770E+00 4.ogeE·04 a.i51E·OS 1.306E·03 .8.1511:·04
23 sa 2.130E+00 1.140E+00 .1.880E+00 4.823E·04 2.581E·04 2,011E-03 .1.270E·03
24 65 2.090E+00 1.8S0E+00 9.74OE+OO 4.7321;·04 4.169E·04 2.Z05E·03 ·1.:31-3E·03
2S 57 ·5.9(')()E·01 -2.eOOE·01 .$.0301:+00 ·1.336E·Q4 ·!l.340E,05 ·6.eaOE·o4 4.891E·04
26 56 .6.4001:·01 ·4.oo0E·01 ·2.4701:+00 ·1.4491:·04 ·9.0~lE·0!i -5.592E·04 3.236E·04
27 59 ·a.000E·01 .2.5001:·01 -9.7001:·01 .1.611E·04 .5.1l60E·0$ ·2.19(lE·04 .1.B11E·OS
26 60 1.400E·01 1.900E·01 1.490E+00 :3.1705·05 4.:.1021:·05 3.3741::·04 ·2.62(J1:·04
29 1:<'0 1.0901:+00 6.000E·01 3.200E+00 2.468E·04 1.358E·04 7.245E·04 ·3.419E·04
30 1 i) 1.4905+00 8.000E·01 6.1101:+00 3.374E-04 1.947E·04 ·1.363E!·03 .8.513E·04
31 11£1 1.6401:+00 1.750E+00 7.920E+00 3.467E·04 3.9025·04 1.793E·03 .1.048E-03
32 117 1.820E+00 2.430E+OO 9.200F.+00 4.121E·04 5.502E·04 2.083E·03 ·1.121E·03
-
Rocatto elof11(Jnt InlUal readings (mV) Loadl;)d roadlnos (mV) Final roadings (mV)
No. No. +45 ·45 0 +45 ·45 0 +45 ·45 0
1 17 1.76 '0.79 1.85 0.83 -0.82 ·0.73 1.73 ·().81 1.39
2 16 5.21 1.31 4.42 4.07 1.01 2.73 5.19 1.34 4.43
3 19 2.83 1.94 2.8e 2.18 2.65 2.6a 2.64 1.ae 2.83
4 20 1.33 1.93 3.22 0.37 3.33 3.37 0.73 2.07 3.17
5 80 1.75 2.24 3.75 3.87 2.89 13.03 2.77 1.97 3.75
6 79 0.66 1.95 2.04 2.78 3.31 7.1$ 0.76 2.02 2.54
7 78 1.75 2.72 4.34 3.31 4.54 10.64 1.82 2.83 4.65
a 77 3.66 25.60 4.13 5.66 2$.50 11.25 3.72 24.20 4.22
9 21 2.01 2,06 3.66 1.17 1.62 1.29 1.99 2..09 2.58
10 22 2.93 3.55 3.16 2.66 3.26 1.26 2.8$ 3.52 2.99
11 23 2.94 3.21 3.45 2.58 $.49 2.72 2.68 3.25 3.42
12 24 2.67 1.71 2.4:< 2.67 1.82 2.97 2.63 1.75 2.S7
1:1 84 1.$7 3.67 2.95 1.52 3.6'1 5.23 1.60 3.63 2.91
14 63 1.31 1.78 2.44 2.46 2.30 7.83 1.M 1.82 2.81
15 82 1.41 3.11 3.57 2.46 4.57 12.53 1.39 3.29 3.95
'16 61 2.29 2.91 3.:18 3.66 3.76 13.16 2.44 1.95 3.7S
17 25 1.16 1.:.'14 2.41 0.74 0.63 ·0.75 1.15 1.26 2.05
18 26 3.24 2.38 1.97 2.66 ".24 0.13 3.23 2.29 1.93
19 21 3.57 3.72 1.SS 3.27 3.61 O.SO $.60 3.73 1.61
20 28 ~.4e 0.98 1.05 3.4(1 1.16 2.70 3.38 1.06 1.89
21 8S 2.49 3.02 3.14 2.77 3.39 6.27 2.53 :l.O7 3.25
22 87 4.28 2.73 3.90 6.09 3.09 9.67 4.49 2.77 4.09
23 86 2.e8 3.4$ 4.27 4.81 4.57 13.15 2.54 ~t53 4.65
24 85 0.61 2.(17 2.47 2.70 4.72 12.21 0.79 3.02 2.86
25 57 3.08 3.45 2.69 2.49 3.17 ·0.34 3.04 3.47 2.71
21l 50 1.02 3.24 3.74 0.36 2.84 1.27 1.01 3.55 3.42
27 59 3.48 1.95 2.63 2.68 1.70 1.66 3.03 2.08 2.45
26 60 2.57 3.71 3.21 2.71 3.$0 4.70 2.55 3.86 3.28
29 120 2.55 3.34 5.02 (1.64 3.S4 8.22 2.35 3.41 4.96
30 119 2.57 1.24 3.44 4.0a 2.10 9.55 2.69 1.31 3.53
31 118 2.77 2.25 2.96 4.31 4.00 10.68 2.85 l:!.37 2.62
32 1'17 4.31 0.37 4.19 6.13 2.80 1G.3~ 4.43 0.60 4.53 ,
ROsotto IElernonr- cerreetcd Gaugo Strains Experimontal Outor Layer Strains
No. No. +45 ·45 0 90 oxx ett ox!
1 17 ·2.104E·04 ·M10E·06 ·S.845E·04 3.677E·04 .5.845g~il4 3.1'I77E·04 ·2.0405·04
2 18 ·2.579E·04 ·6.743E·OS ·3.825E·04 5:1265·05 ·3.82SE·04 5.660E·05 ·1.902E·04
3 191 ·1.474E·04 1.609E·04 ·4.S:m:·os
S.892E·05 ·4.537E·05 5.8S7E,0$ ·3.079E·04
<\ 20 ·2.178E·04 (l.17f:!E·04 3.383E·OS 6.557E·OS 3.303E·05 ·6.!i66E·OS ·5.343E·04
Z ao 4.795E·04 1.4e2E·04 5.158E·04 1.100E·04 5.158E·04 1.109E·04 3.3285·04
6 79 4.792E·Q4 3.0G95·04 1.039E·03 ·2.531E·04 1.0395·03 ·2.513E·04 1.721E·04
7 78 3.523E·04 4112E·04 1.427£:'03 ·6.6345·04 1.427E-03 ·6.611E-04 .5.867E·05
a 77 4.S27E-04 ·6.870E·OS 1.613[;-03 ·1.22!lE·03 1.61;:;:·03 ·1.227E·03 S.206E·04
9 21 ·1.899E·04 ·9.923E·05 ·5.141E·04 2.2505·04 ·5.1411:·04 2.242E·04 -9.067E-OS
10 22 ·6.006E·05 ·6.552E·05 ·4.:105E·04 3.040E·04 ·4.3C~lj;:·04 M34E·04 4.526E·06
11 23 ·8.158E·06 fl.3S1E·OS ,'1.6555·04 1.474E·1)4 ·1.eS5E·04 1.472E·04 ·1.449E·04
12 24 ·4.530E·05 2.497E-05 1.247E·04 ·1.451E-04 1.247E·04 ·1.449E·04 -7.019E-05
13 a4 ·1.137E·05 3.17,)E·05 5.169E·04 ·4.9SSE·04 5.169E·04 .4.9S8E·04 -4.302E·05
14 83 2.600E'04 1.172E·04 1.221E·03 ·8.44OE·04 1.221E·03 .8.423E·04 1.426E·04
15 82 2,370E'04 3.104E·04 2.030E·03 ·1.477E·03 2.030E-03 ·1.474E·03 ·7.926E-05
16 61 3.142E·04 1.918E·04 2.216E-03 .1.710E·03 2.216E-c):) .1.707E·03 1.223E·04
17 "I ·9.476E·05 ·1.605E·1)4 ·7;159E·04 4.607E·04 ·7.159E·04 4.596E-04 6.S6SE·CS18 26 .1.267E-04 ·3.14SE-OS ·4.169E·04 2.587E·04 ·4.169E·04 2.SS1E-04 ·9.509E·0513 27 ·6.79:)£:;-05 2.049E·05 ·2.449E-04 1.973E·04 ·2.44$E-04 1.970E·04 ·a.830E·05
2Q 26 .1.365E-05 4.07(;E·05 1.700E·04 ·1.429E·()4 1.700E·04 ·1.426E·04 ·5.434E·05
21 sa 6.321E·OS 8.362E·0$ 7.093E-04 .5.625E·04 7.093E·04 -5.615E·04 ·2.038E·05
22 87 4.09SE-04 8.0731:.05 1.307E·03 ·8.170E-()4 1.(,I07E·03 .8.151 E!·04 3.2e3E·04
23 eo 4.816E-04 2.571E·04 2.012E·03 ·1.rmE·03 ~I,012E-03 ·1.270E·03 2.242E·04
24 85 4.722E·04 4.178E·04 2.207E-03 ·1.317E·03 2,207E'0() ·1.313E-03 5.4345·05
25 57 ·1.334E-04 ·6.:l12E·05 .0.666E-0<1 4.900E·04 .6.le6E-04 4.891E-04 ·7.019E·0$
26 68 ·1.447E·04 ·9.02I)E·05 ·5.5955·04 3.246E·04 -S.o~5E·04 3.238E·04 ·5.434E·05
27 59 ·1.6095-04 ·5.025E·05 ·2.1951:·04 ·1.771E-05 ·~.195E.04 ·1.811E·05 ·1.245E-04
29 60 3.160E-05 4.294E·OS 3.377E·04 '2.6311:-04 3.3771:·04 ·2.62eE·04 -1.132E·05
29 120 2.4a4E·04 1.353E·04 7.2481:·04 ·3.430E-04 7.24$E·04 -3.4191:·04 1.i09E·04
30 119 3,366E·04 1.940E·04 1.364E·03 ·8.534E·04 1.364E-03 ·6.5135·04 1.426E·04
31 118 3.478E·04 3.954E·04 1.194E-03 ·1.051E-03 1.794E·03 ·1.04aE·03 ·4.755E·05
32 117 4.109E·04 5.492E·04 2.064E·03 -1.1241:,03 2.084E·03 ·1.121E·03 ·1.301E·04
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Rosette Element Oo-crdlnates (m) IArc length Theoretlcal Outer Layer Strains (m/m)
No. No. x y Z l (m) exx ett ext~
1 17 0.0960 0.0507 0.0102 0.0103 -6.629E-04 3.365E-04 O.OOOE+CO
2 18 0.0960 0.0428. 0.0286 0.0306 -4.599E·04 2.334E·04 O.OOOE+OO
3 19 0.0960 0.ud86 0.0428 .0.0509 ·9.276E·05 4:708E·05 O,OOOE+OO
4 20 0.0960 0.0102 0.0507 0.0714 3.843E·04 ·1.951E·04 O,OOOE+OO
5 80 0.0960 ·0.0102 0.0507 0.0919 9.091E·04 ·4.615E·04 O.OOOE+OO
6 79 0.0960 ·0.0286 0.0428 0.1120 1.386E·03 -7.036E·04 O.OOOE+OO
7 78 0.0960 -0.0428 0.0286 0.1323 1.753E-03 -8.900E-04 O.OOOE+OO
8 77 0.0960 -0,0507 v.0102 0.1531 1.956E·03 ·9.930E·04 O.OOOE+OO
9 21 0,1080 0.0507 0.0102 0.0103 ·6,629E·04 3.365E-04 o.OOOE+OO
10 22 0.1080 0.0428 0.0286 0.0306 ·4.599E·04 2,334E·04 O.OOOE+OO
11 23 0.1080 0.0286 0.0428 0.0509 -9.276E·05 4.708~-05 O.OOOE+OO
12 24 0.1080 0.0102 0.0507 0,('"':4 3.84.'3E·04 -1.951E-04 O.OOOE+OO
13 84 0.1080 -0.0102 0.C507 r'.,"·~';I 9.091E·04 ·4.615E-04 O.OOOE+OO
14 83 0.1080 -0.0286 0.C)428 0.1'.20 1.386E·03 -7.036E·04 O.OOOE+OO
15 82 0.1080 ·0.0428 0.0286 0.1323 1.753E-03 ·8.900E·04 O.OOOE+OO
16 81 0.1080 '0.0507 0.0102 0.1531 1.956E·03 ·9,930E-04 O.OOOE+OO
17 25 0.1200 0.0507 0.0102 0.0103 ·6.629E·04 3.3656-04 o.ooOE+OO
18 26 0.1~00 0.0428 0,0286 0.0306 ·4.599E·04 2.334E-04 O.OOOE+OO
19 27 0.1200 0.0286 0.0428 0.0509 -9.276E-05 4.708E·05 O.OOOE+OO
20 28 0.1200 0.0102 0.0507 0.0714 3.8~E·04 -1.951E·04 0.0005+00
21 88 0.1200 -0.0102 0.0507 0.0919 9.091E-04 ·4.615E·04 O.OOOE+OO
22 87 0,1200 ·0.0286 0.0428 0.1120 1.386E·03 -7.036E·04 O.OOOEi·OO
23 86 0.1200 -0.0428 0.0286 0.1323 1.753E-03 ·8.900E·04 O.OOOE+OO I
24 85 0.1200 '0.0507 0.0102 0.1531 1.956E·03 ·9.930E·04 O.OOOE+OQ I
25 57 0.2178 0.0507 0.01021 0.0103 -6.629E-04 3.3656-04 O.OOOE+OO
20 58 0.2178 0.0428 0.0286 0.0306 -4.599E-04 2.3346-04 O.OOOE+OO
27 59 0.2178 0.0286 0.0426 0.0509 ·9.276E·05 4,708E-05 O.OOOE+OO
28 60 0.2178 0.0102 0.J507 0.0714 3.843E·04 ·1.951E·04 O.OOOE+OO
29 120 0.2176 ·0.0102 0.0507 0.0919 9.091E·04 -4.615E-04 O.OOOE+OO
30 119 0.2178 ·0.0286 0.0428 0.1120 1.386E-03 -7.036E-04 O.OOOE+oo
31 118 0.2178 ·0.0428 0.0286 0.1323 1.753E·03 ·a.90OfZ·04 O.OOOE+OO
32 117 0.2178 ·0.0507 0.0102 O.~531 1.956E·03 ·9.930E·04 0,0006+00
? "__,,:t..:>,:-.,.....- ..~;:;_~k~--.
"
to.hetube relative to the middle of the model. The pinned con-
straint at the end of the rod corresponds to the point of force
application with the result of limited bending of the stiff rod.
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Figure 6.26 original and ddspLaced mesh of the validation FEM
model.
Table 6.5 summarises the force and moment resultant data extract-
ed from the FEM output for the elements at the positions of the
gauges. The distribution of the axial, circumferential and in-
plane shear moment resultants were shown superimposed on the
'unrolled' tUbe in Appendbc U with the arc value at arc = 0
corresponding to the top of the truba, The effect that the steel
ribs have on these forces is clear from these three dimensional
repreSf" .;ations.
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RosetteIElement FEM: lnplane Forces (N/m width) Transverse sneer (N/m Width) Inplane Moments (Nmlrn Width)
No. No. Nxx Ntt Nxt ax at MXX Mtt Mxt
1 17 ·19790.00 -8297.75 618.(5 .3561.50 575.25 0.75 0.50 0.00
z 18 ·15173.75 -5276.25 413.2~ -2663.50 194.00 a.50 0.25 -0.50
I 3 19 -5650.25 -1494.50 470.75 -1964.75 -825.50 0.00 -0.25 -1.00
4 20 7064.25 3536.00 664.75 -1406.50 -1665;50 -0.50 -0.25 -0.75
5 80 21521.25 8241.50 -53.50 -571.75 1438.25 -0.75 -0.50 -0.75
6 79 35310.75 12346.75 -81.50 -1181.25 20f.l7.00 ·1.25 .0.75 -0.50
7 76 46671.50 15055.00 ·609.25 -1819.75 1624.75 -1.00 -0.75 -0.50
8 77 52654.50 16801.50 419.50 ·1026.00 2620.50 ·1.25 -0.50 0.00
9 21 -20046.75 ·1470.00 230.25 ·108.25 231.50 -0.50 -0.25 0.00
10 22 ·14990.00 -743.75 271.00 964.75 967.00 -0.25 -0.25 0.00
11 23 -5696.75 ·252.00 18S.50 1423.00 955.00 0.00 0,00 0.00
12 24 7172.50 393.00 254.75 1211.00 837.00 0.50 0.25 0.00
13 84 21514.75 782.75 52.75 ·1243.50 .856.50 1.00 0.50 0.00
14 83 35580.75 1133.75 ·123.25 -176.25 ·662.25 1.2(1 0.75 0.00
15 82 465::;4.25 1076.75 -230.50 ·274.00 ·738.50 1.75 1.00 \).25
16 61 52538.25 1165.25 1.50 621.50 -445.75 1.75 0.75 0.00
17 25 -20119.00 341.75 34.50 146.75 -349.00 -0.25 0.00 0.00
18 26 ·15025.00 322.25 71.50 195.50 ·230.50 -0.25 -0.25 0.00
19 27 -5632.50 :;10.50 0.75 32.25 -382.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 28 7112.50 '72.50 17.50 -30".00 ·371.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
21 88 21664.75 -297.~5 ·130.75 4'''00 309.50 0.00 O.O() 0.00
22 87 35653.50 .557.50 ·261:15 .:;' 5 238.00 0.25 0.25 0.00
23 86 46503.25 -845,75 -20'+.50 44~.50 -17.75 0.25 0.25 0.00
24 85 52468.50 ·1077.50 -104.00 543,25 -141.00 0.25 0.00 0.00
25 57 -20256,00 -e8.25 87.50 ·a6,00 90.50 0.00 -0.75 0.00
26 56 -15133.50 '13,75 113,25 ·86,75 83.75 0.00 0,00 0.00
'1.7 59 -5713.25 12.25 e775 ·41,00 105.25 0.00 0,00 0.00
28 60 7173.00 126.00 -1.75 63.25 118.25 0,25 'C.50 0.00
29 120 22347.00 27tl.50 '796,75 -~2.75 52.50 0.00 1.00 0,00
30 119 35832,50 33:75 -1092.25 0.00 4). 124:: 0.00 0.25 0.00
51 118 ~200.50 -203,25 -879,50 ·26.25 102.50 -0.25 0.00 0.00
32 117 52162.50 .203.75 -257.25 ·97.25 62,50 ·1.00 -1.00 0.00
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Roeott( EI~m('nt FEM/Cl. T : Cl)ntr~lIne StrninG (rrtln1) FEM/Cl. T : Centr()line CUf'V(\turoG (And) FEM/Cl. T outer l.ny~r Strllins (rrtlm)
No. No. $0;« eott oOxt K:~ Kt Kxt: exx tit! .xt
1 17 -6.447E-04 7.23OOE~ 3.~~ 7.1S9OE..Q2 1.92SCE..Q2 ·2A31E..Q2 ·2.\)7GEo04 ·5.593E~ esolE~
2 18 -5.17::£..04 1.004CE-04 2.025OE.os S.3220S.¢2 1.082<15..Q2 ·1.021EoOl ·M1oe-V4 -3El54a005 -4. $S8E.()$
3 19 ·2.02IlE-04 S.G84Oe005 a3Ol.lOEt.os 3.655Oe002 .1.581lEo02 ·1.7011':001 ·1.414eo04 -3.691E..os ·1.400S-04
4 00 2.16$06-04 ·2.&1OO..os $.~S70E.()' ·$.S91E-02 1.349<le..Q2 ·1.167EoOt 2.1474E005 1.1;)4375:..os ·8.99?'E005
IS 80 7.17GOE.04 ·1.110E-04 ·2.G21E..os ·5.711E..Q2 -4.70¢E.Q3 ·'.~001 2.G170E!-V4 .2. iSSS'Eo05 ·7.;'3441:.00
S 79 1.20201!'()3 ·2.~E-04 .3,99$S.os .1.155E'()1 ·1.09(;g-o:a -4. eeOE.02 5.299!iEl004 -a.839E.()5 .2.6OOE..()Q
7 79 1.$15OE.()3 ·3.5731:004 .2. 9S5e.()5 -tl.(l17E.()2 .2.77?'E-02 .$.34SE-02 9.S145E004 '1.67:;£-04 -asezsos
8 77 1.a26Ce.()3 -4.107E-04 :?OS5OEOOS ·1.4231:.01 1.4910E-o:a $.~..Q2 1.0928E003 .,.Wlt!.04 ..s.7~4E.()G
9 :!1 ·7.9QS6.04 3.603C€-04 1.12aOE.()5 .5.3508.¢2 ·1.095e003 1.459OE~ ·7.983S!004 3.1Q506.04 1:.Q040t:!J.;l5
10 22 -6. 04S!io04, 2.a410E.04 1.32SOE.o!J -t.eaosca .1.8200..Q2 !1.124OE.o:l ·7.4211:004 21 r.;:)OE.<)4 G.O:~~.()5
11 23 .2.$O$So04 1.0$2C€004 9.2300S.os o.ococs-oc O.OOOOE+OO O.()()O(l(:;+OO '2.903E-04 8.aS42E.oo 3.~elOOo05
12 24 aellsOEo04 ·1.344E-04 1.24OOE.()5 1),35OOe.o2 1.00soe;.()3 ·1.4S9E;.o2 1.22408004 .s.718EoO$ 7.6SllOE.oo
13 S4 8.74ocE.¢4 -4.1 9$E.04 2.585Ce.os 1.07001!.o1 2.19OOE003 ·2.917E.¢2 S.8G1CE..Q4 03.17GE-04 ·4. $$1 E.¢(l
14 83 1.4400::.Q3 -1. 005E.04 -6.~..oo 1.25~.o1 2.03$0E..Q2 ·3.eooe.02 1.~.Q3 -5.104E0()4 03.o~·OIi
15 82 1.004ci!-03 ·9.$3:lG..04 .1.1~.()5 1.73ece.ol I.GG2OE-o:a ·9.13tlE.03 1.ooOO1:..Q3 -8.1211:004 ·1.1 G$5.os
1G 81 2.15OOE.Q3 ·1.055E.()3 7.:>49CE.Q8 1.9!i8OE.o1 .1.$$21:002 -4.6G2S002 2.40921:.Q3 ·1.029E.()3 -8.41 SS.()$
17 2e. -8.3<l8E..04 4.~..04 l.ssooe.oo .3.53OE..Q2 1.'7100E002 4.8$201:.()3 ..e.ssae-04 4.471 0E.04 4.S5tOE.oo
18 2e -G.286E004 3.2OOOE.04 ascscs-os ·1.6:aot:..Q2 .1. S2<l5-02 9.724OE.()3 ·7.844Et004 2.9810E..04 3.64OOE.os
19 27 .:13166004 1.2700E.¢4 3.S76OE.Q8 O.OOQOEi+OO O.OOOOE+OO o,OOOO/;! + 00 .3.1aGE-04 1. ()26OE..04 .3.®Se.os
20 26 2.95OOE.¢4 ·1.624E..04 a.574OE.o7 O.OOOOE+OO (l.OO~+OO .:'!.OOOOE+OO 1.292CE..Q4 .s.9OOE.()5 ·Um;:.os
21 sa 9.029OEo04 -4.G74E.04 -6.4OSE<06 O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+<YJ I)OOOOE+OO 7.~72CE..Q4 -3.62E;g.¢4 ·1.G27E.os
ea 87 1.41')706003 ·7.'72OE.¢4 .1.2821:005 I.Es2OOE-02 1.82OOE002 ·9.724F.003 1.4019E003 06.2646-04 ·1$,12OE:-OIi
23 as 1.942<15.()3 ·1.0121:.Q3 ·1.002EoOS 1.82OOe.¢2 1.S2OOE00a ·9.i'24E.()3 1.&0900003 ·8,~.04 ·1),127E·OS
24 $$ 2.194OE.()3 ·1.14'7E.()3 .5.0$9S.C(l 3.63001! -02 ·1. 11ce-ca -4. eG2E.Q.3 2.2ii3GE003 ·1.19<lE-03 ·2.7425.¢$
l6 57 oS.3i'OEo04 4.2270E004 4.2870E-OG S.1310E.02 ·1.0696..01 1.459Oeo02 .a.02E;go04 3.OSSE;go04 1.1~·05
~ 56 -G.2$OE.04 3.17$OEo04 5.~.oo O.OOOOE+OO O.co:>oE: + 00 O,OOOOE+OO ·1.1D2£!..04 a6610Eo04 ·6.1~.oo
27 69 ·MG7Eo04 1.2OIiCE004 l.n5OOEi.oo O.ooeoc+OO O.OOOOE+OO (l.0000E+()Q 4.7CY'vEo04 1.903CE.¢4 -4.6SSE.os
28 GO 2.94~004 ·1.45SE.04 ·B.G74EoOS 1.09$QE..Q3 5.35Ooe-02 ,1.4596-02 1.246OE!004 ..s.I4CE.oo ·1.01:$..1'\7
29 120 9.1910E004 ·4.5aoeo04 ·3.9041:.05 -6.841eo02 1.412Qf.!'()1 ·1.IM.'ie:..oo s.1$8SE..Q4 ·2.3911:;.¢4 ·1.42CE.os
30 119 1.4a~-03 ·7.$1 W:004 .6,3521:005 ·1.710E-02 3.53OOE.02 -4.002Eo03 1.2$02E..Q3 ·5.4a5S..Q4 2.B10Ge.oo
31 na 1.91 GOE.Q3 ·9.7~0()4 -4.sooe.os 03.53OE..Q2 1.'7100E002 4.8S2OE·03 1.BUOS.Q3 ·9.32G!i·04 1.!1750E'()5
32 117 2.1 G30e.()3 ·1.104E.()3 .1.2GOtO'()5 ·7. 279E.o2 .7.2700-02 3.89OOEoO\? 2.0S91 £:.03 ·1.1596.()3 4.GI.lI4E-OS
""*'~'(l
The axial moment resultants shown in Figure U1 and U2 of Appendix
U where fUlly developed within a very short distance of. the rib.
Of particular significance is that the bending load is nearly all
distributed by the roar rib onto the tube. This occurred as a
result of. the high st:iffness of the rib and connecting rod rela-
tive to the tube. Tha observation vaHdates the assumption made
for the road tanker whereby all of the load is transferred at a
single support. at each end. If the stiffness of the bogie is high
enough, then a large proportion of the. axial and bending load
would be distributoc1. along the stiffest load path from the bogie
into the shell. Figures U3 and U4 of .Appenc1.ij~U shoW the
circumferential load~ induced by the rib and tube interaction.
These result in stress concentrations at the tube side of the
rib, but were localised and dissipat~ fairly quickly. Figures U5
anc1.UI5 show the inplane. shec-,rforces induced. by the load. ThesGI
were highost between the two ribs and may have resulted from the.
skewing or diagonal:i.sation of the rib and rod assembly, thus
inducing shear forces in the relativelY flexible tUbe. These
inplane shear foroes were a maximum at the sides of the 'cube in
line with the tube neutral axis.
The force and moment resultant values from Table 15.5 were then
used as inputs for the MACLT.B.AS program (.Appendix b and H) to
determine the outer layer strains as discussed by section 3.6.
The centre-line strains and curvatures where then combined by Eqn
3.41 to determine the FEM outer layer strains in the
axial, circumferential and inplane shear directions.
6.2.3 comparison of eXperimental, theoretical and FlUU results.
Tho results of the various analyses are compared graphically in
Figures 15.27 to 6.31 for eacn Ot the bands as do fined by Table
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6.1. Figure 6.27 shows the predictions for the first band at x =
96 lum from the end Clf the tube. The axial strain (ex) values all
showed the same tendency. The differences in magnitude of the
experimental values may have resulted from the strain measurement
Which were taken over the gauge lenl'Jthof 5 ~m, whereas the theo-
retical and FEIvI'results where point values at the centre CJ;L' the
rosatte and element respectively. The experimental circumferen-
tial and FEM strains (et) were different after arc = 0,06. This
may be due to the stress concEnitration shown in Figures U3 and
U4. The FEM and experimental strains correlate over the circum-
ference of the tube.
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Figure 6;27 comparison of the experimental, theoJ:'etioaland li'EM
axial and oiroumferential strai11S for band 1 at x ;::
':6 lIlln.
1~3
Figure 6.28 shows the strain results for the second band at x :::
108 mm. ~le diminishing effect of the support on the ex is
apparent by the closer correlation of these results. The et re-
su;ts were elmost identical in all three canes exce-.ptfor the two
o~,perimontal values ncar the top of the tubfJ.
*·0.0(12' ---r-~'-'''''-'r-'--~'l'-''~'-'T-~~-'-"1"--~---'''''''---~oo ~02 ~04 ~OG ~oo ~10 ~12 ~14 ~1G
Arc longth from bottom of tuba (m)
·~x-MO;;:Ol;~o~fox.""" FGMOx- ><"-Th(l~ry-OX--
lH Mcnsurod ot l~ rEM et .~=~.Thoory et
Figura Ii.2a compal:'iaon of the oll:perimen1:al, thooretical ana FEM
axial and ciroumferential strains for band 2 at x =
108 :nun.
Figure 6.29 shows tho strain results at thl.third band at X ::;1 120
mm, All the curves were very similar with minor )\\agnitudo
differences between the ex results, The Ct results were all simi-
lar until the last two experimental results at the top of the
tuba.
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Figure 5.29 Comparison of th~ eltperimental, theoret:i.ca.l and FEM.
axial and circumferential strains for band 3 at X =
120 nun.,
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Figure l). 30 Comparison of. the eXperl.lllental, theoretical and FEM
axial and oiroumferential strains for band 4 at x =
217,8 mmin th~ middle of the tube.
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Figure (5. 30 ShO'V1Sthe strain results for the fourth band at the
middle of the tube (x = 217,8 mm). Close correlation of the
experimental, theoretical and FEM strains is aChieved in the
axial and circumferential directions. This position is remote
from the discontinuity effect of the ribs and this is further
indicated by the accuracy of the theoretical curve in pxedicting
the FEM and experimental results.
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Figure 6.31 comparison of the experimental, theoretical and FEM
inpla~e shear strains for all the bands.
Figure 6.31 shows the inplane shear strains ext for all the bands
relative to the circumference. The theoretical prediction of Zero
is simj,lar in most cases to the FEM predictions which were either
zero or very small. The experimental ext valUes at the first
band, shown by the cir-cled crosses cUd indicate aoma localised
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shear strains near the ribs. This could be the result of the
skewing of the ribs, but the effect diminished rapidlY as the
distance from the rib increased.
This experimental study was successful in providing a comparison
of the theoretical, experimental and FEM predictions for the
validation model. The results showed that FEM is an accurate
method for the prediction of complex stress and strain distribu-
tions in a three dimensional, l.aminated composite structure under
the influence of combined axial force and bending. The FEM model
is able to take the varying stiffnesses of the tube, ribs and rod
into account to accurately predict the strains and deflections.
The validity of using one support to model the bogie or fifth
wheel of the tanker is also tested. The validation model shows
that the load followed the stiffest path. It is assumed that a
similar situation would arise in rhe road tanker as a reSUlt of
the varying stiffnesses of th~ shell, ribs, bogie and fifth wheel
construction. The redundant supports will contribute to load
sharing, although this will depend on the direction and magnitude
of the accelerations. A conservative analysis dssumes all the
load through one SUPPOl:"tand this is readily calculated b~r
theoretical methods.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
- The Use of the equivalent engineering constants to represent
the composite laminate's extensional moduli is accurate for
the beam theory predictions of the inplane force resultants.
- The bending and transverse shear behaviour of the laminate were
difficult to predict using isotropic analyses and resulted in
significant differences.
- The FEM axial and circumferential force resultants are predicted
very accurately by the theory of isotropic shells for the
internal pressure loadcase.
- !>1odell:i.ngthe effect of the accelerating liquid as equivalent
pressureS on the elements of the FEM model is an accurate
method of analysis.
Beam and isotropic shell theory give accurate predictions
of the :i.nplanefOl:ce resultants for vertical bending and axd.aL
acceleration in the tanker shell, in areas remote from stress
concentrations.
- Beam theory does not accurately predict the effect of the
sideways acceleration on the tanker. This may result from the
offset between the line of action of the acceleration and the
position of the supports.
- The FEM analysis of the validation model correlated accurately
with the strain gauge results.
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- rEM is a more elegant and possibly more accurate method of
simulating the effect that accelerations have on the tanker and
its contents.
- FEM gave an indication of the stress concentrations around the
supports of the tanker. More accurate data could by obtained by
further element mesh refinement in regions of high stress
gradients.
- FEM is a suitable alternative to the complex theoretical
analysis required by the design standards as it takes the exact
geo~etric, laminate and loading configurations into account.
The outputs from the FEM program include the evaluation of
faiJ.ure criteria for each layer in the proposed lanlinate.
- The Finite Element Method is suitable for the analysils of
three-dimensional composite structures under complex loading
conditions. The ABAQUS FEM program allows the Use of various
element types and material moduli on the same model.
- The l.aminate proposed in this research is not the optimum for
an production design. The :final laminate wil.l depend on buck-
ling, natural frequency and manufacturing considerations and
will also contain local reinforcement in the high stress re-
gions.
- The design and construction of a GRP road tanker is feasible.
The use of FEM to optimise the laminate orientation and thick-
nesses can r(..sultin a t.anker design which uses the composite
material as efficiently as possible to fulfil the customer's
requirements.
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a RECOMMENDATIONS
- The use of circumferential rings at the supports is highly
recommclnded as they transfer the loads from the supports to the
shell over a large area and also assist in stabilising the
shell against localised buckling.
- Thi3 FEM ~tudy can be extended to consider the buckling and
natural frequency considerations of the tanker.
- The bogie and suspension could be modelled to determine the exact
effect that these features have on the stress distributions
around the supports.
other load Cases such as twisting of the shell and the various
crash conditions can also be evaluated using FEM. The FEM mOdel
could also be upgraded to include the manhole openings and
overturn protection
More detailed analysis using adVanced laminated plate theory
could be used to achieve closer correlation to the moment and
transverse shear pr~dictions of FEM.
- Further research could focus on the generation of a FEM model
of an existing metal or GRP road tanker. This vehicle could
then be instrumented with strain gauges and accelerometers to
determine the exact relationships that occur.
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APPENDlX A
SPEC!Fl:CATl:ONS AND DRAWINGS OF THE PROPOSED ROAD TANKER
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I A 1
Shell
A minimum allowable wall thioknesses of 3.5mm to allow bhe transpor.t
of 98% sulphuric acid was chosen. This chemical has one of the highest
densities of commonly transported liguid oargoes. special precautions
such as thermoplastic liners and extensive resin testing would also be
reguired for a tanker designed to carry this cargo. In practice, the
shell may be thicker to comply with local standards requirements or
have local thickening around high s~ress areas. The proposed tanker
consisted of a 12 m long, cylindrical, single compartment shell with
an inside diameter. of 1,3 m an~ no inter.ior baffles. This tanker was
limited to carrying a single car00 per journey and must be either full
or empty to avoid ~urging and spl hing. The reason for avoiding
baffles was the difficulty associated with using a thermoplastic
liner, A baffle would need to be atcached to the str\lctural component
of the shell and this could ccmpromise the liner's integrity. The
proposed cylindrical shell consisted of a helically wound E-glass
polyester or vinylester 1aminate with a volume fraction vf = 0.45 and
consists of a [±lO/±85/ .••••• /±10/±85Js layup. This resulted in a
balanced and symmetrical laminate with sUfficient layers to achieve
total laminate thickness of 15 mm.
Domes
The end closures were provided by a 2:1 ellipsoidal dome at either
end. The dome laminate thiokness was 15 mm.
Ribs
Circumferential stiffeners (ribs) were positioned at 1 m intervals
along ·the lcn9'th of the tanJ<:erto ensure that the cirCUlarity of tho
A 2
shell was maintained during bending. They also provided overturn
protection for the shell. Thick ribs w~re 50 mm wide and 100 mm thick
and were positioned at 0,1,2,3,9,10,11 and 12 metres from the rear tan
line. These provide the attachment points for the fifth wheel (11 m &
12 m), the landing legs (9 m & 10 m) and the bogie cradle (0,1,2,3 m).
The remainder of the ribs were 50 mm vlide by 50 mm thick and were
positioned at 4,5,6,7 and 8 m from the rear tan line. The ribs were
constructed by hoop Winding impregnated fibres (vf = 0.45) between two
temporary formers to build up the rectangular shape, The domes could
be manufactured by either a hand layup moulding which was later bonded
to the cylinder or by winding the ellipsoidal domes as geodesic iso-
tensoids. F'or the FEM analysis the domes were assumed to be isotropic.
Manufacture
The actual. manufacture of this t.anker would depend on the quanti.ties
required and the technology available. For large productio\"l rune the
manufacture of metal mandrels melY be cost justified. singL~ ':artkers
could be manufactured using a hand 1l:lYUPmandrel oVar a the:r.moplastic
liner. A compromise solution may be to first manufacture an inner
shell consisting of the thermoplastio liner and a hand l~ '{nated
corrosion barrier. The inside of the shell would be suppor ed by a
mandrel and radial spokes. Similar mouldings for the domes would thon
be attached to the cylinder. Holes at the apex of the domes allow the
mandrel to pass through and facilitate removal of the radial spokes
and the mandrel after winding. Thi:: shell will t·lI.~. be .p,ed as' a
nlandrel for filumant windil"lgof the structural :Lam "'L'C. The domes
could also be wound at this stage and this ~~ll raault in a seumless
monccoque strudture. The main advant~i9'eof '(:;i1.i5method was that the
mould becomes part of the tanl<:.crand potential weak.nesses fl.'omany
seams Was avoided. This method would also lend itself to the manufac-
ture of tank.ers for the transport of liquefied gas. If helical winding
j
1 A :3
was unavailable then the longitudinal layers could be added manually
and then overwound by hoop winding. This construction was mentioned by
Belanger (1972) who found only minor property differences between the
filament wound hoop and hand layup axial layers.
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Figure A1 Assembly uf the composite road ta'hkel'.
APPENDIX B
SPECIFICATIONS AND DRAWINGS OF THE VALIDATION MODEL
B 1
The Filament Wound Tube
The tube was manufactured by Aerodyne Technology (Pty) Ltd and a 560
mn, length was cut for the validation model. The tube manufacturing
specifications were supplied by Aerodyne as follows:
Inside diameter di 100 mm
Glass reinforcelnent
Resin Matrix
Winding Angle
Bandwidth
Bands
Double Layers
E-glass, 4 ravings, 1200 Tex
elba Geigy Epoxy, LY564 lie HY2954
± 45°
7,9 mm
28 per layer
3
Cure Ramp-up, dwell at 125 °c
The tube was helicAlly wound with 6 layers of 28 bands each.
The average thickness of the tube was measured as 1.89 mm. Hence
the outer dia:n\eterdo is 103.78 mm • These values were used for
further theoretical calculations. The lamina properties Were
obtained from Tsai (1986) and were listed in Appendix C. This
data \1aS supplied by the manufacturer as being typical for tha
supplied tUbes. Testing for material properties of the tube was
not done. Burn off tests were not possible due to the properties
of the epoxy resin matrix. The split parallel fibre-reinforced
ring (NOL ring) specimen does not give modulus or Poisson's ratio
data and was only suitable for comparative purposes as detailed
by Peters and Humphrey (1987).
Metal support cradle
Two identical metal support cradles wore designed and built to connect
the tUb~ to the tensile testing machine. Each consisted of a steel
mounting shaft and four steol split rings. TWO of the rings were
;,',11
l
B 2
welded to the shaft. The cradle was then bonded to the tube and the
top rings bonded and bolted down for a more exact fit. Araldjte AW106
epoxy adhesive was used after suitable surface treatment of the tube
and the cradle.
The end of the shaft had been machined to allow attachment to the
tensile ~esting machine. The tolerances were large enough to
allow rotational movement and could be considered as a pinned
constraint. The manufacturing drawings for the cradle were presented
in below. The support waS an attempt to model the effect of a stiff
chassis on a flexible GRP shell. They also allowed for an effective
transfer of the tensile force to the tuba, as well as inducing a
uniform bending moment between the supports. This resulted from the
offset between the line of action of the force and the neutral axis of
the tube.
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Figure B3 Top bracket for ribs.
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Figura 84 Bottom bracket for ribs.
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APPENDIX C
MA~ERIAL PROPER~IES Fon ~HE ROAD ~ANKER AND VALXuA~ION MObEL
C 1
J' "
C-1 Lalnina properties of E-glass/polyester or E-glass/Vinylester
The fili.a1resin system selected for the tanker would typically be
dctermir~ed by its strength, prooessing and corrosive properties and
cost. A PVC lined tankar carrying sulphuric acid would typically Use a
vinyles'tor resin. The winding and corrosion requirements would limit
the winding tension and typical values for a filament wound laminate
were obtained for E-glass/epoxy from Tsai (1986) as follows:
E1 = 38,6 GPa
E2 ""8,27 GPa
'"'\1J.2 = 0,26 GPa
G12 ;:::4,14 GPa
vf ;:::0/45
mf "'I 0,62
P "" 1800 l<:g/m3
These properties would not vary significantly between the various
resin systems and ware used for the FEM and theoretical predictions.
The shear stiffncsses for the laminate were calculated at
G12 = G13 = 4.14 GPa. The remaining transverse shear stiffnesses was
calculated at G23 ;:::3,5 GPa.
C-2 Laminate properties for the Tanker Dome
The ccmpos Lne road tanker is an assembly of 't:hrc.etypes of structural
memboro namely a cylindrical shell, two elliptical domes (or ta.~
ends) and 13 circumferential ribs or rings. Due to the nat\.\rc.of the
Finite Elements and their material definitions, three types of materi-
als were used to model the tanka):'na.mely:
- cylinder : laminated composite
- domes : isotropic
C 2
- ribs : orthotropic
The definition of a material as isotropic is the simplest of the three
cases and was used to model 'I:.ho2:1 ellipsoidal domes. The shape of
the dome did not allow align'll\entwith either the cylindrical or the
spherical coordinate system, as the shape deviated from both. This
would result in the incorrect definition of the material. For the com-
plicated geometry of winding of an geodesic isotensoid, the prediction
of the path of the fibres would vary over the ellipsoid and was diffi-
cult to predict accurately uping ABAQUL, As the domes were included in
the FEM model to enSUre the correct distribution of load onto the
cylinder, little improvement in accuracy would be achieved over using
the quasi-isotropic assumption. The domes were therefore modelled as
isotropic. This was a variation from inp1ane qUasi-isotropic because
the through thickness modulus E.rwas the same as the circumferential
and meridianal Lnp Lane moduli. Although this \olouldhave little influ-
ence on the axial, meridianal and circumferential membrane forces, the
domes would also be 10111ed by local moments and transverse shear
forces at the intel."soc.:.ionto the cylinder (tan line). Thoso were
mol."Cdependent on the througt htckness stiffness WhiCh in the iso-
tl."opiccase Wel."eequal to G12 13 =: G:t3 ~ '1£/ (2. (1+V)) •
The values of E and v were obtained as the equivalent engineering con-
stants from the lamination theory analysis of Append:l.x D and the MA'"
CL'l', BAS pl."ogramof Appendix: H. The layup was assumed to consist of a
quasi-isotropic layup of rOo/±60QJg with a volume fraction vf = 0,45
for E-glass/poly.:::stt;l.r.The thiokness of the dome was equal to that of
the shell at 15 mm. Hence from MA-ctT. }.).l\S:
o :3
RT27D060.CLT:- RT27 DOME [0/-60/+60)4s
Il'otallaminate thickness == 15 mm
A B MATRIX
[ B D
3.068E+08 S.267E+07 0 0 0 0
8.267E+07 3.067E+08 0 0 0 0
0 0 1,120E+08 0 0 0
0 0 0 6.42BE+03 1.430E+03 8.121E+Ol
0 0 0 1.430E+03 5.316E+03 2.051E+"2
0 0 0 8.121E+01 :L051E+02 1.980E+03
Ee (GPa)
18.96
E¢ (GPa)
l.8.96
Ge¢ (GPa)
7.47
"Ve¢
0.2b95
0-3 Laminate properties for the cylindrical tanker shell
The road tanker under evaluation would typically be manufactured by
filament winding. Th,is process was \11011 established in the, compos i.tie
industry and documented (see Appendix V). The shell was modelled for
FEM by using the laminated 3D composite option for the shell element
S8R. The theoretical bacltground used for this element was based on
laminated plate theory covored in Appendix D. Further details can be
obtained from the ABAQUS V4.6 reference manuals.
I! '
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l1'heLamd.natie chosen fat' this analysis consisted of tho following:
[±10o/±85°/±10o/±8so/±10o/±85Q)s' This was represented for the CLT and
FEM analysis by a total of 24 layers, each with 0,625 mm thickness to
give a total lami,nate thickness of 15 mm, This J,aminate was analysed
by the MA-CVl'.BAS program (Appendix II)and thl"lresults we);."eas fol-
lows:
G 4
3.441E+OB 4.008E+07 0 0 0 0
4.008E+07 3.545E+08 0 0 0 0
0 0 6.945E+08 0 0 0
0 0 0 7.473E+03 7.717E+02 8.121E+Ol
0 0 0 7.717E+02 5.586E+03 -O.262E+02
0 0 0 9.496E+Ol -O.262E+02 1.322E+03
RT27, Cr.'.~:.... RT27 CYLINDER [±10o/±85°/±10o/±85°/±10o/±85°]s
Total laminate thickness = 15 mm
[ A B MATRlX
[ B D ]
Ex (GPa)
22.64
E¢ (GPa)
22.64
Gx¢ (GPa)
4.63
\~
J"
I
1
i
1
I
)
i
The laminat~ is balanced and symmetrical, with low inplane shear
stiffness. This was important to decrease the torsional stresses which
result from the tanker interaction with the road.
0-4 Laminate properties for the tanker ribs
The circumferential rings would be wound onto the tanker shell once
the laminate had cured. The ring laminate would consist purely of hoop
windings which were positioned between two formers until cure. The FEM
representation of these ribs was aChieved through the use of ortho-
tropic beam elements (B:32) Which were connected to the she1.. with a
multi-point constraint type 7. The material properties were eValuQted
by the M)\-CL'l'.BASpt'ogram of Appellc1ix0 and H and were used for the
theor~tical analysis.
I
j
!
C is
1.958E+09 1.091E+08 0 0 0 0
1.091E+08 4.:t.9GE+08 0 0 0 0
0 0 2.070E+Oa 0 0 0
0 0 0 4.0S0E+05 2."73E+04 0
0 0 0 2.273E+04 8.741E+04 0
0 0 0 0 0 4. 113E+04
RT27RIB.CL':t':- RT27 RIB LAM.INA';L'E[90°]
Total laminate thickness ~ 50 mm
A B MATRIX
[ B D
\
1
!
The definition of the orthotropic constants for the 832 element was .~\,..
covered by the ABAQUS v4.6 Reference Manual. These coefficients where ,
derived using the lamina properties of Appendix C1 from the reduced \
lamina stiffnesses [Qij] of Appendix D ~s follows: r
\
i
38.60
E¢ (GPa)
8.27
Gx¢ (CPa)
4.14
.."x¢
0.26
EX (GPa)
Q11 "" Dill:!.~ 39.170E+09
Q12 == °1122 :::: 2.182E+09
Q22 = °2222 :::: 8.392E+09
Q14 ~ °1133 ::;:.: 2.102E+09
024 == °2233 :: 2.182E+09
Q44
._
D3333 :::: 8.392E+09
Q33 "" D1212 = 4.140E+C
QS5 == °1313 = 4.140E+09
Q66 "" D2323 == 3,500E+09
I
1
oj
i
C 6
c-s
i
I:.
\ '
The validation model was manufactured by filan.ent winding a tube :fro.m1\.
E-glass/epoxy. The layup directions consisted of double layers, each
ei.ther at +450 or -450 to the tubes longitudinal .:"<is.The properties I
I
Qf Appendix C1 were provided by the supplier of ,1etube as being \'1
typical for the laminate. Although the actual tUDe consisted of three!
-450 and three +450 layers which where interwoven, the FEM and CLT ,
analysis assumed the layup to consist of eight layers to allow for thi
modelling of the laminate balance and symmetry. The material defini- I
tion of the FEM model wns based on the laminated 30 shell composite I'
\
MA-CLT. bas I
\
L
Laminate properties for Validation Model
element and was described in more detail in paragraph 3.2.3.
The stiffness matrix for this tube was determined from the
program (see Appendix 0 and H) and were as follows:
VAL!OAT.CLT:- VALIDATION LAMINATE [±45J2S
Total laminate thickness ~ 1.89 mm
A B MATRIX
( B 0
3.236E+07 1.671E+07 0 0 0 0
l.671E+07 3.236E+07 0 0 0 0
0 0 2.041E+07 0 0 0
0 0 0 9.632E+00 4.974E'+00 1.623E+OO
0 0 0 4.974E+OO 9.632E+00 1.623E+00
0 0 0 J..623E+00 1.623E+00 6.075E+00
EX (GPa)
12.56
Ecp (GPa)
12.56
Gxcp (GPa)
10.80
"""xcp
0.51.64
C 7
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APPENDIX D
CLASSICAL LAMInATION THEORY
D 1
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stress-strain Relations for a Lamina (Jones 1975)
'L'heelastic stress-strain relations for 'che lamina
in matrix form using the follo~1ing notation:
1 - longitudinal in the fibre direction,
2 - transvers~ to the fibres in the plane cf the lamina,
3 - transverse to the fibres normal to the plane of the lamina
x,¢,r - laminate or arbitary co-ordinates.
For an orthotropic Lami.na we
follows:
El :.::EL (longitudinal Young's modulus)
E2 :::::E3 :::::ET (transverse Young's modulus)
G12 :::::GIl (longitudinal shear modulus)G23 :::::GT (transverse shear modulus)"\'12:::::'VL (longitudinal Poisson Is ratio)
'V23 =""T (transverse Poisson's ratio)
can represent the materia]. properties
(Eq Dl)
For a lamina treated as an effectivly homogenous and transversly
tropic materials, the stress u and strain e relationships Clan be
written as
1 ""V21 -'V31-El E2 El
'"'V12 1 -'V32
El E2 E3
-'V13 ""V23 1
El E2 E:3
:::::
0 0 0
1
o o o
o 0 ul
0 0'2
0 u3
(Eq 02)
0 f23
o o o
o o
o o
1
o
o o
1
o o
Account has boen taken of the symmetry
'V12/E2 == "V12/El :::::"V31/E3 ::::""13/El and
and as is common in lan\inai::eanaly;:;:isI
shear strain Y.
G12
relations:
"V23/E2 = "Vn/E3
use is made of the engineering
o 2
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I
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I
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For the tanker analysis, the load~ngs generally result in a plane
state of st~ess hence
013 == 023 == 03 == 0 (Eg D3)
and this applies fCJrboth plane stress and bending at sUfficien'L
distance from the laminate edges. Hence the above relation can be
1·\
I
I
~
\r
L
('
t
t
Iror {6k} = [S]{ok} t
where [S] Ls the comp Li.ance matrix which "elates tbe stress and straiJ
components in the principal m~terial directions for the lamina (k). \
For the plane stress state, the additional strains can be found to be \
u23 = 613 = 0 63 = -al'~12/El = -02'~23/E2 and this completely d~- \
:fines the state of stress and strain. ReJ.ati-:msfrom Eqn D4 Cali be 1,
\
1
written as
1 -'V12 1
0 °1EJ 1
1 -V23
°2 (Eg D4)
E2 E2
1
r.?....
-"12
==
o
inverted to yield
-1{ok} == [S) {6k}
= [QJ{ "k} (Eg 05)
Where [QJ is inverse of the compliance matrix and is known as the
reduced lamina s;ti.ffncssmatrix given by
[QJ =
where Qll == El/(1~12'~21)
Q22 == E2/ (1 .....v12 .'v2J.)
Q12 ::: ~12·E21 (1-V12'''V21)
Q66 == G12
arId ~12/El == "\'21/P2
oQl1 Q12
Q12 Q22
o 0
o
(Eq D6)
D 3
.t .' , ..~
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These reduced stiffness and compliance matrix relate stresses and I
l'
strains in the principal directions of the material. To define mbaeteril\
al responce in other directions, transformation relations must
1.developed by refering to Fig D1 and the analysis below. I
I
Fig Pi Coordinate systems: 1,2 are principal material coordinates;
x,¢ are laminate or arbitary coordinates.
The angl.e e is defined as the rotation from tho arbitary x,¢ axis to
the material 1,2 syscem (positive counter-clockwise).
The transformation from the 1,2 system to the }~,¢ system is accom-
plished by the following
c2 52 ~2cs 0'1
s2 c2 2cs 0'2 (Eq D7)
cs -cs C2_$2 T12
The same technique can also be used to relate the shear strains
D 4
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I
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where the division of the engineering strain be two is necessary as \1
only the tensor definition applies in this case. (tensor shear strain f
is equivalent to the (;mg. shear strain divided by two). The super- I
script -1 denotes the matrix inverse and the [TJ matrix is defined as \,
I
I
Ir
~w~
[l
I
r
\
I
I
!
EX E1
E<I> = [T)-l E2 (Eq 08)
'ix¢ '112
2 2
c2 s2 2cs
(T]== s2 c2 -20s
-os cs C2-f;;2
(Eq 09)
If we introduoe the so called Reuter matrix fRJ
(R] =[~~gl002 (Eq Dl0)
then the more natural strain vectors can be written as
fe1 e1 ex exl'2 == (R) (!2 and e¢ == [R] e¢ (Eq D11)
'112 '112 'ix¢ 'ix¢
2 2
Accordingly we can ~$e the above strain transformations and manipulate
o 5
II,
!
however [R][T]CR]-l cart be shown to be (TJ....T where the superscript T I
denotes the matrix transpose. Then if we use the abbreviation \\1
[Q] ::::(T]-l[Q](T]-T ,
l
\
I
I
1
O'x 0'1 ex
O'¢ - [T]-l 0'2 == (T)-l(Q][R)(T)CR)-l e¢
TX¢ 7'12 'lx¢.
to obtain
(Eq 012)
the stress-strain relations in x,¢ coordinates are
ax EX Qn '012 '016 ex
a¢ == (QJ e¢ ::: '012 Q22 Q~6 €¢ (Eq 013)
7'x¢ 'lx¢ Q16 Q"'6 Q66 'lX¢,_
where the transforlned reduced stiffnesses Qij are given in terms of
the reduced stiffnesses Qij from Eq 06 as follows:
Q11 == Q11,c4 + 2.c2.s2. (Q12 + 2·Q66) + Q22·s4
Q12 == (Qll + Q22 - 4·Q66) .s2.c2 + Q12' (54 + c4)
Q22 4 + 2. (Q12 + 2.QGCS).132.c2 + 4 pJ:q 01.4 )"" Qll's Q22'c
Q16 == (Qll - Q)'2 - 2.Q6G) .5.03 + (Q12 - Q22 'I, 2.QGG) .s3.c
Q26 :::: (Qll - Q12 - 2·Q(6)·s3.c + (Q12 - Q22 of- 2Q6G)·s.c3
QGG (Qll of- Q22 ~·Q12 ) 2 2 + Q6G' (s4 +c2)== - - 2.Q66 .a •c
o G
scress and strain Var.iation in a Laminate
This analysis of stresses and deformations of laminates is very de-
pendant on the fact that the thickness of the laminate is so much \t
smaller than the inplane dimensions and can be analysed on the basis \
of the usual Gimplifications of plate theory. These are as follows: t \~
- The plate thickness is much smaller than the inplane I
dimensions. \
- The strains in the deformed plate are small compared to unity,\!
- Normals to the undeformed plate remain normal to the deformed
I,
I
::; 0) ,I
I'
I
~
~
\
~
\
\ ,
plate surface ie Yxr = Y¢r = 0, where r is the direction of the
normal to the. middle surface shown in Fig D2.
- vertical deflection does not vary through the thickness ie (Ir
- stress normal to the plate is negligable.
- The laminate consists of perfectly bonded laminae connected by
bonds which are infinitesimally thin and non-shear-deformable.
Accordingly, a normal originally straight and perpendicular to the
middle surfaCe of the laminate is assumed to remain straight and
perpendicular to the middle surface \/hon the laminate is extended and
bent.
The foregoing collection of assumptions constitues the Kirchoff-Love
hypothesis for shells and applies to flat or curved laminates. We can
therefo~e derive the displaCements u,v and w in the x/¢ and r direc~
tions by considering a lamim1'te cross section in the x¢ plane shown in
Fig D2.
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The laminate strains have peen reduced to only ex' ecp and er by the \'
Kirchoff"'Love hypothesis Le '1xr ;:::Ycpr ;:::er :::o. For small strains and l!~
linear ela,sticitYr the remaining strains in a plate can be calculated I
in terms ~f the displaoements as F
UNDEf'ORMED
CROSS SECTION
DEFORMED
CROSS HeTION
Figure 02. Geometry of def~rmation in the x¢ plane.
The displacement of a point C on the laminate carl be writ't;enas
Uc ;:::Uo - rc.B (Eq D15)
wh~re Uo is the x displacement of the laminate middle surface
B is the slope of the laminate middle sur.face ~ oW%x
Hence the displacement u at any point r through the lamin~te
is
(Eq D16)
By similar reasoning, we find the displacement v in the ¢ direction
v = Vo + r.owo/8¢ (Eq D17)
Gx ::: ou/ox
{Set/=< ou/o¢
Yx¢ = ou/o¢ + BV/ox
r.
k
I
\
I
1
I
(Eq D18)
Hence we c~n write the ct~ains in terms Eq D16 and D17 as follows:
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[,. EX0
kX IE¢ .:.. c¢Q + r. k¢
yx¢ 'ix¢0 k:x:rp
where
ex0 Quolox and kx
Erp0 :=: oU%x kcp =
yx¢0 oUolorp+oVolox kxrp
02W 10 2o x
o2w 10 2o cp
2.o2Wo/(Sx·o¢)
(Eq D20)
I
I
\'
t
\
I
(Eq D19)
I
The KirchOff-Love hyp(;rchesishence implies a linear variatio;.'lof
strain through the laminate thio],ness. The
tions in Eq D18 are only valid for plates.
stress·displacement r.ela-
For circular cylindrical
~shells, the Ecpterm in Eq D18 must be SUpplemented by wolrc where rc .
is the ra.dius of the shell. other Shells have more complicated st:t'ain-~
Idispla.cement relations.
ay sUbstitution of the strain variation through the thickness (Eq 020)\
into the stress-strain relations (Eq 013) t the stresses in the kth 1
layer be expressed in terms of the laminate middle surface strains and
curvatures as
I
1
I
I
j
ax '011 Q12 Q16 ex0 kx 1
Grp := Q12 'Q<,~ '026 Erp0 + r' k~ j
TX¢ Q1G r. '06G 'lX(P 0 kxrpo..!26 k
(Eq D21)
since the Qij can be different for each layer k of tho laminate,
the str(!lssv?.rlation is not necessad.ly linear even though the strain
D 9
is linear.
Resultant Laminate Forces ~nd Moments.
ness, for example
The forces and momentresultants acting on a lami.nate are obtained by
intergration of the stresses in each layer through the laminate 'chick-l:~
\
I
!
I
~d I
t
I'
I
\
Nx = Jt~:'dr
-t/2
and Mx = It~:.r'dr
-t/2
(Eq D21)
Nx is a force per unit width of the cross section of the laminate
Mx is the momentper unit width as shown in Figu~e 03 below.
Nx - AXIAL r:ORCE RESULTANT (N/m wldlh)
N¢ •• CIRCUMFERENTIAL FORCE RESULTANT (H/m width)
Nx¢ - INPLANE SHEAR PORCE RESULTANT (N/m width)
Mx - AXIAL MOMEN'f RESULTANT (Nm/m width)
M¢ - CIRCUMFERENllAL MOMENT RF:SULTANT(Nm/m width)
Mx~ - TWIS'nNG MOMENT RESULTANT (Nm/m width)
Ox - AXIAL TRANSVERSE SHEAR (N/m wldlh)
Q0 - CIRCUMI~EI~ENnAL TRANSVERSE SI'IEAR (N/m width)
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Figure D3 In-plane force and momentresultants on a flat plate.
All the fOrca and momentresultants for an N-layered laminate can be
defined as
N
= :E
k==l
(Eq D22)
t/2 rk
Mx
ax 1 Cl 1N .: j .r.drM¢ = Cl¢ .r.dr == ~k=l
Mx¢ TX¢J TX¢
-t/2 rk-l
and
(Eq D23)
where rk and rk-l are defined below in Figure D4 and ro = -t/2. These
force and moment resultant··:do not depend on rafter intergration, but
are functions of X and ¢r the coordinates of the laminate middle
surface.
'['1 <
:2
---r;--"
k
N
.L_ ulAYfR N MbER
Figure 04. Geometry of an N layered plate.
Dl1
.r.dr
,,\
Taking advantage of the fact that the stiffness matrix is constant
within the lamina, we can rearrange Eqn 022 and 023 by taking the
stiffness matrix outside the intergration for each layer but within
the summation of force and moment resulta~ts.
rk rk
N
x 1 N
QlJ. Q12 Q161 r r€xo [kK
¢ = l:: Q12 Q22 Q26 .
J l:::o
.dr "'" • k•k=l
Q66JxNx¢ Q16 Q26 kx¢
rk-l rk-l
(Etl 024)
l
r
rk
Xx
. k¢ .r2.dr
kxep
:r.'k-1
€ 0x
e¢Q .r.dr +
Yxepo
rk-1
(Eq 025)
The strains €xo, cepo ,cx¢o, xx' k¢ and kx¢ are not functions of r but
middle surface values and can also be removed from under the summation
signs. After simplifying we get
:: 1
All A12 A16 [,0 Bl1 B12 Bi61 KX 1. e:o::: A12 A22 A26 + B12 B22 B26 • k¢
Nx¢ A16 A26 A66 'ix¢o B16 B26 B66J kx¢J
(Ee:;(D26)
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[~J [Bn B12 .,0] ['XC [Dn D12 0161 [kX]= B12 B22 B26 . r!.cpO + D12 D22 026 . k.B16 B26 BGo Y.xcpo DJ.6D26 D66J kxc,b
(Eq D27)
Where
\
\
f'
t.'
\
Aij a~e called extensional stiffnesses, the Bij are called coupling
stiffnesses and the Dij are called bending stiffnesses. The presence ·f·
cf Bij implies coupling between ben<1ing and extension. ,
\
(Eq D28)
CEq D29)
(Eq D30)
The analysis of isotropic plates is well established and involves All
the seperat.:.eanalysis of the inplane loading and bending moments, the
results then being superimposed. This occurs because the two loadings
are uncoupled. For anisotopic laminates, coup Li.nq does occur and the
LnpLane loading and bending are treated together. It is only for a
symmetrical laminate sequences that uncoupling occurs.
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THEORY FOR INTERNAL PRESSURE
E 1
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E-l Theory of plates and shells applied to internal pressure loadcase\
\
i
its I
!
Consider a cylindrical shell lOQded symmetrically with respect to
axis. A segment of this shell is shown below in Figure El.
" ...,~
k
!,
t
I
I
I
I
I
Figure El segment of the tanker shell.
It can be concluded from symmetry that the membrane shearing forces
Nx¢ := N¢x ar) zero and that tbe forces N¢ are constant along the
circumference. From symmetry considerations, the transverse shearing
forces Q¢ are also zero. The moments acting on the element are also
affected by symmetry which results in the twisting moments Mx¢ := M¢x =
0, and the circumfential bending moments Mcp are constant along the
circumference. These conditions simplify the equations of equilibrium
considerably. Assuming that the external forces consist only of
press'lre normal to the surface, it was indicated that the forces Nx
remain constant acroSs the segment, and are taken as Zero. Non-zero
forces and their associated deformations can easily be calculated and
superimposed onto the s'\:."essesand deformations produced by le.<teral
loads.
'1
J
i
E 2
By applying Hoolce ' s Law , we can conclude that
....
The expression for the strain components can be writtell as follows:
ex c du/dx e¢ ~ w/r (Eqn E1)
du/dx := ~.w/a and N¢ ::::-E.t.w/r (Egn E2)
considering the bending moments, We can conclude from symmetry that
there is no change in curvature in the circumfential direction. The
curvature in the x direction is equal to -d2W/dx2• using the equat.Lcns
derived by Timoshenko (1959) for plates, we obtain
M¢ r=: ~.Mx
Mx = -D'd2w/dx2 (Eqn E3)
Qx "'"-D'd3W/dx3
where 0 := E·t3/(12. (1-v2» is the flexural rigidity of the shell for
an isotropic material.
The general solu"t:~on of this equation is
w = eB•X.(c1.cos B.x +C2.sin B.X)+e-B.X·(C3.cos B.x +c4.sin B.x)+f(x)
(Eqn E5)
By eliminating Qx from the equacLon , the equations of equUihrium can
be simplified (for symmetrical deformation of circular cylindrical
sheUs Of constant thckness) in the simplified form as follows:
d4w/dX4+4.B~.w = p/D (Eqn E4)
where B4 ::::E.t/(4.r2,D) ::::3. (1"""lJ'2)/(r2.t2)
E 3
where f(X) is the partioular 30lution and cl' c21 C3t c4 are the
constants of integration Which are determined from the condi't:ions at
the ends of the cylinder.
consider the sections of the road tanker as a long cirCUlar pi'pe
submitted to the action of the bending moments Mo and the shearing
"\1i: -,
forces Qo" both uniformly distributed along the edge x ' ::::0 shown
below. Note that the deflection w is taken positive towards the axis
of th~ cylinder. Both MOl Qo are shown below as positive.
\
k'1
1
,
Ir
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Figure E2 seotion of a long Qircular pipe under the aotion of
bend:b'lC]moments :toro and shea.ring foroes Qo•
In this case th,e effect of the forces Mo I Qo are only cons,idered. t
Assume for the moment that the pressure l' distributed over the surface \
is not included at this stage but that it will be taken into account \
later by supersitton. By considering the boundary conditions and I
eliminating all thOSe 'that are zero, 'l'l.moshenko(1959) obtains the ~i
following expression: I
w::::e-B.X/(2·B3·D) •[B.Mo• (sin B.x - cos B.x) - Qo'cos B.x) t
(Eqn EG) I
r .
L
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The sl~pe can be obtained by differentiating the above equation. By
intr~ducing the notation:
phi(B.X) ::::a-B•x, (cos B.x + sin B.x)
p9i(B.X) ::::e-B•x. (cos B.x - sin B.x)
thata(B.x) ::::a(B.x) ::::a-B.x,cos B.x
zeta(B.x) ::::e-B.X.sin B.x
(Eqrl E7)
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The expressions for deflection and its consecutive derivatives can be
repr~sented as follows:
w = -1/(2.B3,O) • (B.Mo·psi(B.x) + Qo.e(B.x)]
dw/dx = 1/(2.B2.0) 'C2.B,Mo.9(B.x) + Qo.phi(B.x)]
d2W/dx2 = -1/(2.B.D) .[2.B.Mo.phi(B.x) + 2~Qo.zeta(B.x)]
d3W/dx3= 1/0. [2.B.Mo.zeta(B.x) - Qo.psi(B.x))
(Eqn E8)
I
t-,
\
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These effects are of a local charaoter, because the functions definingl"
the bending of the shell approach zero as the quantity Bx becomes I
large. Hence the momentisMxand Mcp and the deflection w can be I
determined from eqllation E3 and Ncpfrom equation E2. What are however I'
unknownare the MonlentMoand transverse :force Qo which the rings i
ey.ert on the shell when they tend to expand under pressUre. Ii4/'
Timoshenko (1959) mentions that the bending of a shell by a load
uniformly distributed along a circular section is of a local nature,
and that the bending is small for x>7t/B. This corresponds to a value
fof x > O,238mfor the road tanker in question. This indicates that \
this iJe11dingis lucalized and that a shell of leIlgth 1 c::: 2. 'It / B (i. e. l" ..
= O,476m) loaded at the mi.ddle W 1.1 have practically the same I
deflection and Samemaximumstress as a very lOl:lgshell. For the ringf'i
stiffener spacing of 1m, the above relationships will therefore be
able to predict the effect with sufficient aocuracy, as the shell on ~
either side of the stiffener can be t~onsidered as baing a long Shell. •
Tb. calculation of the momellt Mo and foroes Qo is caloulated by Times-l\
chenke (1959) for a cylindrical shell bent by ;forces and moments I'
distributed along the edges. This sc.:>luticn is extended to evaluate the I,
stresses in a long pipe reinforced by equidistant. rings and submitted !
to t.he action of a unifornl internal pressure of p as shown below. I
I~
I
I,
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By defining Ohill chi2 and chi3 as follows:
Figure E3 portion of the tanker betWeen two adjacent rings.
ohil(2.ex) :::: (oosh 2. ct + oos 2.ct)/(sinh
chi2(2.ct) =: (sinh 2.ct - sin 2.ct)/(sinh
chi3(2.ex) :.:: (oosh 2.ct - cos :Lex)1 (sinh
2.ct + sin 2.ct)
2.ct + sin 2.ct)
2.ct + sin 2.0!)
(Eqn E9) \
1
r
I
I
the t'ings, we ()bserve that l
produce a tensile -foroe P. r t .
in the inner radius of the I'
I,
1
where ct :.::8.1/2 and 1 is the distance between the rings
The moment Mo can be approximated for infinitely stiff rings by
~ :.::p/(2.a2) .chi2(2'ct) (Eqn E1D)
and taking into account the flexibility of
the reaotive forces P (where Qo =: -1/(2'P)
in the ring and the oorresponding inorease
ring is
01 == p·r2/(Ar'E) (Eqn Ell)
where Ar is the oross sectional area of the ring. Taking this into
E 6
, .f!
account, the force P can be obtained from ""t
P. B. [chi1 (2 .IX) -chi22 (:L IX) / (2' chi3 (2. a)] := pI -P. t/ A,,!:,
(Egn E12)
and the moment from
Mo = (pI - (F.t/Ar)/(2.B2) 'chi2(2a) (Egn E13)
However, the pressure p acts not only on the cylindrical shell but
also on the ends, producing longitudinal forces in the shell:
Nx =: p.r/2 (Eqn E14)
This produces an extension in the radius of the cylinder of
81 = p.r2/(E.t) •(1-V/2) (Egn E15)
and hence pl= p. (lJV/2) (Eqn E16)
This analysis can also be used to evaluate the stresses arising from ~
!
the discontinuity between the 2: 1 ellipsoidal domes and the cylinder. I'.
Expressions have been deriver. by Timoshenko (1959) for the membrane i!,
stresses in a shell i11the form of an ellipsoid of revolution as shown,
below in l!~igureE4. Th.e 2: 1 ellipsoidal dome or head is an efficiel'lt !
pressUre vessel closure with regards to space allocation and stresse~~.~
IThis dome shape provides tangential meridional foroes at the seam. ~,
\~
\
I'
\
I'
The membrane and bending stresses in an ellipsoidal dome unde):'inter-
nal pressure loading are derived from aYlalyses by Timoshenko (1959)
and Bruhn (1973). The meridianal (9) and tangential (¢) stresses Can
be written as follows:
He = P.r2/2 and
N¢ = P.r2' (1-r22/(2.r1»
where
a =: rand b =: r/2
r~ = (a4'y,2+b4.XI2) (1/2)/b2
r~ =: r2'3.b2/a4
(Eq:n E17)
E 7
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y' and )(.,are local dome variables in the oircumferential and
meridional direotions.
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Fiqure E4 Schematio of a 2:1 ellipsoidal dome showing the radii
(a,b), looal (x',y') and global (x,y,z) oo-odinates.
At the join ron at the equator of the ellipsoid shown in Figure El4,
the force resultants in the meridional (Ne) and circumf.ential \
directions (Net) are as follows: t '
Ne = p.r/2 I
N¢ =: p.r. (1"'r2/ (2.b2)) (Eqn EllS) f"
The extension of the radius of the cylindrical shell under the action I...
Iof the internal preaeur-e is
01 =: p.r2/(E.t) .1-'V/2) (Eqn E19) Ir .
[
.:
f
The extension of the radius at the equator of a 2:1 ellipsoid is
02' = r/E.(Ne/t-V.Ne/t)
=: pr2/(E.t). (1-r2/(2.b2)-V/2) (Iqn E20)
I •
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By substituting this into a derived equation for the shearing force Qo .
we find
(Eqn E21.)
and henoe obtain
Qo = p.r2/(8.B.b2) (Egn E22)
This can then be substituted into equation E8 to determine \'1, dw /dx ,
dw2/dx2 and d3W/dx3 and hence MXI M¢I Nx and Qx for the dome/shell
junction.
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E-2 Calculation of equ:J..valent design pressure
A pressure of 8,4 Bar with no gravity load is 'Used fat.'the first
tiankez Loadcase , This }?ressure will result in the same maximum tensile!,stress in the tanker as can be expected from a hydrostatic }?ressu:r:e
test with water at 3,5 Bar and allows com}?arison between FEM and the
theory from Timoshenko (1959). The equivalent pressure of 8,4 Bar
i 1
I
1'·
ialso corres}?onds to six times 1.4 Bar, which was the maximum operating)
I'pressure zecommended by l<enney (1966), and conforms to a requiremerlt
from ASME X (1990) that the burst pressure be six times the design
ipressure. The analysis shown below is based on an analysis from BS5500r
(1988)•
t
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FigUre ES schematic of the road tanker.
The principal dimensions are given as follows
>'f ;::::xb == 0 ,325 m
Xo == xd ;::;1 m
Xl ;:::10 m
r1 ;:::0,650 m; ro ;::::0,665 m
t ;::::15 mm
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To estimate the bending stresses due to a 19 vertical loading from thd,
• 1 Itanker and content we~ght, we can Use th~ approach from Brownell !
(1959) :
Ias an eguivalent cylinder having an equivalent I'The tanker is treated
length Le as follows:
Le = (xc + Xl + Xd) +
:::12.43m
The weight of the fluid and tankar may then be considered to be a
uni:i:orr..load equal to tha total weight divided by the equivalent
length Le'
The maSSeS of the various components can be calculated as follows:
Volume of cylindrical contents (Vc)c = rr.ri2,l= 15,928 m3
Volume of cylindrical shell (Vs)c :::n. (ro2-ri2).1 = 0,743 m3
Volume of dome contents (Vc)d :::1/3.rr.ri3 = 0,288 m3
Volume of dome shell (Vs)d :::1/3.rr.(ro3_ri3) :::0,02 m3
Volume of ribs Vr::: {no.?T.[(ro+b)2_ro2»).a}thick + .{no.rr.[(l:'o+b)2-
ro2»).a}thin = 0,2289 m3
For (density)s = 1900 kg/m3 and (density)c = 1000 kg/m3
Total mass of shell::: (Vr + 2,(Vs)d + (Vs)c)' (density)s = 1922 kg
Total mass of contents = 2. (Vc)d + (Vc)c) •(density)c :::16504 kg
Total mass of tanker mt= 19~2 + 16504 = 18428 kg
The equivalent loading is obtained from arownell (1959) as
w :::g.mt/Le :::14542 N/m where 9 :::9.81 w/s2•
For For 1 :::10 m, c :::1,215 and cl
(Rz)f are found as follows:
:::1,215 mi the reactions (Rz)b and
E 11
(RZ)b ""w.[(c + 1)2 - c12J/(2.1) ""90739 N
(Rz)f = W.(C1 + 1)2 - C2]/(2.1) = 90739 N
This checks with the total weight at the tanker of 180757 N
The maximum bending moment about the y axis is
(My}max = (Rz)b.[(Rz)b/(2.w) - c] = 171,043 kNm
The maximum tensile bending stress
(J "" M.z/I
where z is vertical distance from the neutral axis. Hence the maximum
force resultant from bending
(N:x)b = M.z.t/I
where I ""rr/4.(ro4-ri4) = 1,071i*10-2 m2
and occurs at the outer surface of the shell at z = 0,665 m hence:
(Nx)b = 159201 N/m width
The analysis for internal pressure is based on TimoshenJco 1,1984·)who
gives the longit.udinal stress (membrane stress ignoring edge effects)
resulting from internal pressure as
ax = p.ri/(2.t.)
Hence for ml ~brane stresses, we can calculate the force resultant
(force per 1,l;1itwidth) from
(N~()p= p.ri/t
For a pressure of 3,5 Bar this results in
(Nx)p = 113750 N/rn
Hence the maximum tensile stress due to bending and pressure
(Nx)max = 159201 + 113750 ""272951 N/m width
The equivalent pressure which will give rise to the Same tensile force
.cesultant is given by
Peguiv = (Nx)max·2/rl = 8.4*105 N/m2 = 8,4 Bar
E 12
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THEORY FOR COMBINED ACCELERA~IONS
F 1
F-l Theory for stresses arising from acceleration in the
akial direction (Ax).
The hydrostatic pressure p(x) results from the axial acceleration
(Ax) of the liquid and varies linearly in x , since the tan]<;is
full, we can assume that surging is eliminated as the flow of the
liquid is limited. To det.ermine the force Fx which the front dome
exerts on the cylindrical shell, we refer to Figure Fl.l.
F.-1.1 Axial elongation and bending forces frolnhydrostatic
pressure.
Figure 11.1 variation of hydrostatic pressure fro~ bxial ~aceleration
F 2
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The average pressure in "\:efront dome Pave can be approximated
by
Pave = ~c·Ax·have (Eqn Fl.l)
where ~c = density of contents
Ax = axial acceleration
have = ave~age head in the front dome
M by-
Fiyure F1.2 Beam theory idealisation of Ax aCdeleration
The centroid of the ellipsoid was given as 3/8 xf by Meriam (1980)
Where xf is the inside depth of the front dome. For 2:1 ellipsoidal
domes
xb ::::xf t::J ri/2.
hence we have the average head illthe front dome
have::::r1/2 + Xt + 3/8.(ri/2) (Eqn Fl.2)
This pressure exerts
l<'x "" Pave' Ap
where Ap = projected
"'"rr.ri2
a force equivalent to Fx on the dome:
(Eqn F1.3)
area of dome
Beam theory can be used for the tanker geometry by representing the
axial reaction at the bottom of the tank into an axial reactiol1 Rx and
a moment Myb at the tanker centreline. For static equilibrium
[~Fx ;::0] hence:
Fx + Rx ::::0 hence Rx ::::~Fx (Eqn F1.4)
Taking moments about the back support b; t:EMb= 0]
Myb -t. R/'Xl == 0
hence Rzf::::-Myb/Xl
But Myb ::::Fx' (ro+b/2)
henc~ Rzf ::::Fx. (ro+b/2)/xl (Eqn Fl.5)
summation of forces in the vertical direction [~Fz :::;OJ
Rzb + R/ :::: 0
hence R b = - R fz z
:::;- Fx' (ro+b/2)/xl (Eqn Fl.G)
ll'-1.2 Elonga 1.'!ionand bendi~1g from the acceleration of the Shell.
The quantity ro+b/2 is the offset between the tanker neutral axis and
the position of the support reaction. This theory assumed that the
location of the axial support had a significant influence on the
reacUon Rzf and the moment Myb. If the reaction of the constraint was
in line with the neutral axis of the tanker shell, then the moment Myb
and the reaction Rz f r.re both equal to zero. FOl' this analysis howev ....
er, they were still considered as non-zero and their effect evaluated
later. From the evaluation of: free body, axial and shear force and
bending moment diaqrams, ref~r to paragraph 3.1.2
The mass of the shell, ribs and domes aJ.so affect the stresSes
when the tanker decelerates due to the density and inertia of the
shell. This acceleration acts as a body force on each of the
components which constitute the tanker shell. These stresses can
be calculated from Newton. II i.e. ~Fx <= ~m.Ax, conoider the free
body diagram for a section at an arbitrary position x shown in
l"igure Fl.7. For the section Xc < )C s Xt' this fOl:.'cewould be equal to
the mass of the tank to the right of the section multiplied by the
acceleration Ax;
I:Fx :::~m.Ax
Fx :::;~m.Ax (Eqn Fl.7)
hence Fx :::~m.Ax where Ax :::-2 X 9.81 m/s2
~ -19.6 m/s';.
and I:m is the summation of ma~s forward of section at x.
F 4
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Figure Fl.3 sohematic showing the acceleration of the shell and ribs.
For ~ ~ XOI this can be approximated by:
~m ;:::ps,A. (Xt-x) + x~xtmr + msd (Egn Fl.8)
'Where l?s;:::density of the shell
A =: cross sec'tional area of the sholl
x~~tmr =: sum of rib masses forward of section ~
msd ;:::mass of front dome ..
For ~ < ~c this can be al?pro~J.matedby;
~F~ ;:::~m.A~ (Egn Fl.9)
F~ ,!:l (msd + Ps A.x +mrlJ .Ax
HenCe for A~ ;:::-2g, F:x:is negative and hence compressive. Due to the
support being offset from the beam, the force configuration from
Figure Fl.3 can be simpli~iod as shown in Figure Fl.4 below. The
effeot the offset between the tanl<er contre-l.:.neand the a~ial reac-
tion R:x:line of action was not easy to predict from theoretical meth'"
ods. Honre the configuration shown in Figure Fl.4 assumed that the
reaction was offset from the tanker centre-line. The validity of this
F 5
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assumption will be checked against the FEM results.
·lR&~.b
'{
l:'lgure Fl.4, Free br~,ly aiagram showing the effect of an offset
botl'100n the roaction line of a.Qti~n ana t.he tanker cen-
tro""lina.
~he axial reaction is
Rx ""~allm.Ax
""(msa + ~s·A.Xt + ~mr
~ (2 x msd + 's,A.xt +
(Egn F1.10)
(Ec,rn F1.12)
For vertical reactions l~Mb c OJ
Myb - Rzf.xl ""0
t:l> Rzf t::; Myb/Xl ( Ec,rn "'.1• 11)
For the free body, axial force, shear :forceand bending moment dia-
grams, refer to paragraph 3.1.2.
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APPENDlX G
~HEORY FOR S~E~IN GAUGES
r
G 1
G-l strain Gauge Theory
A strain gauge will be affectnd by strain in the axial and transverse
Idirections. 110dern foil gauges have enlarged end loops and are con- \
siderably less sensitlve to transverse strain effects than early \
)gauges. Some amount of transverse strain will still be monitored by I .
the axial segments of the gauge grid pattern due to the large width til'
'thickness ratio. This will produce a stra.in in addition to the axial II
strain. This transverse sensitivity of the gauge can be a problem wi~
Ilaminated composite materials due to their orthotropic nature. f,
!
A ±45° E-glass/epoxy laminate has a Poisson's ratio of 0,5164 which il
higher than thae of steel. !n the case of uniaxial loading, the tran~
verse strains largely result from the Poisson's effect. The strain I.
gauge relations are discussed in detail by Tuttle and Brinson (1984) 1!1
and are summarized below. .
I
!
I~
j
I\.
I
I
I
I
varies I
then becomes~
~
1·
~
r-
\
When
grid
8R/R
a strain gauge is exposed to a strain field, a small change is
resistance occurs given by:
(Eqn Gl)
where 8R ::::-
R =
ea =
et =
Fa =
Ft =:
change in gauge resistance
original gauge resistance
strain parallel to the major gauge axis
strain perpendicular to major gauge axis
axial gauge factor
transverse gaugo factor
The transverse sensitivity coefficient K is defined by:
I{ ea Ft/Fa (Eqn G2)
and is normally supplied by the manufacturer. This value.
between -0/05 to 0,05 for most gauges. Equation (Eqn G:J.)
G 2
If'
(Egn G3)
\
1
During the manufacturer Is calibration of the gauge, it is mounted on \
Istandard calibration material (-Vo := 0,285) and subjected to a uniaxia\
stress field with the major axis of the gauge parallel to the stress!
field. Hence the transverse strain is due to the poissions effect an~
Egn G3 then becomes :
oF./F. == Fa' (1 - "'V0·1\) •ea (Egn G5)
\
I .
(,,
strain!
!
!
L__
egual to :
et = -'Vo·ea (Egn G4)
'l'hegauge factor Fg supplied py the manufacturer is defined as
Fg == Fa' (1 ... -Vo.1<) (Egn G6)
For conditions where the transver 3e sensitivity is negligible,
measured em by the gauge is given by
(Egn G8)
I-
I
1
1
from equa"\
by rel.a- I
I
(Egn G7)
for significant transverse effects, the use of Egn G7 can result in
incorrect results as a result of ignoring transverse sensitivity.
The two measured apparent strains emx and emt are obtained
tion Egn G7. Hence the true strains ex and et are obtained
tions taking the transverse sensitivity into account
ex = (1 - "\To.K). (emx - K.emt)/(l - K2)
These eguations are
readings are known.
sensitivity effects
used with rosettes where the "udal and transverse
The error resulting from ignoring tran~verse
is given by :
G 3
i
! •
I·
I
As a general rula, the transverse sensitivity errors are most severe 1
!
for unidirectional composites when gauges are mounted close to paral-\
lel to the fibres. For the validation model the errors would be less '\
severe due to the orthotropic nature of the ±45° laminate. However,
the high poisson's ratio of 0,5164 produces significant transverse 'I
strain and therefore these effects will be considered when calculatin
I
the gauge strains of eo' e-45 and e45' I
t
To calculate the inplane strains ex' et and Yxt for the test model, wi
derive equations relating these in terms of the measured gauge strain!
eo' e-45 and e45' consider a three gauge rosette with the gauges i
aligned in the 00, -450 and 450 directions as shown schematically in IFigure Gl below,
G 4
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Figure Gl orientation of the gauges on the validation model.
Dally and Riley (1978) present relations between these strains as
follows
e-45 = ex.cos(-45)2 + et.sih(-45)2 + ¥xt·sin(-45) .cos(-45)
(Eqn G10)
simplifying (Eqn Gil)
ex :::::eo (Eqn G13)
(Eqn Gil)
(Eqn G12)
Adding Eqn Gil and Eqn G12
(Eqn GJ.5)
(Eqn G14)
subtracting Eqn 12 and Eqn 10
-450 Di.cection . emx := em-45.
emt :::: em+45
+450 Direotion emx := em+45 (Eqn G16)
emt '"' em-45
00 Direction emx := emO
emt = em90
To evaluate the transverse sensitivity effeots, we need to know the
axial emx and transverse emt measured apparent strains for eaoh gauge
as shown below.
G b
where em-45, em+45 and emo are the measured apparent gauge strains ar:
obtained from the wheatstone bridge relations. The appropriate value,
of em>!:and emt from Eqn G16 are then substituted into Eqn G8 to t
determine t~e corrected gauge strains e-45' e45 and eo. These are I
then substi t, :ed into equations Egn G13, Egn G14 and Egn G15 to \
calculate the global model strains ex' et and Yxt. These values are I
then oompaned to similar strains from the FEMand beam theory. f
I
!
I
II'
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Vout is measur.ed and related to strain. Consider a schematic of the \
circuit shewn in Fiqure G2 below, II
'f
I
I
I
l
I·
G-2 Wheatstone Bridge Theory
This circl.litis used to determine the static strain gauge reading ~
bridge is used as a direct readout device where the output voltage
A
(Eqn G17)
I
\
I
I~,-
It~
I
I
!
Figure G2 schematic of the wheatstone bridge circuit
The voltage drop VAB across Rl is
The voltage drop VAD across R4 is
!
~.
I
~
r
I
I;j
I
I·
t
I'I
~
\
(Eqn G18)
The output voltage from the bridge Vout is equivalent to VBD
(Egn G19)
substituting and simplifying Egn G17, G18 and G19
G 7
( ..
(Egn G20)
I
t
Iconsider an initially balanced bridge when Rl·R3 ~ R2·R4 such that I
Vout = 0 when the active gauge is unloaded. The strain induced outpul
·
voltage 'Vo',t for the loaded circuit can be written in terms of the I·
resistances Rl, Ral R3 and R4t and the changes in resistanc~ 8R11 oRa
8R3 and 8R4 as follows: ,
I
I
I
The output voltage Vout will be zero and the bridge balanced when
R1·R3 = R2·R4
IRi + 8Ri
IR4 + 6'R4
R2 + 8R21
R3 + 8R31
8Vout =
o
= (A/B),Vin
IRl + 6Fl + R2 + BR2
I
o
R3 + 8R3 + R4+8R41
(Egn (21) T~,
!
I,A is the d=terminant of the numeratOr and B the determinant Of the
(Egn G22)
!
I.
orderl
I
!
\
I
I
denominl'.l.tc:>".By expanding these determirlants f neglecting second
terms "I'.d noting that R1,R3 = R2.R4 we get :
(Egn G23)
Combining eguations Egn G2l, G22 and G23 :
&Vout = Vin·Rl·R2/(Rl+ R2)2.(8Rl/Rl - 8R2/R2 + 8R3/R3 - 8R4/R4)
(Egn G24)
For similar gouges used for the ocmpensat.i.on arms of the bridge and
G t
the active gauge, Rl :::;R3 :::::R2 == R4 == R. Due to the temperature com-
pensation, only the Rl gauge is sensitive to the strain and a net
change in resistance ie : oRl :::;oR and oRl ::::oR2 == oR3 == o. Eqn G24
can then be simplified as
5Vout = (Vin/4). (oR/R) (Eqn G25)
For the chosen gauges, R == 120 n. The change. in resistance. is
tional the measured strain from Eqn G25, substituting Eqn G23
G25 we cc-:-, relate. the. measured strain to the voltage change. as
follows:
Ipropor-l
into Eqi
I
t
I
(Eqn G26)
of the gauges, connections and lead wires.
all the. gauges in their unloaded state and
loaded value of Vout to obtai the voltage
strain induced output VOltage.
difference 8Voutf the
(Eqn G27)
i
Egn G171
r
\
voltage VAal
I
f
The gauge exciteme.nt voltage VAB oan be derived from Vin from
For Rl == R3 == R2 ::::R4 == R :
Hence VAS == Vin/2 and for Vin
:::2,5 V.
~ 5 V, the gauge excitement
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APPENDIX H
L:tS'rING OF MACLT CLASSICAL LAMINATION TltEOR"!!PROGRAM
r
H 1
'MA-CLT5.BAS 2/6/1991
PI=:3.141559::654
CLEAR
DEFDBL A-E,G-H,O-R,T-Z
I *** MAIN MENU FOR PROGRAM*********
10 CLS:OLOSE
11 CLS:PI=3.1415592654
LOCATE 1,20: PRIN'.r"CLASSICAL LAMINATION THEORY"LOClI'.rE2,20: PRINT 11 ... "
LOCATE 6,30:l?RINT "OPTIONS MENU"
LO:" "'F: 7,30:PRINT "-...----------,,LOCA, 10 (20: PRINT «a '_,LOAD DATA"
LOCATE 11120:PRINT "2 - EDIT DATA"LOCATE 12,20:PRINT "3 - RUN PROGRAM"
LOCATE 13,20:l?RINT "4 - PRINT RESULTS"
LOCATE 'A I 20: PRINT "5 - EX!T TO Ol?ERATING SYS..rEM"
LOCATE lB,lO:INPUT "Se.lection (1--> 5) ?",SEL
oN SEL GOTO 100,103,300,500,500
GOTO 11
500 close:$YSTEM
'***********************************'** input the stress resultant as stresses for later inclusion
'***********************************GET #2,l:ANS$=B$
IF ANS$="F" OR ANS$="fll GOTO 2615
GET #l,2001:SXX1=CVD(A$)
GET #l,2002:SYY1=CVD(A$)
GET #l,2003:SXY1~CVD(A$)
NXX=SXXl *rJW*TLT
NYY=SYY1*LW*TLT
NXY=SXYl.*rJW*TLT
MXX=O
MYY=O
MXY=O
'**********************************************'**** routine to enter existing laminate data
'**************************k*******************'100 crJOSE:CJ.,EAR
FLAG--O
CLS:l?RINT "LOAD DATA"
IIOCA'£'E4,l:INl?UT "Input name of materials file (exc), extension)
11 iNA$
IF NA$="" THEN RETURN
LAMDATA$;:;;;NA$+".0LT"
SIGMA$=NA$+",srrRII
ON ERROR GOTO 101
n 2
, *** determine wether file exists
OPEN Lru1DATA$ FOR INPUT AS#l
1.
i
IF FLAG=O THEN i
I *** load existing data if file exists \
ON ERROR GOTO 102 r
LOCATE 6,20: PRINT "Loading existing file: - "iLAMDATA$ :
LOCATE 24,10: INPUT " press enter to continuel! ia.$ ,
INPUT#l,LAMDESC$: '*** laminate description \.
INPUT#l,NOM: I *** number of materials \
IF 011=0 THEN I
I *** routine to avoid double definition 'I
DIM
MDESC$(NOM),El(NOM) ,E2(NOM),V12(NOM),V12T(NOM),V12C(NOM),G12(NOM),G131
DIM IFXT(NOM),FYT(NOM),FXC(NOM' ,FYC(NOM),FSXY(NOM) ,FSXZ(NOM),FSYZ(NOM)I
Drl==l
END J.F I
I .FOR I = 1 TO NOM
1NPUT#1,Dm1,MDESC$(t):' *** material desoription
INPUT#l,El(I) ,E2(I) ,V12T(I),V12C(I),G12(I),G13(I),G23(I)
INPUT#l,FXT(I),FYT(I) ,FXC(I),FYC(I),FSXY(t) ,FSXZ(t),FSYZ(I)
NEXT I
INPUT#l,NOL:'*** number of layers
IF DI2=0 THEN
I *** routine to avoid double definition
DIM LNO(NOL) ,MNO(NOL),ANG(NOL),ANGR(NOL),PLTM(NOL)
DIM SXY(3,NOL) ,S12(3,NOL),EXYK(3,NOL)
DIM Q(3,3,NOL) ,Qa(3,3,NOL) ,ZC(NOL),AD(6,6),A(6,6),B(6,G)
DIM EK(6),CN(G) ,EO(3),CK(J),TS(3,3,NOL)
DI2=1
END IF
l~OR I=l TO NOL
INPUT#l,LNO(I),MNO(I)tANG(I),PLTM(I)
LNO(I)==I
NEXT I
INl?UT#l,NXX,NYY,NXY,MXX,MYY,MXY,QXX,QYY;'***
resultants
CLOSE#l
GOTO 11
END IF
stress and moment;
H 3
I
1-
101 IF ERR=53 OR ERR=62 THEN
LOCATE 6,20:PRINT IILoading new file:- "jLAMDATA$
LOCATE 24,l:INPUT II Press enter to contj.nue"ia$
GOTO 11
ELSE:ON ERROR GOTO 102
102 CLS:LOCATE 19,28:PRINT"ERROR ";ERRi:INPUT DUM$:CLOSE:GOTO 11
END IF'*** if file not exist then selection:;: new file• *** determine wet.hel::'file exists
'****************************************************'****** DATA EDIT MENU'****************************************************
103 IF LAMDATA$=lIiI THEN GOTO 11
CLS;LOCATE 1,20:PR!NT "CLASS!CAL LAMINAT!ON THEORY"LOCATE 2 I 11 11
LOCATE 4,30:PRINT II!NPUT MENU"
LOCATE 5,30:PRINT "----------11LOCATE 7,1.0:PRINT IISELECT !TEM TO BE CHANGED II
PRINT
PRINT TAB(2) "1 - change laminate description"
PRINT TAB (2) "2 - r~amil1_amaterial proper-cie:::"
PRINT TAB (2) "3 •.Humber of lamina or layer:::"
PRINT TAB (2) "4 - 1.lfater ia:L type per lamina II
PRINT TAB(2) "5 - :Samina angles"
PRINT 'l'AB(2) "6 - Lamina thicknesses II
PRIN'l'TAB (2) "7 - Force and moment resultants"
PRINT:PRINT TAB(l) "8 - EXIT"
PRINT:!NPUT "Selection (1--> 8) ?",SEL
IF SEL=O THEN 103
IF SEL<l OR SEL>? THEN GOSUE 250:GOTO 11• *** save new file
ON SEL GOSUB 105,110,120,130,140,150,160
GOTO 103
'**************************~**************************************'*** Change laminate description"
105 CLS:LOCAl'E 1,1:PRIN'l' "Laminat(J d':lscli.lJ;-l,)tI.-'1 ~
LOCATE 2,l:PRINT ~AMDESC$ [
r.OCl~TE3, 1:!NPUT DtJ1'1$
IF DU1'1$<>1I1ITHEN LAMDESC$=DU1'1$
!F I.,AMDESC$="1tTHEN LAMDESC$=LAMD]~TA$
I *** assign filename if empty string
RETURN
!'*** routine to input material properties I
110 CLS: LOCATE 1 t 1:PRINT "Eriter Number of Different MRter lala in the ,r.,t,
I:
\,;J
I
H 4
lamina~"
LOCATE l,60:l?RINT USING"###"iNOMi:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>"1t THEN NOM=VAL(DUM$)
IF NOM<l THEN RETURN
I~I~I1=0 THEN \
MDESC$(NOM) ,E1(NOM),E2(NOM),V12(NOM) ,V12T(NOM),V12C(NOM),G12(NOM) ,G13r
DIM !
FXT(NOM) ,FYT(NOM),FXC(NOM),FYC(NOM),FSXY(NOM),FSXZ(NOM) ,FSYZ(NOM) I
DI1=1
END IF, *** dim for new data only
FOR I=l TO NOM
CLS
LOCATE l,l:l?RINT "For material number"
LOCATE 1,20 :l?RINT USING "###"; I i
LOCATE 2,l:PRINT "Oescription:- II iMOESC$ (I) i:INPUT OUM$
IF DUM$<>"tI THEN MDESC$(I)=OUM$DUM$=IIII
LOCATE 4,1:PR:tNT "Longitudinal ModuluS El (II;:PRINT USING
"####.###";El(I)/lE9i
PRINT" Gl?a] "izINPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>ltll THEN E1(I)=VAL(OUM$)*lE9
DUM$=III1
LOCATE 5,l:PRINT "Transverse Modulus E2 [";:PRINT USING
1I####.###"iE2(I)/lE9i
PRINT IIGl?a] "i:INl?UT DUM$
IF 000$<>"" THEN E2(I)=VAL(DUM$)*lE9
DUM$""""
LOCATE: 6,l:PRINT "Tensile poissions Ratio V12 ["i;PRINT. USING
"#.###" ;Vl.2C(I) i
PRINT "] "i:INPUT DtrM$
IF DUN$<>"II THEN V12C(I)=VAL(DUM$)
DUM$==u"
LOCATI~ 7,1: PRINT "compressive poissions Ratio V12 [";: PRINT USING
"#.###"iV12T(I) i
PRINT II] "i:INPUT DUM$
IF OU1<1.$<>""THEN V12T(J:)::::VAL(DUM$)
DUM$==I'"
LOCATE 9,1: PRINT "Inplane shear modulus G12 l"i.:PRIM'l'USING
"####.###";G12(I)/lE9;
PRINT It GPaJ "i:INPUT DUM$
IF DOO$<>"11 'l'HENG12 (I)::::VAL(DUM$)*lE9DUM $:::;II II
LOCATE 10,l:PRINT "Transverst=l shear modulus G13 (";:l?RINT USING
1I####·###"iG13(I)/lE9i
PRINT' " Gpa J "i: INpUT PUM$
H 5
IF DUM$<> .11. THEN G13 (I)=VAL (bUM$) *lE9
DUM$="H
LOCATE 11,1:PRINT "Transverse shear modulus G23 ["i:PRINT USING
"####.###";G23(I)/lE9;
PRINT" GPa] ";:INPUT DUM$
IF DUN$<>"" THEN G23(I)=VAL(DUM$)*lE9DUM$=1I1I
LOCATE 13,1:PRINT "Longitudinal Tensile strength xt [";:PRINT
USING 1I####.###";FXT(I)/lE6;
PRT.NT " MPa] lIi:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<> 1111 THEN FXT (I)=VAL (DUM$) *lE6
DUM$="l1
LOCATE 14,1:PRINT IITransverse Tensile Strength Yt [11;:PRINT
1I####·###"iFYT(I)/lE6i
PRINT II MPa] lIi:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>l111THEN FYT(I)=VAL(DUM$)*lE6
DUM$=""
LOCATE 16,1:PRINT "Longitudinal Compressive strength Xc
USING "####.###";FXC(I)/lE6;
PRINT" MPa] ";:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<> 1111 THEN 1"XC(I) =VAL(DUM$) *lE6DUM$;;.;HH
LOCATE vi, 1:PRINT "Transverse Compressive strength Yo t";: PRINT I
USING "####.###";FYC(I)/lE6;
PRINT II MPa] Hi:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>lttlTHEN FYC(I)=VAL(DUM$)*lE6
DUM$=""
LOCATE 19,1:PRINT "Inplane Shear strength S12 ["i:PRINT
USINGII####.###It;FSXY(I)/lE6i
PRINT " MPa J ";: INPU'!'Dl1M$
:1:1"OU11$<>I1"'l'HEN1"SXY(I) =VAL (DUM$) *lE6
DUM$=" 11
LOCATE 20,1: plUN'T "'rransverse Shear Stt'ength 513 I"i : PRINT LSING
"####·###"iFSXZ(I)/lE6i
PRINT" MPa] ";:INPUT PUM$
IF DUM$<>"" THEN FSXZ(I)=VAL(DUM$)*lE6
DUM$=u"
LOCATE 21, 1:PRINT "Transverse shear strength S23 [";:PRINT USING
"####·###"iFSYZ(I)/lE6;PRINT. II Mpa] II;:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>"11 THEN FSYZ(I)c::VAL(DUM$)*lE6
NEXT I
].tG'I'U:RN
USING\
I
til i ;PRINTi
Ii ,
I***********~I*****************************************************
I*** routine to input number of Lamdria
120 CLS:LOCATE 1,1:PRIN'I' "Enter Number Of Layers in the laminate II
LOCATE 1,60:PRIN'I' USINGt1###tliNOLi:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$<>'"I THEN NOL=VAL(DUM$)
..
H 6
IF D):2=0 THEN
, *** routine to avoid double definition
DIM LNO(NOL),MNO(NOL),ANG(NOL),ANGR(NOL),PLTM(NOL)
DIM SXY(3,NOL) ,S12(3,NOL),EXYK(3,NOL)
DIM Q(3,3,NOL) ,QB(3,3,NOL) ,ZC(NOL),AD(6,6),A(S;S),B(6,6)
DIM EK(6),CN(6),EO(3),CK(3),TS(3,3,NOL)
DI2=1
END IF
RETURN
'*** routirle to input material type per ....amd.na
130 CLS:DEFAULT=MNO(l) :DUM$=IINII
IF NOL=O THEN RETURN
FOR I=l TO NOL
LOCATE l,l:PRINT USING"Enter Material Number for layer ####
LOCATE 1,50:PRINT " ..
LOCATE 1,50:PRINT trSING"###";MNO(I)
LOCATE lO,lO:PRINT "CHANGE DEFAULT YIN ?"
LOCATE 1l,10:PRINT "KEEP SAME FOR ALL LAYERS: TYPE K ?"
DUM1$=DUM$:LOUATE 13,25:PRINT DUM$
LOCATE 13,25:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$""II"THEN DUM$=DUH1$
IF DUM$=lIyn OR DUH$="yll THEN
LOCATE l,50:1NPUT D$
IF D$<>"" THEN z,mO(!)=VAL(D$)
DEFAULT=MNO(I)
END 'IF
IF DUM$="K" OR DUM$="k" THEN
FOR u'=I TO NOL
MNO(J)=DEFAULT
NEXT J
GOTO 131
END IF
NEXT I
131 RETURN
I
\ '
I ,',~
I
I
'-" 'II• I I
I
1 i
I,,
1*** l;'outi11eto input material angle per lamina
140 CLS: DEFAt1IJT=ANG(1) :DUM$="N"
FOR I=l TO NOL
LOCATE 1,1:PRINT US!NG"Enter lamina angle in degrees for layer ####
:-";1
LOCATE l,60;PRINT It "
LOCATE 1,60:PRINT USING"###"iANG(I)
LOCATE 10,10:PRINT IICHANGE DEFAULT YIN ?"
H 7
LOCATE 11,10:PRINT "KEEP SAME FOR ALL LAYERS: TYPE K 7"
DUM1$=DUM$:LOCATE 13,25:PRINT DUM$
LOCATE 13,25:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$="" 'rHEN DUM$=OUM1$
IF DUM$=IIY" OR DUM$:::tly"THEN
LOCATE 1,60:INPUT D$
IF D$<>"" THEN ANO(I)=VAL(D$)
DEFAULT=AUG(I)
END IF
IF DUM$=IIK" OR DUM$="k" THEN
FOR J=I TO NOL
ANG(J)=DEFAULT
NEYT J
GOTO 141
END IF
NEXT I
141 RETURN
'*********************************************1*** routine to input thickness per lamina
1*********************************************150 CLS:DEFAULT=PLTM(l) :DUN$="N"
FOR I=l TO NOL
LOCATE 1,1:PR1NT USIN'GtlEnter lamina thickness in mID for layer ####!-
:-";J.
LOCATE 1,50:PRINT " "
LOCATE 1,50:PRIN'r USING" ###.###H;PLTM(I) *1000
LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "CHANGE DEFAULT YIN 7"
LC.:!ATE:L:l.,lO: PRINT tll<EEPSAME FOR ALL LAYEHC: TYPE K 7"
DUM1$=DUM$:LOCATE 13,25:PRINT DUM$
LOCATE 13,25:INPUT DUM$
IF DUM$="" THEN DUM$=DUM1$
IF DUM$=="Y" OR DUM$=="y" THEN
LOCATE 1,50:INPUT D$
IF D$<>1111rrHEN PLTM(I)=VAL(D$)/1000
DEFAULT=PLTM(I)
END IF
IF DUM$=="K" OR DUM$="kll THEN
FOR J:::ITO NOL
PLTM(J)=DEFAULT
NEXT J
GOTO 151
END IF
NEXT I
H 8
151 RETURN
'***********************************'** input the stress resultant data
'***********************************160 CLS:LOCATE 1,1:PRINT"Enter stress and moment resultant-=:"
LOCATE 3,1: PRINT "Nxx [";:PRINT USING ,,+#####.####" i>i:h.X/1E3 i
PRINT" N/mm width) "i:INPUT D$
IF D$<>''''THEN NXX=VAL(D$) *lE3
DUM$=""
l'"OCATE4,l:PRINT "Nyy ("i:PRINT USING "+##'It##.####"iNY'1n.E3i
PRINT" N/mm width) "i:INPUT D$
IF'D$<>"" THEN NYY=VAL(D$) *lE3
DUM$=''''
LOCATE 5,l:PRINT "Nxy [";:PRINT USING "+#####.####"iNYS/1E3i
PRINT n N/mm width) ";:INPUT D$
IF D$<>"" THEN NXY=VAJ...(D$)*J.E3
DUM$=" "LOCATE 7,1: PRINT "MXX I" i :PRINT USING ,,+#####.####" iMXX/ lE:';
PRINT " Nm/mm width] ";:INP~.lTD$
IF 0$<>"" THEN MXX=VAL(D$)*lE3
OUM$=""
LOCATE 8,1:PRINT IIMyy ["i:l?RINT USING "+#####.####";MYY/1E3;
PR!NT " Nm/mm width) ";:INPUT D$
IF D$<>"II THEN MYY=VAL(D$)*lE3
DUM$=""
LOCATE 9,1:PRINT "Mxy [";:PRINT USING "+#####.####"iMXY/1E3i
PRINT" Nm/mm width) "i:INPUT D$
IF D$<>"" THEN MXY=VAL(D$)*lE3
DUM$=""
LOCATE 11,l:PRINT "QXX ["i:PRINT USING "+#####.####";QXX/1E3i
PRINT" N/mm width] "i:INPUT 0$
IF D$<>"" THEN QXX=VAL(D$)*lE3
DUM$=""
LOCATE 12,l:l?RINT "Qyy [";:PRINT USING "+#####.####"iQY.Y/1E3i
PRINT II N/mm width] ":~INPUT D$
IF 0$<>"" THEN QYY=VAL(0$)*lE3
RETURN
'***************~******************************'**** routine to SAVE existing laminate data
'**********************************************250 CLS:LOCA'l'E l,l:PRINT "Type name of materials
(axel extension) I." iLAMDATA$;"] :- "i
INPUT NA$
IF NA$<>"" THEN LAMOATA$=NA$+".CLTII
CLOSE;OPEN LAMDATA$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT#l,LAMDESC$
file to be saved
H 9
PRINT#l,NOM
FOR I = 1 TO NOM
PR1NT#l,1iMDESC$(:,:1 *** material description
PRINT#l,USING "##.##r~~""iE1(1)jE2(I)i
PR!NT#l, USING "#'### It ;V}.2T(I) iV12C (l) ;PRINT#l,USING ,,##.###A__• "iG12(I)iG13(1)iG23(I)
PR1NT#l,USING "##.###AA_~
"iFXT(I);FYT(1) iFXC(1);FYC(1)iFSXY(1) iFSXZ(1) iFSYZ(I)
NEXT I
PRINT#l,NOL:'*** number of layers
FOR I=l TO NOL
PRINT#l,IiMNO(I) iANG(1)iPLTM(1)
NEXT I
PR1NT#l,USING u+##.##r-"~ "iNXXiNYYiNXY;MXXiMYYiMXYiQXXiQYY; 1***
stress and moment resultants
CLOSE
RETURN
'**************************************************300 I cls:PRINT "i'* calculate average thicknesses **"
'**************************************************cis
INPUT "Do you want a display of the intermediate results (N/Y)
eN]";OtJMDIS$
IF DUMDIS$="y" THEN DUMDIS$="Y"FL.AGFtLE$;:.:;II11
IF LAMOA'!'M=tllIOR NOT.J=OTHEN 11
TLT=O
FOR X""l TO NOL
TI,T==PLTM(I)+TLT
NEXT I
PLT=TLT/NO'L
'******************************************************************'CLS:PR1NT "** CALCULATE Q MATRIX **tI
'******************************************************************
PI=3.1415592654
FOR 1=1 TO NOL
ANGR(I)=ANG(I)/180*PI
NEXT I
1*** convert ang_~ to radians
, ,
FOR 1=1 TO NOL
V12 (Mt:u(1))=(V12T(MNO(1) )+V12C(MNO(I») /2
V21=V12(MNO(1»*E2(MNO(I»/E1(MNO(1» \II'
H 10
i
I
L '.I
~ 1',1
~' .'<."( .~
h
Q(l,ltI)=El(MNO(I»)f(1-Vl~(MNO(I»*V21)
Q (1,2,I)=(V12 (MNO (I))*E2 ~lI1NO(I» )/ (1-V12 (MNO (I))*V21)
Q (2r 2,I)=E2 (MNO (I))/ (1-Vl.2(MNO(I))"V21)
Q(3,3,I)=G12(VillO(I»
Q(l,3,I)==0
Q(2,l,1)=Q(1,2,I)
Q (2,3,:q:.:::0
Q(3,l,I)=0
Q(3,2,I)=0
NEXT I
IF DUMDIS$=lIyItTHEN
CLS:PRINT "** CALCULATE Q MATRIX **"
FOR I==lTO 3
FOR J=l TO 3
PRINT USING "#,##r~"''''' "iQ(I,J,l);
IF ABS(Q(I,J,l» > lE20 TP:--;NPRINT IiJ:INPUT A$
NEXT J
PPINT
NEXl' I
INPUI:'A$
END IF
'***********************************************k***************** t,'cls:PRINT "** CALcUtA'l'EQBAR MATRIX **" I'
'***************************************************************** li,FOR J=l TO NOL
QS=SIN(ANGR(J» r
QC=COS(ANGR(J» I
QB(l,l,J)=Q(1,l,J)*QC"4+2*(Q(l,2,J)+2*Q(3,3,J»*QS"2*QC"2+Q(2,2,J)*Q~
QB(1,2,J)=(Q(l,l,J)+Q(2,2,J)- i'
4*Q(3,3,J)*QS"2*QC-2+Q(l,2/J)*(QS"4+QC-4) I
QB(2,2,J)=Q(l,l,J)*QS-4+2*(Q(1,2,J)+2*Q(3,3,J»)*QS"2*QC-2+Q(2,2,J)*QQ
QB(l,3,J)=(Q(l,l,J)-Q(l,2,J)-2*Q(3,3,J»*QS*QC"3+(Q(l,2,J)- I
Q(2,2,J)+2*Q(3,3,J»*QS"3*QC .
QB(2,3,J)=(Q(1,l,J)MQ(1,2,J)-2*Q(3,3 J))*QS"3*QC+(Q(1,2,J)- I
Q(2,2,J)+2*Q(3,3,J»*QS*QC"3
QB(3,3,J)=(Q(1,l,J)+Q(2,2,J)·2*Q(l,2,J)-
2*Q(3,3,J»*QS-2*QC"2+Q(3,J,J)*\QS"4+QC~4)
QB(2,l,J)=QB(1,2,J)
QB(3,1,J)=QB(1,3,J)
QB(3,2,J)=QB(2,3,J)
NEXT J
i
I,
I
IF DUMDIS$=IIY"THEN
P:RINT "** CALCULATE QBAR MATRIX **"
POR K=l TO NOL
PRINT "For Layer No."iKi" at lIiANG(K)i" Degrees"
FOR I=l TO 3
H 3.1
FOR .1=1 TO 3
PRINT t1SJ:NG "if. :lfirr............. "; QB (J:,.1I K) ;
NEXT .1
PRINT
NEXT I
INPUT 11.$
NEXT K
END IF
'*****************************************************************'REM THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES ZC(K)
'*****************************************************************
'I'OTALZ=O
IF CINT(NOL/2)-NOL/2=O.5 THEN
END
ELSE
ZC(O)=-TLT/2
COUNT::::0
FOR 1=1 TO NOL/2
COtTNT=COUNT+ PL'l'M(I)
ZC(I)=-(TLT/2-COUNT)
NEXT !
COUNT=O
FOR I=NOL/2+1 TO NOL
COUNT=COUNT+PLTM(I)
ZC(I)=COUNT
NEXT I
FOR I=l TO NOT..
'l'OTlI,LZ=TO'rAl,Z+PLTM(I)
NEXT I
CIJS:PRINT LAMDATA$ i": - "; LAMDESC$
PRINT "Total laminate bhd.cknaaa= .. ;'.f.'OTALz·klooai" mm"
END :::11'
'*****************************************************************REM THIS SUBROU'l'!NE CALCULATES AD (I,J)
'*****************************************************************FOR I=O TO :3
FOR ii= 0 '1'0 :3
AD(I,J)=O
NEXT J
NEXT !'*** reset values to Zero
FOP. I::::lTO 3
FOR .1=1 TO :3
AD(I,.1)=O
H 1.2
FOR L=l TO NOL
AD(1,J)=AD(I,J)+QB(I/J,L)*~J(L)-ZC(L-l»
NEXT I.
NEXT J
NEXT I
FOR I=r4 TO 6
FOR J=4 TO 6
AD(I,J)=O
FOR 1.=1 TO NOL
AD(I,J)=AD(IIJ)+1/3*(QB(I-3,J-3/L))*(ZC(L)~3-ZC(L-1)~3)
NEXT I.
NEXT J
NEXT I
FOR I=l TO 3
FOR J=4 TO 6
FOR 1.=1 TO NOL
AD(I,J)=AO(I,J)+1/2*(QB(I,J-3,L»*(ZC(L)"2-ZC(L-1)"2)
NEXT f-I
NEXT ,,:
NEXT I
FOR I""4 TO 6
FOR J::::::1TO 3
FOR L=l TO NOL
AD(I,J)=AD(I,J)+1/2*(QB(I-3,J,L»*(ZC(L)"'2-ZC(L-1)~2)
NEXT L
NEXT J
NEXT I
I'I-:.f* eliminate small numbers
l)'OR1.=1 ro 6
!l'ORJ=l '1'06
IF ABS(AD(I,J»)<le-5 THEN LET AD(I,J)=O
NEXT JNEXT I
PRINT "[ A B J MATRIX
PRINT "[ B D J"PRINtr1
FOR 1""1 ...0 6FOR J'=l TO 6PRINT USING "#.##r"""'" If;AD(I,J);NEXT JPRINTNEXT I
1*************************************************************~*****~, REM THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES ABD'S INVERSE-ABDI
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'*******************************************************************~FOR I=.1-TO 6
FOR J='l TO 6
B(1,.1)=O
NEXT J
NEXT r'*** res~t values to zero
FOR I=l TO 6
POR J=l. TO 6
A(I,J)=AD(I,J)
NEXT J
NEXT I
i
\r
i
I
I
I
1
FOR I=l TO 6
B(1,I)=l
NEXT I
FOR J=l TO 6
FOR I=J' TO 6
IF A(I,J)<> 0 THEN 40130
NEXT I
PRINT "ERROR IN MATRIX":INPUT A$:GOTO 11
40130 FOR H=l TO 6
T=A(J,H)
A(J,H)=A(I,H)A(I,H)=T
M=B(J,H)B(J,B)I:::B(I,H)
B(I,H)=M
NEXT HD=A(J',J)
FOR H=l TO 6
A(J,H)""'A(J,H)/D
B(J',H)=B(J,I-t)/D
NEXT H
FOR Ii ::::1 TO 6
IF J=H THEN 401.40
D"'"'A(H,J)
FOR l<t:::l TO IS
A(H,K)t:::A(H,K)-A(J,I<)*DB(H,K)=B(H,I<)-B(J,I<)*D
NEXT 1<40140 NEXT H
NEXT J'
'*************~******************************************************
IPrin't, out equivalent laminate. prope:r:tios EX, By IGXy, Vxy
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i'*******************************************************************~:PRINT "E>'x(GPa) Eyy(GPa) Gxy(GPa) Vxy" t
EXX~CSNG«AP(1,1)-AD(1,2)~2/AO(2,2»/(TLT)/l0~9)
EYY~CSNG«AD(2t2)-AD(1,2)~2/Ab(1,1»/(TIT)/10~9)
GXY~CSNG(AD(3,3)/(TLT)/10~9) i
VXY:=.:CSNG(AD(1,2) IAD (2I 2)) I~
PRIN'l'USING " ####. ## n ; EXX; EYY;GXY ; I
PRINT USING II ##.#### II;VXY ~
'********************************************************************1*** THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS [ABO] inverse \
1*******************************************************************~CLS I
t
I
[
PRINT "
PRINT "(
PRINT" C
PRINT
FOR :t~l '.1:'0 6
FOR T~l TO 6
PRINT USING "#.### .......~.. ";B(I,J);
NEX'liJ
PRINT
NEXT I
IF INKEY $:;:; u n THEN 60100
-1"
A B] MATRIX
B 0 ]
60100
'****~***************************************************~**********1*** STRESS RESULTANTS Nxx,NyY,NXy,Mxx,Myy,Mxy
'*******************************************************************N(l)==NXX
N(2)cNYY
N(3) ""NX~
N(4)=MXX
N(5)=MYY
N(6)=MXY
'*****************************************************************"' THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES (1~O]=[ADIJ[N]"
'***************************************************************FOR :t=l TO 6
FOR J=l TO 6
ER(I)=O
NEXT J
NEXT :t
FOR I=l TO 6
FOR J=l TO 6
EK(I) =EI«I) +2 (X I J) *N (J)
NEX'l'J
NEXT I
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IF DUMDIS$:;::uytt THEN
CLS: print "*** calculate centreline strains [EoJ=[ADIJCN]1I
FOR I=l TO 6
PRINT EK(I)
NEX'l' I I
input a$ ;,"
END IF
r"'*******************************************************************~
I
CLS: LOCATE 1,1: INPUTIlEnter CR] to load resultants off ABAQUS output II!
fi1ell;'I"IES$
IF RES$=IIR" OR RES$="r" THEN I'
RESFLAG$="R" i
PRINT:l?RINT "Type the stress resultant input filen,une.extli I
INPUT INS ', I
OPEN IN$ FOR INPUT AS #3 '
PRINT:PRINTIlSelect type of output for resultant input" I
PRINT: PRINT" [E] for centreline strains and eurvatures , ['1'J fa,
~~~i-wulI INPUr.r OUTFltAG$ I,
IF OUT11'LAG$="II THEN GO'1'O11 . !
'********************************************************************1
IF OtJTFLAG$:;::I1E"CR OU'1'F'LAG$=lIe" THEN t, *** wr.tl a file of centreline strains and eurvature for I
resultants file ~
PRIN'l' :PRlNT "Ty; the calculated s'l-:rnin output filename.ext\'
INPUT FUT$ I
OPEN FUT$ FOR our, ,AS #4 I
WHIUl NOT EOF(3) ,
,F'OR1=1 TO 6
EK(I):=O
NEXT 1
I *** reset values to 0
INPUT#3,REL,RX,RY,RZ,RARC,N(1),N(2)
tNPU'1'#3,N(3),QX,Qy,N(~) IN(5) ,N(6)
I "'** input values from abagus file
FOR I:::::1 'I'O 6
FOk J=l TO 6
EK(I)=EK(I)+B(I,J)*N(J)
NEX'l' J
NEXT I
PRINT#4,USING "#### "iREL;
l?RINT#41USING "###,### "iRXiRYiRZ;RARC;
print#4,N(1) iN(2) iN(3) iQXiQYiN(4) iN(5) ;N(6);
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PRINT#4,USING "#.##r~~~~
";EK (1) ;EI<(2) i EI<(3) i EK (4) iEI<(5) ;EI\(6)WEND .
GOTO 11 !I,END IF i
'********************************************************************,
XF OUTFLAG$="T" OR ODTFLAG$="t" THEN I::
I *** write a file of tsai hill factor for chosen resultan~
l
I-
I
t
\0
r
!
I
file
PRINT :PRINT "'.rypethe. Teai Hill output filename. ext"
INl?UT FUT$
OPEN FUT$ FOR OUTPUT AS #4
FS=l:l?RINT:PRINT "Factor of safety for Taai Hill [!liFS;"J"
INPUT dum
IF DUM<>O THEN FS=OUM
TSHFLAG$="A":PRIN'l':!NPUT "Choose All data or Failed only data
(A/F)II;DUM$
IF DUM$<>"" THEN 'l'SHFLAG$=D1JM$
GOSUE 62740:' headings
COUN'l'=O: ' *** counter of number of lines
I *** input values from abagus file
WHILE NOT EOF(3)
INPUT#3,REL,RX,RY,RZ,RARC,N(1),N(2)
INPU'l'#3,N(S),QX,Q"l,N(4),N(5),N(6)
*** reset values to 0
FOR I=l TO 6
EI«I)=O
NEXT I
I *** local strain and stress values
FOR I=l TO 6
FOR J=l TO 6
EK(I)=EK(I)+E(I,J)*N(J)
NEXT J
NEXT I
GOSUe 61530
"********************************************k****IF TSHFLAG$="F" OR TSHFLAG$="fll THEN
, *** routine to print failed values only
F'SMINLAM=lOOOO:' fs min for entire laminate
I run th~ough all layers and check for failure
E'OR J=l TO NOT.J
GOSUe ].010 : I FAILURE CRITERIA
IF FSMIN<FSMINLAM THEN FSMINLAM=FSMIN
P1UNT liE "iRELi"LA"lI:!R"iJi"FSMIN "iFSMIN
NEXT .1
I
!;:
I
I
\
I,
I
t
I
L
r
I
\
I
1
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IF FSMINLAM>=FS THEN 61040
, i~ failure then repeat process and print failed values
PRIN'I'#4,USING "#### "iREL;
PRIHT#4, USING " ###'.###" iRXiRY ;RZ i
PRINT#4," ";
FOR J=l TO NOL
GOSUB 1010 : ' FAILURE CRITERIA
IF FSMIN>=FS THEN PRINT#4, USING II #.r ....."'";ASS (FSMIN");
IF FSMIN<FS THEN PRINT#4, USING " ###. ## ";ABS (FSMIN) ;
NEXT J
PRINT#4,USING "###.## "iFSMINLAM
COUNT=COUNT+l
IF COUNT=25 THEN GOSUB 62740:COUNT=0
, *** print header every 25 lines
END IF
61040 WEND
PRINT "COMPLETED 'WRITING FIJ.JES"
CLOSE#3
CLOSE#4
GOTO 11
END !F
END IF
'I
\
I
REM ***************************************************************, cls:print "SUBROUTINE CALCULATES [Ek)::x:yll
REM ***************************************************************61530 FOR J=l TO NOL
FOR K"-'lTO 3
EXYK(K,J)=O
NEXT K
NEXT J
I assign 0 to avoid summation errOrS
FOR J=l TO 3
EO(J)=EK(J)
NEXT J
FOR J=l TO 3
CK(J)=EK(J+3)
NEXT J
FOR J..::lTO NOIJ
FOR K=l TO 3
EXYK(K,J)=EO(K)+ZC(J)*CK(K)
NEXT K
NEXT if
.j
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IF DUMDIS$==*'Y" THEN
cls:print "FER LAYER STRAINS [Ek)xyll
FOR J==l TO NOL
FOR K==l TO 3
PRINT EXYK(K,J);
NEXT K
print
NEXT J
input 0.$
END IF
REM *************************************************REM THIS SUBROUlrINE CALCULATES SIGMAkxy AND SIGMAk12
REM *****************************************.*******FOR J==l TO NOL
FOR K:;:lTO 3
SXY(K,J)==O:S12(K,J)==O
NEXT K
NEXT J
FOR J==l TO NOL
TS:;:SIN(ANGR(J) )
TC==COS(Al'TGR(J)
TS(lt1,J)=TC~2
TS(1,2,J)==TS~2
TS(1,3,J)==2*TS*TC
TS(2,l,J)=TS(l,2,J)
TS(2,2,J)~TS(1,1,J)
TS(2,3,J)=-TS(1,3,J)
TS(3,1,J)=-TS*TC
TS(3,2,J)=TS*TC
TS(3,3,J)=TCA2-TS~2
NEXT J
IF RESFLAG$=I1R" AND OUTFr~AG$="T" THEN
1** DO NOT PROVIDE SCREEN INFO FOR RESULTANT FILE
FOR 11=1 TO NOL
FOR K=l TO 3
FOR L=l TO :3
SXY (K,J):::SX':l(K,J\ 'QB(K,L,J)*EXYK(L,J)
NEXT I,
NEXT K
NEXT J
FOR J=l TO NOL
FOR K=l TO 3
FOR L==l TO 3
S12(K,J)=S12(K,J)+TS(K,L,J)*SXY(L,J)
NEXT L
NEXT K
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FOR J=l TO NOL
IF INT(J/21)=J/21 THEN
INPUT II
END IF
press Return to continuell;A$
NEX'f J
RETURN
END IF
CLS:PRINT "GLOBAL XY STRESSES (MPa)lI
PRINT II NO LAYER ANGLE SX SY SXY"
FOR J=l TO NOL
IF INT(Jj21)=Jj21 THEN
INPUT n Press Return to Continuell;A$
END IF
PRINT USING 11#### "iJi
P1UNt.L'USING ,,+###.## "iANGR(J)j3.1415*180;
FOR K=l TO 3
FOR L=l TO 3
SXY(K,J)=SXY(K,J)+QB(K,L,J)*EXYK(L,J)
NEXT L
PRINT USING" +####.## "iSXY(K,J)jlE6i
NEXT K
PRINT " II
NEXT J
PRIN'l':INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE"; A$
PRIN'l':PRINT "LAYER 1t STRESSES (MPa) "
PRINT II NO LAYER ANGLE Sl St Slt"
PRINT USING "#### "iJi
PRINT USING "+###.## "iANGR(J)/3.1415*lSOi
FOR K::::1TO 3
FOR L=l TO 3
S12(K,J)=S12(K,J)+TS(K,L,J)*SXY(L,J)
NEXT L
PRINT USING" +####.## ";S12(1<,J)jlE6;
NEXT r.
PRINT " "NEXT J'
PRINT:INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE";A$
***************************************************************THIS SUBROUTINE INVOKES TSAI-'HILL FAILURE CRITERION
H 20
FS (+Z) FS (-Z)
, *******************************************************~******
FS""l;PRINT "Input reg:uired minimum factor of HafE~ty [FS"" II iFS i"]"
INPU'l'dum
IF DUM<>o THEN FS""DUM
c:r..s
PRINT:PRINT "STRENGTH/STRF.SS RATIO (CHOSEN FACTOR OF SAFTEY' MIN=
"iFS;")"
I PRINT "From Tsai, Composites design, l?g 11-5):l?RINT
IF N(4)=0 AND N(5)=0 THEN
A$:::;IILAYERANGLE THICK STATUS
13$::::;11 (mm)
PRINT A$:PRINT 13$
END IF
TSAI-WU HILL-HOFFMANu
FS FS"
IF N(4)<>0 OR N(5)<>0 THEN
A$="LAY'ER ANGLE THICK STATUS TSAI-WU
HILL-HOFF"
13$=" (mm) FS (+Z)
(-Z)
PRINT A$:PRINT 13$
END IF
FOR 0'=1 TO NOL
HILL-HOFF TWAI-WU
IF INT(O'/21)=O'/21 THEN
INPUT "PRINT A$:l?RINT 13$
END IF
Press Return to continue"iA$
, 1** Mo('\if'iedT"lai-Hill using strength for correct stresses (T or C)
• IF S12 (3.,0')<=1 'HEN XTSI (J) ==FXC(MNO (0')
ELSE: XTSI(~/ FXT(MNO(J», END IF
, IF S12(2,O')<-0 THEN YTSI(O')=FYC(MNO(O'»
ELSE:YTSI(O')=FYT(MNO(O'»
END IJ:t'
PART1=S12(1,O')~2/XTSI(O')nZ-S12(1,O')*S12(2,O')/XTSI(O')~2
l?ART2=S12 (2,0')..2/Y"rSI(0')"2+S12 (3,0')"'2/FSXY(MNO (0') nz
, PART1=S12 (1,0')"Z/FXT(MNO(O'»"2-S12(l,J)*S12(2,O')/FXT(M NO(O'»"2
I PART2=S12 (2,J) "2/FYT(MNO(O'» "2+S12(3,O') "2/FSXY (I'1NO(0') "2
TSAIHILL=PART1+PART2
FSTH=1/(TSH) ....5
, ********** Quadratic failure criteria ***** TSAI:Composites Design I
pg 11-5
'** strength parameters
1010 'come here for per layer A13AQUS analysis
FSMIN""lOOOO
F1=1/FXT(MNO(O'»-1/FXC(MNO(O'»
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F2=1/FYT(MNO(J»-1/FYC:(MNO(J»
F1l=1/(FXT(MNO(J»*FXC{MNO(J»)
F22=1/(FYT(MNO(J»*FYC(MNO(J»)
F66=1/FSXZ(MNO(J»~2
, ** 3D TERNS TO BE INCORPARATED LATER
F3=0: 1** 3D TERM~ F3=1/FZT(MNO(J»-1/FZC(MNO(J»
]'33=0:'** 3D TERM: F33=1/ (FZT(MNO (.1) ) *FZC (li):NO(.1) ) )
F44=0: 1** 3D TERM: F44=1/FSYZ(MNO(J»~2
FS5=O: '** 3D TERM: F55=1/FSXZ(MNO(.1»h2
F23=0: 1** 3D TERM: F23= FYZ*(F22*F33)~.5
F13=O: 1** 3D TERM: F23= FXZ*(Fl1*F33)~.5
'1- * Tsai-wu Quadratic failure criteria FXY*=-.5
, also known as the Generalised Von Mises criteria
1 INCORPORATE FXY* INTO THE INPUT DATA AT A LATER STAGE"
FXY=-.5
FYZ=O: 1** 3D TERM: FYZ=-.5
FXZ=O:I** 3D TERM: FXZ=-.5
F12= FXY*(Fll*F22)~.5
F23=0:'** 3D TERM: F23= FYZ*(F22*F33)~.5
F13=0: '** 3D TERM: F:3= FXZ*(Fl1*F33)~.5
DUM1=Fl1*S12(l,J)"'2 + F22*S12(2,.1)"2 + F66*S12(3,.1)"2
'** 3D TERM: DUM1=DUM1+ F33*SZZ"2 + F44* SYZ"2+ F55* SXZ~2
DUM2=F12*S12(1/.1)*S12(2,~)
'** 3D TERM: Dtrn2=DUM2+ F13*SXXSZZ + F23* SYY*SZZ
DUM3=Fl*S12(1,J)+F2*S12(2,J)
'** 3D TERM: DUM3=DUM3+ F~*SZZ
TSAIWU=DUM1+DUM2+DUM3
i ** CALCULATE STRENGTH TO STRESS RATIO ***
ADUM=DUM1+DUM2:BDUM=DUM3
FSTWPL=-(BDUM/2/ADUM)+«BDUM/2/ADUM) ...2+1/ADUM) ....5
IF FSTWPL<FSMIN THEN FSMIN=FSTWPL
IF N(4)<>O OR N(o)<>O THEN
FSTWMI=ABS(-(BDUM/2/ADUM)-«BDUM/2/ADUM)"'2+1/ADUM)~.5)
IF FSTWMI<FSMIN THEN FSMIN=FSTWMI
END IF
'2- *,.******** Hill-Hoffman failure criteria. :FXY*=O
F12=O:F23=0: F13=0
ADUM=Fl1*S12 (1,.1)"2 + F22*S12(2,.1)"2 + F66*S12(3,.1)"2
'** 3D TERM = DDM1=DUM1+ F33*SZZ"2 + F44* SYZ"2+ F55* SXZ"2
BDUM=F'l*S12 (1,.1)+F2*S12 (2,.1)
'*'1.' 3D TERM: DUM3=DUM3+ F3*SZZ
HILLHOF = ADUM+BDUM
, ** CALCULATE STRENGTH TO STRESS RATIO ***
FSHHPL=-(BDUM/2/ADUM)+«BDUM/2/AOUM)~2+1/ADUM)".5
IF FSHHPL<FSMIN THEN FSMIN=FSHHPL
IF N(4)<>O OR N(5)<>O THEN
FSHHMI=ABS (-(BDUt1/2/ADUM)- ((BDUM/2/ADUM) "2+1/ ADUI1)....5)
PRINT USING »##J# ";J;
PRINT USING "-'r###.#1"itl.NGR(J)/3.141S*180;
PRINT US!NG "##1. ###" ;PLT~.r(J)*1000;
IF N(4)=O AND N(5)=O THEN
IF FSTWPL>=FS AND FSHHPL>=FS THEN
PRINT" SAFB ;r;:PRINT USING" #1#.11 lIiFSTWPLiFSHHpL
END IF
IF FSTWPL<FS OR FSHHPL<FS THEN
PRINT" FAILED II i:PRIW1' USING II 111.11 "iFSTWpX.iFSHHPI,
END IF
END IF
IF FSHHMI<FSMIN THE~ FSMIN==FSHHMI
END IF
IF RESFLAG$:=IIR" AND OUTFLAG$="T" THEN RETURN; I ** return to abaqus
number cruchin<;t"
PRINT: INPUT " Press any key to continue" ;A$
IF N(4)<>0 OR N(5)<>0 THEN
STATUS$=" SAFE "
IF FSTWpX.<FS OR FSHHPL<FS .HEN STATUS$=II FAILED "
Xli' FS'l'WMI<FSOR FSHHMI<FS 'l'HEN STATUS$=" FAILE'" "
PRINT STA'!US$i ;PRIN'r USING "#1# .;;~##
"iFSTWPLiFSHHPLiFSTWMliFSHHMI
END IF
NEXT J
GOTO 11
I ****************************************************************, ***\~*write header consisting of layer number' and orientation
I ****************************************************************62740 1'1=3.1415592654
PRINTI4,"ELEM X
FOR IJ.iWERNO=lTO NOL
pRJ:NT#4,USING "####
NEXT LAYERNO
PRIN'r#4I 1"1
PRIN'!'#4I II
FOR x.AYERNO =1 ';CONOX.
PRINT#4,USING H+###.# tI;ANGR(LAYERNO)*180/PIi
NEXT LAYERNO
PRINT#4,ttll
RETURN
Y z " .r
It i Ll\ 'iERNO;
II.
I
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APPENDIX I
LISTING OF THE RTBEGIN AND RTEND PREPROOESSING PROGRAM
I 1
5 ' *** RTBEGIN.BAS 27/5/1989
10 N=lOOOO: DIM NO(N),X(N) ,Y(N),Z(N)
20 ' DEFSNG A-H,O-Z
30 DIM ELSE~RIB(13,16)
40 DIM NODE(S) ,XR(13) IXFD(13)
50 DIM A(13),B(13)
60 KEY OFF:CLS
70 DIM XS(13): '*** X location of support
80 DIM NNSR(20) :'*** node number support shell
90 DIM NNSR(20): '*** node number support rib
100 LOCATE 10 f :35:PRINT IIMAGENABA"
110 LOCATE 12 I 20:PRINT "ABA.QUS MESH GENERATION FOR ROAD TANKERS"
120 INPUT A$
130 PI~3.141592654#
1.40 DECPLA.CE=4
150 G=9.S10001: '*** gravitational aoceleration
160 XACC=Z:' *** forward acceleration of ta.nker
170 YACC=-2: I *** sideways acceleration of tanker
180 ZACC=-2:' *** upwards acceleration of tanker
200 TWrST=6:TWIST=TWIST*PI/180:'*** twist of the tanker in radians
210 PP=8.4E5:' *** internal pressure in tanker
220 RI=.650:'*** inside radius
230 TS=.015: '*** thickness of shell
240 RO=RI+TS:' *** outside radius of the tanker
250 RS=RI+TS/Z:' *** radius of centreline of the shell
260 CJ=PI!2*tRO~4-RI~4) :'*** torsional constant of rigidity
270 DENLIQ=1850:' *** liquid or cont~nt density
280 DENSHELL=1900:' *** shell material density
290 DENRIBS=1900: '*** DENSITY OF THE RIBS
300 XSTART=O: I *** start of cylindrical section of tanJ<er
320 XSTOP=12:'*** stop Of cylindrical section of tanker
330 XLD=RS/2:'*** depth of left dish to shell centreline 2:1 ellip
soldal
340 TLD='I'S:'*** thickness of left dome
350 TRD=TS; '*** thickness of right dome
:1(;0 XRD=XLD:' *** depth of right dish
370 XC=XSTOP:'*** length of cylindrical part of the tanker
380 XT=XC+XLD+XRD+TS!2: '*** total length of the tanker
390 NRIBS=13:'*** number of ribs
400 XR(1)=0:XR(2)=1:XR(3)~2:XR(4)=3:XR(5)=4:XR(6)=5:XR(7)=6:XR(8)=7
:XR(9)=8
405 XR(10) =9 :XR(ll.)=10: XR(12) =11: XR(::'J) =12: I rib x positions
410 A1=.05:A2=.05:Al$=STR~(~1):A2$:::!STR$(A2):I*** width of ribs
420 Bl=.05:B2=.1:Bl$=STR$(Bl):B2$=STR$(B2):' *** depth of ribs
430 11.(1)=A2 :A (2)=11.2:A (3)""A2:A (4)=A2 :A (5)""A1:A (6)=Al :A (7);"'Al
440 A(8)=Al:A(9)=Al:A(10)=A2:A(11)=h2:A(12)=A2:A(13)=A2:' *** width
per rib .
450 B(1)=B2:B(2)=B2:B(3)=B2:B(4)=B2:B(5)=Bl:B(6)=Bl:B(7)=B1:B(8)=B1
460 B(9)=Bl:B(lO)=B2:B(11)=B2:B(12)=B2!B(13)=B2: '*** depth per rib
470 MPLTHIN=DENR!BS*Al*Bl: '*** mass per unit length of thin rib
I 2
480 MPLTHICK=DENRIBS*A2*B2: '*** mass per unit lenght of thick rib
490 NTOL~.05: ' *** tolerance on node distances for *MPC
500 OTOL=.Ol: • *** tolerance on node distance for shell dome MPC
510 NODOCON=6:XFD(1)=.02:XFD(2)=.05:XFD(3)=.10:XFD(4)=.19:XFD(5)=.28
:XFD(6)=.36
520 NOSUP=12:XS(1)=0:XS(2)=1:XS(3)=2:XS(4)=3::XS(10)=9:XS(11)=10
:XS(12)=11:XS(13)=0:'*** support locations
530 Fon I=5 TO 9:XS(I)=0:NEXT I: '*** locations of no supports
equel zero
540 ANGSU~60:ANGSU=ANGSU/180*PI:'** angle of the support
550 ' *** number of dome contours:dome contour X fractions
560'*************************************************************570 CLS:LOCATE l,l:INPUT "Name of ABAQUS file H;NAMEFILE$
580 OPEN NAMEFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
590 OPEN nDUMM~C" FOR OUTPDT AS #2
600 OPEN IIDUMMYR" FOR ODTPUT AS #3
605 OPEN uNODES" :r~OROUTPUT AS #4
610 GOSUB 930:' *** intro section
620 GOSUB 1030:' *** calculate cylinder nodes
630 GOSDB 3470: ' *** write cylinder nodes
64Q GOSUB 1470:' *** calculate rib nodes
650 GOSUB 3590:' *** write ribs nodes
660 G0aUa 1810: I *** calculate left dome triangular nodes
670 GOSUa 2130:' *** calculate left dome quadratic nodes
680 GOSUB 2630:' *** calculate right dome triangular nodes
690 GOSUB 2970:' *** calculate right dome quadratic nodes
700 GOSDB 3890:' *** write left dome triangular nodes
710 GOSUB 4000: I *** write left dome quadratic nodes
720 GOSUB 4110:' *** write right dome triangula~ nodes
730 GOSt1B 4220:' *** write right do)1'*quadratic nodes
740 GOSUB 4340:' *** write cylinder elements
750 GOSUB 4610:' *** write rib dlements
760 GOSDB 5080: I *H write trianguJ.ar elements :for left dome
770 GOSDa 4900: I *** write quadratic elements for left dome
780 GOSt1B 5440: I *** write triangular el~ments for right dome
790 GoSUa 5260:' *** write quadratic elements for right dome
830 GOSUS 6050:' *** MPC connect left dome to shell
840 GOSDS 6240:' *** MPC connect triangular to left dome
860 GOSUB 65~O:' *** MPC connect right dome to shell
860 GOSDB 6410:' *** MPC connect triangular to right dO'l\iI~
865 GOSt1B 5620:' *** MPC connect shell to ribs
867 G0SUB 4720: I *** write element s~ts for individual ribs
869 GOSUB 10580:' *** Nsats for cradle supports
870 GOSt1B 11160:' *** twisting boundary conditions
880 CLOSE
900 PRINT" EXECUTION COMPLETE ":CtOSE:SiJ:'OP:END
910'*****************************************~******************920 I
930 PRINT "Writing introduction sect:l.on"
940 '
I 3
950 :PRINT#J.,"*HEADING,CORE==32000011
960 'IiEALlING$="RT14ALT.}'+" AX= "+STR$ (XACC) +" AY.= "+STR$ (Y.ACC)+" AZ==
"+STR$(ZACC)+lI :PINT= "+STR$(PP)+" TWIST= "+LEFT$(STR$(TWIST),5)
965 HEADING$="RT25ALL 30 DEG,.33M,OVERHANG,ID=1.3m,L=J.211
970 PRINT#J.,HEADING$
980 PRINT#l,"*DATA CHECK"
990 PRINT#J.,"*PREPRINT,ECHO=NO,liISTORY==NO,MODEL:=NO"
1000 RETURN
1010'************************************************************1020 I
1030 PRINT "Calculating cylinder nodes"
1040 '1050 STARTANGD=0:ENDANGD=360:INl?UT "Element angle= ";ELANGD
lOGO NEPR=ENDANGD/ELANGD:' *** number of elements per ring
1070 R=RS
1080 ESCYL=l: '*** element start cylinder
1090 Er~NG=ELANGD*PX/180
1100 NO=O:NONODE=O
1110 INPUT !IX step between elements= "iXSTEP
1120 FOR XLEFT =XSTART TO XSTOP-XSTEP STEP XSTEP
).130 XRIGHT=XLEFT+XSTEP
1140 FOR )30TANGD=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-ELANGD STEP ELANGD
1150 130TANG=130TANGD*PI/180
1160 TOPANG =BOTANG+ELANG
1170 FOR POINTNO =No+1 TO NO+8:NO(POINTNO)=POINTNO:NEXT POINTNO
1180 X(NO+l,)=XLEFT:Z(NO+1)=R *SIN(TOPANG) :Y(NO+1)=-R *COS(TOPANG)
1190 X(NO+2)=xLEFT:Z(NO+2)=R *SIN(BO'l'ANG):Y.(NO+2)=""'R*COS(BOTANG)
1200 X(NO+3)=XRIGHT:Z(NO+3)=R *SIN(BOTANG) .¥(NO+3)=-R *COS(BOTANG)
1210 X(NO+4)=XRIGH'r:Z(NO+4)=R *SIN(TOPANG) :Y(NO+4)::::::'"'R*COS(TOPANG)
1220 X(NO+5)=XLEFT:Z(NO+5)=R *SIN«TOl?ANG+BOTANG)/2)
:Y.(NO+5)=-R*COS«TOl?ANG+BOTANG)/2)
X(NO+6)=(xtEFT+XRIGHT)/2:Z(NO+6)=R *SIN(BOTANG)
:Y(NO+6)=~R*COS(BOTANG)
X(NO+7)==XRIGHT:Z(NO+7)=R *SIN«130TANG+TOPANG)/2)
:Y(NO+7)=-R*COS~(130TANG+TOPANG)/2)
X (NO+8) ==(XLEFT+XR!Gl!'I')/2: Z (NO+8) =R *SIN (TOPANG)
:Y(NO+8)=-R*COS<TOPANG)
*** routine to eliminate small numbers
FOR I::; 1 TO 8
IF ABS{X(NO+I»)<.OOOOl THEN LET X(NO+I)=O
IF ABS(Y(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(NO+I)=O
IF ABS(Z(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(NO+I)~O
'*** truncate numbers according to decplace
TRUNC=X(NO+I) GOSUa 10430;X(NO+I)=TRUNC
TRUNC=Y(NO+I) GOSUB 10430:Y(NO+I)=TRUNC
TRUNC=Z(NO+J.) GOSUB l0430:Z(NO+I)=TRUNC
NEXT I
NONODE=NONODE+8
NO:::.l'TO+8
NEXT BOTANGD
1230
1240
1250
1260 '
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
3.350
1360
1370
1380
:c 4
1390 Nl!:X't'XLEFT
1400 'defit's rylin,.ierstart and. end nodes : NSC'iL and NEC'iL
1410 NSC'iL""l;NEC'iT..s, NONODE
1420 sr.t'NoDE=N::JCYI..:'rmNODE=NEC':{L:'*** parameters for eliminate routine
1430 COSUS 10270: Q *** routine. to eliminate duplicate number-s
1440 RETURN1450'************1'***********************************************1460 '1470 PRINT "Calculating rib nodes"
1480 '
1490 STARTANGD=0:ENDANGD=36.0
.1500 NO=NEC'iL
1510 NSRIBS=NEC':{L+l:' *** node start number for ribs
1520 FOR I=l TO NRIBS
1530 R=RI+TS+B(I)/2: '*** centroidal radius of rib
1540 FOR BOTANGD=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-ELANGD STEP ELANGD
1550 BOTANG=BCTANGD1tPI/180
1560 TOPANG =BOTANG+ELANG
1570 FOR POINTNO =NO+1 TO NO+3:NO(POINTNO)=POIN'rNO:NEXT POINTNO
1580 X(NO+1)=XR(I):Z(NO+l)=R *SIN(TOPANG) :Y(NO+1)=-R *COS(TOPANG)
1590 X(NO+3):::::XR(I)~Z(NO+3)=R *SIN(BO'I'ANG):Y(NO+3)=-R *COS(BOTANG)
1600 X(NO+2)=XR(I) :Z(NO+2)=R *SIN«TOPANG+BOTANG)/2)
:':{(NO+2)t'~-R*COS(('I'OPANG+BO'l'ANG)/2)1610 I *** routine to eliminate small numbers
1620 FOR J~ 1 TO 3
1630 IF A:eS(X(NO+.:r»<.OOOOl THEN LET X(NO+J)=O
1640 IF ABS(Y(NO+J»<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(NO+J)=O
1650 IF ABS(Z(NO+J»<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(NO+J)=O
1660 '*** trunoate numbers according to decplace
1670 TRUNC=X(NO+J):GOSUB 10430:X(NO+J)=TRUNC
1680 TRUNC=Y(NO+J):GOSUB l0430:~(NO+J)=TRUNC
1690 TRUNC=Z(NO+J):GOSUB 10430:Z(NO+J)=TRUNC
1700 NEXT J
1710 NONODE=NONODE+3
172 0 NO=NO+3
1730 NEXT :SOTANGD
1740 NEXT l:
1750 NERlBS=NONODE
1760 STNODE=NSRIBS:ENNODE=NERIBS
1770 GOSUB 10270:' *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
1780 RETURN
1790 1***********************************************************1800 I
1810 PI<!NT "Calculating LHS dome triangular nodes"
1820 I
1830 NSLDTRI=NERIBS+l: '*** node start left dome
1840 NO==NERlBS:STARTANGD=O
1850 FOR BOTANtm=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-EltANGD STEP ELANGD
1$60 ROTANG~~OTANGD*Ptl!aO
1870 'l'OPANG=BOtl'ANG+ELANG
1: 5
1880 MIOANG=(BOTANG+TOPANG)/2
1890 N=NO+l:NO(N)=N
1900 X(N)=-XLO:Y(N)=O:Z(N)=O
1910 XR=-XLD+XLO*XFO(l)
1920 X=XR;GOSUB 10550:RR=R:' *** routL'le containi.l1g equation of dome
1930 N=NO+2:NO(N)=N:X(N)=XR:Y(N)=RR*COS(MIOANG):Z(N)=RR*SIN(MlDANG)
1940 N=NO+3:NO(N)=N:X(N)""XR:Y(N)=RR*COS(BOTANG) :Z(N)=RR*SlN(130T;\NG)
1950 N=NO+4:NO(N)=N:X(N)=XR~Y(N)=RR*COS(TOPANG):Z(N)=RR*SIN(TOPaNG)
1960 ' *** routine to eliminate small numbers
1970 FOR I= 1 TO 4
1980 IF ABS(x(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET X(NO+I)=O
1990 IF ABS('!l(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(NO+I)=O
2000 IF ABS(Z(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(NO+I)=O
2010 '*** truncate numbers according to decplaoe
2020 TRUNc=x(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:X(NO+I)=TRUNC
2030 TRUNC=Y(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:Y(NO+I)=TRUhC
2040 TRUNC=Z(NO+l):GOSUB 10430:Z(NO+I)=TRUNC
2050 NEXT I
2060 NO=NO+4:NONODE=NONODE+4
2070 NEXT BOTANGD
2080 NELDTR!=NONODE
2090 STNODE=NSLDTRI:ENNODE=NELOTRI :1*** parameters for eliminate
routine
2100 GOSUB 10270:f *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
2110 RETURN
2120'****************************.******************************2130 PRINT "Calculate LHS dome quadratio nodes"
2140 NSLDQUA=NELOTRI+1:' **')1node start left dome
2150 NO=NSLDQUA-l:STARTANGD=O
2160 FOR BOTANGD=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-ELANGO STEP ELANGD
2170 aOTANG=:bOTANGO*PI/180
2180 TOPANG =J30TANG+ELANG
2190 MIOANG=(J30TANG+TOPANG)/2
2200 FOR ~=1 TO NODOCON~l
2210 XL~-XLD
2220 FOR L ==1TO K
2230 XL=XL+Xr.,O*XFO(L):' *** find left X for elemont
2240 NEXT L
2250 XR=~XLO
2260 FOR Lr:lTO K+1
2270 }{R==XR-XLD*XFO(L):' *** right x for eleruEmt
2280 NEXT ~
2290 XH=(Xr.l'XR)/2:' *** middle x f.or elemeni;
2300 X==XL:GOSUB 10550:RL=R
2310 X=XR:GOSUB 10550:RR=R
2320 X=XM:GOSUB 10550:RM=R
2330 I *** assign node numbers
2340 FOR P=NO+l TO NO+8:NO(P)=P:NEXT P
2350 :N==NO
2360 X(N+l):::}{L:Z(N+l):=RL*SIN(TOPANG):Y(N+l)=l'\VI>COS(TOPANG)
I 6
2370 X (N+2)=XL: Z (N+2)=RL*SIN (BOT.1\NG)Y (N+2) =RL*COS (BOTANG)
2380 X(N+3)=XR:Z(N+3)~RR*SIN(BOTANG) Y(N+3)=RR*COS(BOTANG)
2390 X(N+4)=XR:Z(N+4)=RR*SIN(TOPANG) Y(N+4)=P~*COS(TOPANG)
2400 X(N+5)=XL:Z(N+5)=RL*SIN(MIDANG) :Y(N+5)=RL*COS(MIDANG)
2410 X(N+6)=XM:Z(N+6)=RM*SIN(BOTANG):Y(N+6)=~1*COS(BOTANG)
2420 X(N+7)=XR:Z(N+7)=RR*SIN(MIDANG):Y(N+7)=RR*COS(MIDANG)
2430 X (N+8)=XM: Z (N+8)=RM*SIN (TOPANG) :Y(N+8)==R11*COS(TOPANG)
2440 I *** routine to eliminate small numbers
2450 FOR I= 1 TO 8: I *** to include triangular elements
2460 IF ABS(X(N+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET X(N+I)=O
2470 IF ABS(Y(N+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(N+I)=O
2480 IF ABS(Z(N+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(N+I)~O
2490 '*** truncat~ numbers according to decplace
2,'00 TRUNC=X(N+I) :GOSUB 10430:X(N+I)~lTRUNC
2510 TRUNC='l(lHI) :GOSUB :t04:30:Y(N+I)=TRUNC
2520 TRUNC==Z(N+I):GOSUB l0430:Z(N+I)=TRUNC
2530 NEXT r
2540 NO=NO+8:NONODE=NONODE+8
2550 NEXT K
2560 NEXT BOTANGD
2570 NDLDQtJA=NONODE
2580 STNODE=NSLDQUA:ENNODE=NELDQUA: '*** parameters for eliminate
routine
2690 GOSUB 10270:' *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
2600 RETURN
2610 '**********************~************************************
2620 '2630 PRINT "Calculating RHS dcma t:dangu!.ar nodes"
2640 '2650 NSRDTRI==NELDQUA+l:'*** node start left dome
2660 NO=NELDQUA:STARTANGD=O
2670 FOR BOTANGD=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-ELANGD STEP ELANGD
2680 BOTANG==BOTANGD*PI/180
2690 TOP,ANG =130'l.'ANG+EtANG
2700 MIDANG=(BOTANG+'l.'OPANG)/2
2710 '*** generate triangul~r element
2720 N=NO+l:NO(N)==N
2730 X(N)=XRD+XSTOP:Y(N)=O:Z(N)=O
2740 XR=XSTOP+XRD-XRD*XFD(l)
2750 X=-XSTOP+XR
2760 GOSUB 10550 :RR=R:' *** routine cortaining c,quation of dome
2770 N=NO+2: NO (N)=N: X (N)=XR: Y (N)=RR*COS (MIDANG) :Z (N) ==RR.*SIN(MIDANG)
2780 N=NO+3: NO (N) =N: X (N)'=XR:Y (N)=RR*COS (SOTANG) :Z eN) ==Rl~,',I::nN(BOTANG)
2790 N=NO+4: NO (N)=N: X (N) =XR: Y (N)=RR*cOS (TOPANG) ;Z {H) =RR*SIN (TOl'ANG)
2800 ' *** routine to eliminate small numbers
2810 FOR 1= 1 TO 4
2b'O IF ABS(X(NO+I))<.OOOOl THEN LET X(NO+I'~O
2830 IF ABS (Y (NO+J:))<.00001 THEN TJET Y (NO+:r.)=0
2840 IF ABS(Z(NO+I))<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(NO"J:)=O
2850 '*** truncate numbers according to decplace
I 7
2860 TRUNC=X(NO+I) :GOSUB 10430:X(NO+I)=TRUNC
2870 TRUNC=Y(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:Y(NO+I)=TRUNC
2880 TRUNC=Z(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:Z(NO+I)=TRUNC
2890 NEXT I
2900 NO=NO+4:NONODE=NONODE+4
2910 NEXT BOTANGb
2920 NERDTRI=NONOPE
2930 STNODE=NSRDTRI:ENNODE=NERPTRI ~'*** parameters for eliminate
routine
2940 GOSUB 10270:' *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
2950 RETURN
2960'************************************************************2970 PRINT IICalculate lUIS dome quad.ratic nodes"
2980 NSRDQUA=NERbTRI+l: 1*** node start left dome
2990 NO=NERDTRI:STARTANGD=O
3000 FOR BOTANGD=STARTANGb TO ENDANGD-ELANGD STEP ELANGD
3010 BOTANG=BOTANGD*PI/180
3020 TOl?ANG =BOTANG+ELANG
3030 MIPANG=(BOTANG+TOPANG)/2
3040 FOR K=l TO NODOCON-1
3050 XL=XRD+XSTOP
3060 FOR L =1 TO K
3070 X:t=XL-XRD*XFD(L) :I ***' find left x for element
3080 NEXT L
3090 XR=XRD+XSTOP
3100 FOR L=l TO K+l
3110 XR=XR-XRD*XFD(L):' *** right x for element
31.20 NEX'l'L
3130 XM=(XL+XR) /2:' **k middle x for elelllent
3140 PCX""l;bCY==COS(THETA) :DCZ=COS (PI-THETA)
3150 X=-XSTOP+XL:GOSUB l0550:RL=R
3160 X=-XSTOP+XR:GOSUB ln550~RR=R
3170 X:;::;-XSTOP+XM:GOSUB10"S50:RM=R
3180 ' *** assign node numbers
3190 FOR P=NO+1 TO NO+8:NO(P)=P:NEXT P
3200 N=NO
3210 X (N+l):::XL:Z (N+1)=RIJ*SIN(TOPANG) :Y (N+l)=RL*COS (TOPANG)
3220 X(N+2)=XL:Z(N+2)=RL*SIN(BOTANG) :Y.(N+2)=RL*COS (BOTANG)
3230 X(N+3)=XR:Z(N+3)=RR*SIN(BOTANG) :Y.(N+3);=RR*COS(BOTANG)
3240 X(N+4)=XR:Z(N+4)=RR*SIN(TOPANG) ;Y(N+4)=RR*COS (TOPANG)
3~50 X(N+5)='XL:Z(N+5)=RL*SIN(M!OANG):~(N+5)=RL*COS(MIDANG)
3260 X(N+6)=XM:Z(N+6)=RM*SIN(BOTANG) :~(N+6)=RM*COS(BOTANG)
3270 X(N+7)=XR:Z(N+7);=RR*SIN(MIOANG):~(N+7)=RR*COS(MIDANG)
3280 lC(N+8)=XM:Z(N+8)=RM*S!N(TOPANG) :Y(N+8)=RM*COS('1'OPANG)
3290 I *** routi,.. to eliminate smCi.llnumbers
3300 FOR ~~ 1 TO 8:' *** to include triangulRr elements
3310 IF ABS(X(N+!»)<.OOOOl THEN I,ET X(N+I)I:lO
3320 IF ABS(Y(N+I»)<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(N+I)=O
3330 !F ABS(Z(N+!»<.OOOOl THEN LET Z(N+I)=O
3340 '*** truncate numbers acoording to decplace
I 8
3350 TRUNC=X(N+I) :GOSUh 10430:X(N+I)=TRUNC
3360 TRUNC=Y(N+I):GOSUB 10430:Y(N+I)=TRUNC
3370 TRUNC=Z(N+I):GOSUB 10430:Z(N+I)=TRUNC
3380 NEXT I
3390 NO=NO+8:NONODE=NONODE+8
3400 NEXT K
3410 NEXT BOTANGD
3420 NERDQUA=NONOOE
3430 STNODE=NSRDC::r1\:ENNODE=NERDQUA :'*** parameters for eliminate
3440 GOSUB 10270:' *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
3450 ~ETURN
3460'***********************************************************3470 P~lNT "writing cylinder nodes"
3480 PRIHT#l,II*NODE,NSE'l'=NCYL"
3490 FOR I=NSCYL TO NECYL
3500 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 3550
3510 PRINT#1.,NO(I);H,";
3520 PRINT#l.,USING"#####.####";X(I);:PRINT#l,",";
3530 PRINT#l,USINGH#####.####";Y(I);:PRINT#l,",";
3540 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####";Z(I);:PRINT#l,""
P~INT#4,NO(I);",";
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####";X(I);:PRINT#4,",";
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####II;Y(I)i:PR1NT#4,",";
PRINT#4,USINGII#####.####";Z(I)i:PRINT#4,""
3550 NEXT I
3 5 6 0 RETUl,"I..N
3570'*******~'****************************************************3580 I
3590 PRINT "Writing ribs nodes"
3600 I
3610 RIBNODS=O
3620 PR!NT#l,"*NODE,NSET=NRIl3S"
3630 FOR I=NSRIBS TO NERIBS
3640 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 3860
3650 YS=Y(I):ZS=Z(I)
3660 !F YS=O AND ZS::::OTHEN THETY=O:THETZ=O:GO'rO 3750
3670 IF ZS=Q AND YS>=O THEN THETZ=PI/2:THETY=O:GOTO 3750
3680 IF ZS=O AND YS<=O THEN THETZ=-PI/2:THETY=PI:GOTO 3750
3690 IF YS::::OAND zS>O THEN THETY=PI/Z:THETZ=O:GOTO 3750
3700 IF YS=O AND ZS<O THEN THETY=-PI/2:THETZ=PI:GOTO 3750
3710 IF YS>O AND ZS>O THEN THETY=ATN(ZS/YS) :THETZ::::ATN(YS/ZS)
3720 IF YS<O AND ZS>=O THEN THETY=ATN(ZS/YS)-PI
:THETZ=ATN(YS/ZS)-PI
3730 IF YS<O AND ZS<=O THEN THETY=ATN(ZS/YS)-PI
:THETZ=ATN(YS/ZS)-PI
3740 IF YS>O AND ZS<=O THEN THETY=ATN(ZS!YS)
:THETZ=ATN(YS/ZS)
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3750 DCX=O:DCY=COS(THETY) :DCZ=COS (THETZj
:'***directioh cosines of normal
3760 IF ABS(DCY)<.OOOOl THEN DCY=O
3770 IF ABS(DCZ)<.OOOOl THEN DCZ=O
3780 PRINT#l,NO(I)i","i
3790 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####";X(I);:PRINT#l,",";
3800 PRINT#1,USING"#####.##4#";Y(I);:PRINT#1,k,";
3810 PR:tNT#l,USING"#####.####"iZ(I)i:PRINT#:i..,",";
3811 PRINT#4,NO(I)itl,";
3812 PRINT#4,USING"#####.####";X(I)i:PRXNT#4,","i
3814 PRINT#4,USING"#####.####";Y(I)i:PRINT#4,",";
3816 PRINT#4,USINGtI#####.####"iZ(I);:PRINT#4,",";
3820 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####"iDCX; :PRINT#l,","i
3830 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####"iDCYi :PRINT#l,",";
3840 PRINT#l,USINGtI#####.####"iDCZ; :PRINT#l,""
3850 RIBNODS=RIBNODS+1
3860 NEXT I
3870 RETURN3880'*********************~**************************************3890 PRIN'.r"Writing LHS dome triangular nodes"
3900 PRINT#l,"*NODE,NSET=NtDTRI"
3910 FOR I=NSLDTRI TO NELPTRI
3920 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GoTO 3970
3930 PRINT#l,NO(I) ;","i
3940 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####tI;X(I)J:PRINT#l,",";
3950 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####"iY(I)i:PRINT#l,","i
3960 PRINT#l,USING"#####. ####" iZ (I);:PRIN'I'#l,""
PRINT#4,NO(I)i","i
PRINT#4,USING"#####. ####" iX(I) i :PPINT#4,"," i
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####"iY(I) ;:PRINT#4,",";
P'RINT#4,USING"#####·####"iZ(I);:PRINT#4,""
3970 NEXT I
3980 RETURN
3990'************************************************************4000 PRINT "writing LHS dome quadratic hades"
4010 PRIN'r#l,"*NOPE,NSET=NLDQUA"
4020 FOR I=NSLDQUA TO NELDQUA
4030 IF 1<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 4080
4040 PRINT#l,NO(I)i",";
4050 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####";X(I) i;~RINT#l,",";
4060 PRINT#l, USING"#####. ####" iY (I)i :PRINT#l,II,"i
4070 PRINT#l,USINGII#####.####";Z(I);:l?RINT#l,""
PRINT#4,NO(I)i","i
PRINT#4,USING"#####·####"iX(I)i:l?RINT#4,","i
l?RINT#4,USING"#####·####"iY(I);;PRINT#4,",";
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####";Z(I);:l?RINT#4,""
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4080 NEXT I
4090 R:STURN
4100'************************************************************4110 PRINT "Writing RHS dome triangular nodes"
4120 PRINT#l,"*NODE,NSET=NRDTRI"
4130 FOR I=NSRDTRI TO NERDTR!
4140 IP I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 4190
4150 PRINT#l,NO(I);",";
4160 PR!NT#l,USING"####t/.U##"iX(I);:PRINT#l,Il,";
4170 PRINTt/l,USING"#####.####";Y(I);:PRINT#l,",";
4180 PRINT#l, USING"#####. ####" iZ(I)i:PR:NT#l, ..II
P1UNT#4,NO(I) i","i
PRINT#4IUSING"#####.####";X{I);!PRINT#4,",";PRINT#4,USING"#iI###.####";Y(I)i:PRINT#4,",";
PRINT#4,USING"#####·####"iZ(I);:PRINT#4,""
4190 NEXT I
4200 RETURN
4210'************************************************************4220 PR!NT "Writing RHS dome quadratic nodes II
4230 PRINT#l,"*NODE,NSET=NRDQUA"
4240 POR I=NSRDQUA TO NERDQUA
4250 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 4300
4260 PR!NT#l,NO(I);iI,";
4270 PRINT#l,USINGiI#####.####"iX(I);:PRINT#l,",";
4280 PRlNT#l,USJ.NG"#####.####"iY(I) i:PRINT#l,",";
4290 PRlNT#l,USING"#####.####";Z(I);:PRINT#l,1I11
PRlNT#4,NO(I) ill,"i
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####";X(I);:PRINT#4,",";
PRINT#4,USING"#####.####"iY(I) ;!PRINT#4,1t,";
PRIN'I'#4,USING" #####.####" iZ(I);:PRINT#4 ,Ii II
4300 NEXT I
4310 RETURN
4320'***********************************************************
4J30 '4340 PRINT "Writing cylinder el.ements"
4350 '
4360 PRINT#l, "*EIJE.r.lENT,TYPE=S8R,ELSET=ECYLII
4370 NO==NSCYL-l
4380 ECYL=(NECYL-NSCYL+1)/8:'*** number of elements
4390 ESC'lL=l:I *** element start cylinder
4400 FOR I=l TO EeYL
4410 WRITE#l,I,NO(NO+1),NO(NO+2),NO(NO+3) ,NO(NO+4) ,NO(NO+5)
I 11
,NO(N0+6),NO{NO+7),NO(NO+8j
WRITE#2,I,NO(NO+1) iNO(NO+2) iNO(NO+3) iNO{NO+4);NO(NO+5)
iNO(NO+6) iNO(NO+7)iNO(NO+8)
4430 t DUMMY FILE TO STORE ELEMENTS FOR LATER CENTRIOD CALCULATION
4440 NO=NO+8
4450 NEX'l'r
4460 EECYL=I-l:'*** element end cylinder
4470 CLOSE #2
4480 RETURN
4490'************************************************************
4500 '4510 PRINT "Writing rib elements"
4520 '4530 PRINTNfl,"*ELEMENT ,TYPE=B32 ,ELSET""RIBS"
4540 RC=l:' *** rib counter
4550 RDUM=O:J=O:' *** variables for ELSET
4560 ESRIBS=EECYL+l
4570 NO=NSRIBS-l
4580 ERIBS= (NERIBS-NSRIBS+l) /3 : t *** numbex of rib beam elements'
4590 FOR I=ECYL+l TO ERIBS+ECYL: i i~**node numbers sequential to
cylinder
WRITE#l,!, NO (NO+1) ,NO (NO+2) I'uo (No+3)
WRITE#3,I,NO(NO+1) ,NO(NO+";').,'lO(NO+3)
RDUM=RDuM+1:J=J+l
ELSETRIB(RC,J)=I:' *** load element into ELSET
IF RDUM=NEPR*RC THEN LET RC=RC+l:J=O:' *** check if
element in ring RC
4650 NO=NO+3
4660 EERIBS:::I:'*** element end ribs number
4670 NEXT I
4680 CLOSE #3
4690 RETURN
4700'***********************************************************4710 I
4720 PRINT "Writing element set for ribs"
4730 I
4740 ERIBS=C1:ESRT$='''':'***numbel: of rib elements
4750 FOR I ~ 1 TO NRIBS
4760 B$=STR$(I)
4770 A$="*ELSE'll,ELSE'l'=RIB"+RIGHT$(B$,LEN (B$)-1)
4780 PRINT#l,A$
4790 FOR J=l TO NEPR
4800 RS$=STR$(ELSETRIB(I,J»):LRS=LEN(RS$): '*** metbod to
elimiate spaces
ESRT$=ESRT$+RIGHT$(RS$,LRS-1)
IF J<>NEPR THEN LET ESRT$=ESRT$+","
NEXT J
PRINT#l, ESR'.l'$
ESRT$="II
NBXT I
4420
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
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4870 RETURN
4880'****************************************************jt*******
4890 '4900 PRINT "Writing LHS dome quadratic elements"
4910 OPEN "DUMMYLDQ" FOR OUT,?UT AS #2
4920 ELNUM=EELDTRI+1: N=NS1~DQUA-1
4930 ESLDQUA=ELNUM
4940 PRIN'r#l,II~:ELEMENT,TYPE=S8R, ELSET=:LDQUA"
4950 FOR I =1 TO NEPR: '*** load triangular elements 7nto dummy file
and add laterOO
4960 FOR J=l TO NODOCON-l
4970 WRITE#l,ELNUM,NO(N+1),NO(N+4),NO(N+3),NO(N+2) ,NO(N+B)
,NO(N+7),NO(N+6),NO(N+S)
4980 WRITE#2,ELNUM,NO(N+l) iNO(N+4) iNO(N+3) iNO(N+2) iNO(N+8)
iNO(N+7) iNO(N+6) iNO(N+5)
4990 EELOQUA=ELNUM
5000 EELD=ELNUM:' *** element end right dome
5010 ELNUM=ELNUM+1
5020 N=N+S
5030 NEX'r J
5040 NEXT I
5050 CLOSE #2:CLOSE #3
5060 RETURN
5070'**********************************************************50BO PRINT "Write LHs triangular elen1ents"
5090 OPEN IIDUMMYLO'r"FOR OUTPUT AS #3
5100 ELNUM=EERIBS+l: N=NS:W'l'R!-l
511 0 ESLDTRI=ELNUM: ESLO~ '~ERI13S+1
5120 PRINT# 1,II*ELEMENT ,TYPE=STRI3 ,ELSET=LD']}RI"
5130 FOR I=l ro NEl?R
5140 WRI'!'E#l,ELNUM;NO (N+1) iNO(N+2)iNO(N+3)
5150 WRITE#3,ELNUM;NO(N+1)iNO(N+2);NO(N+3)
5160 ELNUM=ELNUM+1
5170 WRITE#l, ELNtTMiNO(N+l) iNO(N+4) iNO(N+2)
5180 WRITE#3,ELNUMiNO(N+l)iNO(N+4)iNO(N+2)
5190 EELDTRI=ELNUM:' *** element end triangle left
5200 ELNUM=ELNUM+l:N=N+4
5210 NEXT:r
5220 CLOSE #3
5230 RETURN
5240 '**************~******************************************
5250 '5260 PRINT "writing RHS dome quadratic elements"
5270 Ol?EN "ODMMYRDQ" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
52BO ELNUM=EERDTRI+1:H=NSRDQUA-l
5290 ESRDQUA=ELNUM
5300 PRINT#l,"*ELEMENT,TYPE::-::;SBR,ELSET=ROQUA"
5310 }i'ORI =1 TO NEPR: '*** load triangular el.ements into
dummy file and add laterOD
5320 FOR J=l TO NODOCON-1
:r. 13
5330 WRITE#1,ELNUM,NO(N+l),NO(N+2),NO(N+3) ,NO(N+4),NO(N+5)
,NO(N+6),NO(N+7),NO(N+S)
5340 WRITE#2,ELNUM,NO(N+l);NO(N+2);NO(N+3) ;NO(N+4);NO(N+5)
;NO(N+6);NO(N+7) iNO(N+8)
5350 EERDQUA=EtNUM
5360 EERD=ELNUM: I *** element end right dome
5370 ELNUM=ELNUM+l
53S0 N=N+8
5390 NEXT J
5400 NEXT I
5410 CLOSE #2:CLOSE #3
5420 RETURN
5430'***************************h******************************5440 PRINT "Write RHS triangular elements"
5450 OPEN nDUMM}!,RDT"FOR OUTPUT AS 113
5460 ELNUM=EELDQUA+l:N=NSRDTRI~l
5470 ESRDTR1=ELNUM:ESRD=EELDQUA+l
5480 PRINT#1,"*ELEMENT,TYPE::::STRI3,ELSET=RDTRI"
5490 FOR 1=1 TO NEPR
5500 WRITE#l,ELNUMiNO(N+l) iNO(N+3) iNO(N+2)
5510 WRITE#3,ELNUMiNO(N+1)iNO(N+3) ;NO(N+2)
5520 ELNUM:::::EtNUM+l
5530 WRITE#1,ELNUMiNO(N+l);NO(N+2)iNO(N+4)
5540 WRITE#3, ELNm.fiNO(N+l);NO(N+2) iNO (N+4)
5550 EERDTRI=ELNUM: I *t* element end triangle right
5560 ELNUM=E'WNUM+l:N=N+4
5570 NEXT I
5580 CLOSE #3
5590 RETURN
5600 '*********************************************************
5610 •5620 .?RINT "writing MPC' s for shell to ribs coupling"
5630 I
51540PRINT#l,"*MPC"
5650 PRINT#l,"*** Ml?C CYtINDER TO RIBS"
5660 MPCOUNT=O:I number of nodes connected in MPC
5670 FOR NR=l TO NRIBS:' number of rib
5680 FOR I=l TO NEPR*3:' for i= 1 tCJnv of oalculated nodes per rib
5690 NO=NSRIBS-l +(NR-l)*NEPR*3 +1
5700 IF NO<>NO(NO) THEN GOTO 6000
5710 XR=X(NO);YR=Y(NO):ZR~Z(NO)
5720 FOR K=N8CYL TO NECYt
5730 IF K<>NO(I<) THEH GOTO 5990
5740 IF ABS(XR-X(~))>PTOL THEN GOTO 5990
5750 YS=Y(K) :ZS=Z(K)
5760 IF'YS=O AND Z8=0 THEN THETAe.:::O:G TO 5860
5770 IF YS=O AND Z8>0 THEN THETA~PI/2:GOTO S8GO
5780 IF YS=O AND Z5<0 THEN THE'l'AC\I"'l?I/:!:GOTOssso
5790 I EELD=ELNUM-l
5800 I *** calculate relative distance between shell and beam
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5990
6000
6010
6020
6030
IF '1S>O AND Zs>=o
IF '1S<O AND ZS>~O
IF '18<0 AND ZS<~O
IF YS>O AND ZS<=O
PRINT 'l'HE'rl\
DELTAR=.5*(TS+B(NR»
DELTAY=DELTAR*COS(THETA)
DELTAZ=DELTAR*SIN(THETA)
'1='1S+DEL'l'AY
Z=ZS+DELTAZ
routine to eliminate small numbers
IF ABS(Z)<.OOOOl THEN LET Z=O
IF ABS('.l)<.OOOOl THEN LET '1=0
truncate numbers according to decplace
TRUNC=y:GOSUB 10430:'1=TRUNC
TRUNC=7.:GOSUB lC430:Z=TRtmC
compare shell to rib co-ordinates
IF ABS(YR-'1) <NTOL AND ABS(ZR-Z)<NIJ:10L THEN Wlt('l'E#l,7;NO(I<)
;NO:MPCOUNT=Ml?COUNT+1:GOTO 6000
NEXT 1<
NEXT I
NEXT NR
PRJ:NT "RIBNODSiMPCOUNT "iNEPR*:a*NRIBSiMPCOUNT
RETURN
THEN THETA=ATN(ZS/YS)
THEN THETA=ATN(ZS/YS)-PI
THEN THETA=ATN(ZS/'.lS)-PI
THEN THETA=ATN(ZS/YS)
5810
5820
5830
5840
5850 i.
5860
5870
5880
5890
5900
5910 ' ***5920
5930
5940 '***5950
5960
9970 '***
5980
60401**************************-*********************************
6050 PRINT "~lriting MPC IS for shell to left dome coupling"
6060 '6070 PRINT#l,"*MPC"6080 PRINT#'., "*** MPC CYLINDER TO I,EFT DOME"
6090 MPCOUNT::::O:'numbur of nodes connected 111 MPC
6100 FOR I=NSLDQUA TO NELDQUA6110 IF X<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 6190
6120 FOR J=NSC'lL TO NEC'lL
6130 IF J<>NO(J) THEN GOTO 6180
614Q IF AJ3S(X (X) ...X (J))»nror, 'l'HENGO'l'OG;J.8D
6150 IF ABS(Y(I)-'l(J))>DTOL THEN GOTO 6180
6160 l::' ABS(Z(I)-Z(J))>D'l'OL THEN core 6180
6170 WRITE#l, 7 ;NO (X) i.N'O(J) :MPCOUNT:;!Ml?COtTN'J!+l
6180 NEXT J
6190 NEXT!
6200 PRINT "NNPR;Ml?CCJUNT ";N'EPR*2iMl?COU.NT6210 RE'X'URN
6220 '6230'***************************************************t******6240 pRINT "Writing Ml?C's for LHS dome to triangle COUpling"
6250 PRIN'l'#l,"*MPC"
6260 l?RtNT#l,"***Hl?C LFF'l'TR! TO LEFT QUA"
6270 MPCOUN'l'oO:' number of nodes cenneoued 1)'1 Ml?C
6280 FOR I~NSLPTRI TO NELDTRI
6290 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 6370
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6300 FOR J~NSLDQOA TO NELDQUA
6310 !F J<>NO(J) THEN GOTO 6360
6320 IF ABS(X(I)-X(J»)>DTOL THEN GO'll)0"610
6330 IF ABS(Y(!)-Y(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6360
6340 IF ABS(Z(I)-Z(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6360
6350 WRITE#l,7;NO(!)iNO(J) :MPCOUNT~MPCOUNT+l
6360 NEXT J
6370 NEXT I
6380 PRIN'l'"NNPRiMPCOUNT ";NEl?R*2iMPCOUNT
6390 RETURN
6400'************************************************************6410 l?RiNT "writing MPC's for RHS dome to triangle coupling"
6420 PRINT#l,"*Ml?CII
6430 PRINT#l,"*** MPC RIGHT TRI TO RIGHT QUA"
6440 MPCOUNT=O: I number' of nodes connected in MPC
6450 FOR I=NSRD'l'RIro NERDTRI
6460 IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 6540
6470 FOR J=NSRDQUA TO NERDQUA
6480 IF J<>NO(J) THEN GOTO 6530
6490 IF ABS(X(I)-<X(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6530
6500 IF ABS(Y(I)-Y(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6530
6510 IF ABS(Z(I)-Z(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6530
65.20 WRITE#1,7jNO(I)iNO(J) ;MPCOUNT=MPCOUNT+l
6530 NEXT J
6540 NEXT I
6550 PRINT "NNPRiMPCOUNT "iNEPR*2iMPCOUNT
6560 RETURN
6570 I
6580'********~***************************************************6590 PRiNT "Writing MPC's for shell to right dome coupling"
6600 '6610 PRINT#l, "~:MPC"
6;20 PRINT#l.,"***MPC CYLINDER TO RIGHT DOME"
6130 MPCOUNT=O:' number of nodes connected in MPC
66" FOR I=NSRDQUA TO NERDQUA
665~ IF I<>NO(I) THEN GOTO 6730
6660 FOR J=NSCYL TO NECYL
6670 IF J<>NO(J) THEN GOTO 6720
6680 IF ABS(X(I)-X(J)>DTOL THEN GOTO 6720
6690 IF ABS(Y(I)-Y(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6720
6700 IF ABS(Z(I)-Z(J»>DTOL THEN GOTO 6720
6710 WRITE#1,7;NO(I);NO(J) :MPCOUNT=MPOOUNT+l
6720 NEXT J
67:30 NEX'l'I
6740 PR!NT "NNPRiMPCOUNT IIiNEPR*2 ;l>iPCOUNT
6750 RETURN
6760 '
10240'*************~*********************************************10250 '*** routine to eliminate duplicate nodes E
10260 '
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10270 PRINT "Eliminate duplicate nodes"
10280 I
10290 FOR I= STNODE TO ENNODE
10300 X=X(I) :Y~Y(I):Z=Z(I)
10310 FOR J=STNODE TO ENNODE
10320 IF J=I THEN GOTO 10380
10330 IF ABS(X-X(J» ~ DTOL THEN 10380
10340 IF ABS(Y-Y(J» > DTOL THEN 10380
10350 IF ABS(Z-Z(J» > DTOL THEN 10380
10360 IF NO(J»NO(I) THEN LET NO(J)=NO(I) :GOTO 10390
10370 IF NO(J)<=NO(I) THEN LET NO(I)=NO(J):GOTO 10390
10380 NEXT J
10390 NEXT I
10400 RETURN
10410'**********************************************************10420 1**** routine to truncate numbers
10430 TRUNC=TRUNC*10~DECPLACE
10440 TRUNC=INT(TRUNC)
~0450 1 TRUNC$=STR$(TRUNC)
10460 ' TRLE=LEN(TRUNC$)
10470 I FOR IC = 1 TO TRLE
10480 1 A$=MID$(TRUNC$,IC,l) :IF A$=II."THEN
LET TRUNC$=LEF'T$(TRUNC$,IC+DECPLACE)
10490 1 NEXT IC
10500 TRUNC=TRUNC/10ADECPLACE
10510 I TRt1NC=VAL(TRUNC$)
10520 RETURN
10530 ' ******************************************10540 '*** routine containing equation of dome
10550 R=SQR«1-X~2/XLD"'2)*(RI+TS/2)"2)
10560 RETURN
10570 '*******************************************10580 PRINT "D~fine cradle supports"
10590 NCS=l:NCR=l: '*** node counters
10600 RS=RI+TS/2:'***RS radius of shell nodes10610 B$=""
10620 FOR I=l TO NOSUP
10630 IF XS(I)=O AND I>l THEN 11130
10640 NCS=l:NCR=l
10650 A$=II*NSET,NSET=SUPS"+RIGHT$(STR$(I) ,LEN(STR$(I»"l)
10660 PRINT#l,A$: '*** for shell support set
10670 YMAX=RS*sIN(ANGSU) :YMIN=-Yt1AX
10680 ZMAX="'RS*COS(ANGSU):ZMIN=-RS
10690 FOR J=NSCYL TO NECYL
10700 IF J<>NO(J) THEN 10770
10710 IF ABS(XS(I)-X(J»>PTOL THEN 10770
10720 IF Y(J)<=YMAX AND Y(J»=YMIN THEN 10740
10730 GOTO 10770
10740 IF Z (iI) <=ZMAX AND Z (i.J') >=ZMIN r.rHEN10760
10750 GOTO 10770
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10760
10770
l.0780
1079()
11)BOO
10810
10820
10830
10840
10850
10860
10870
10880
10890
10900
10910
10920
10930
10940
10950
10960
10970
10980
10990
11000
11010
11020
11030
11040
11050
1J.060
H070
11080
11090
11100
11110
11120
ll.130
11140
NNSS (NCS)=NO (,j') :NCS=NCS+l
NEXT J
NCS=NCS-l
1*** write individual node numbers
B$=''''
FOR 1<==1TO NCS
DUM$=STR$(NNSS(1<»:DUML=LEN(DUM$)
DUM$=RIGHT$(DUM$,DUML-1)
B$=B$+DUM$IF 1«>NCS THEN B$=B$+","
NEXT l(
PRINT#l,13$
'*** support for ring
A$="*NSET,NSET=SUl?R"+RIGHT$(STR$(!),LEN(STR$(I»-l)
PRINT#l,A$l 1*** for rib support node set
1*** support for ring
AA=RI+TS+13(I)/2
YMAX=RR*SIN(ANGSU):YMIN=-YMAX
ZMAX=-RR*COS(ANGSU):ZMIN~-RR
FOR J=NSRIBS TO NERIBS
IF J<>NO(J) THEN 11030
IF ABS(XS(I)-X(J»>PTvL THEN 11030
IF Y(J)<=YMAX AND Y(~»=YMIN THEN 11000
GOTO 11030
IF Z (J)<=ZMAX AND Z(J)>·::ZMINTHEN 11020
GOTO 11030
NNSR(NCR) =NO (J):NCR=r'~R+l
NEXT J
NCR=NCR-lB$=II11
FOR 1<=1 TO NCR
DUM$=STR$(NNSR(1<»:DUML=LEN(DUM$)
DUM$=RIGHT$(DUM$,DUML-1)
B$=B$+DUM$
IF 1«>NCR THEN B$=B$+","
NEXT l<
PRINT#l,B$
NEXT I
RETURN
11150'**********************************************************
1U60 PRINT "Twisting displacements of cradle"
1l:l70 PRIN'l'#1,"*l30UNDARY,OP=MOO"
11180 FOR 1<=1 TO NCR:'*** constrain the rib nodes
11190 NO=NNSR(1<)
11200 Y=Y(NQ):Z=Z(NO)
11202 U' Y=O AND Z<O THEN THE'l'A=PI:GOTO 11280
\1250 IF Z<O AND Y>O THEN THETA=ATN(Y!Z)+PI
1'260 IF Z<O AND Y<O THEN THEr.rA::;:ATN(Y!Z)+PI
lJ,280 PRINT NO;THETA*180!PI
11285 R=SQR(Z~2+Y~2)
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11290 ....'"
11300
11310
11320
11330 I
11340
11350
11360
11370
11380
11390
~D=R*COS(THETA+TWIST)
Y'D=R*SIN (THETA+'.rWIST)
DY=YD-Y
DZ=ZD-Z
*** routine to eliminate small numbers
IF ABS(OZ)<.OOOOl THEN LET DZ=:O
IF ABS(DY)<.OC001 THEN LET DY=O
PRINT#l,NOi",2,,"i:PRINT#l,USING "##.####II;DY
PRINT#l, NO i" , 3 I , " i :PRINT#l, USING "##' ####~I;OZ
NEXT 1<
RETURN
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5 ' *** RTEND.eAS 27/5/1989
10 N~11000: DIM NO(N),X(N) ,~(N),Z(N)
20 I DEFSNG A-H,O-Z
30 DIM ELSETRIB(13,16)
40 DIM NODE(S),XR(13),XFD(13)
50 DIM A(13) ,e(13)
60 KEY OFF:CLS
70 DIM XS(13): '*** X location of support
80 DIM NNSS(20): '*** node number support shell
90 DIM NNSR(20) :'*** node number support rib
100 LOCATE lO,35:PRINT "MAGENE"
110 LOCATE 12,20:PRINT "ABAQUS MESH GENERATION END FOR ROAD TANKERS"
120 INPU'!'A$
130 PI=3.141592654#
140 DECPLACE~4
150 G=9.810001: '*** gravitational acceleration
160 XACC=2: I *** forward acceleration of tanker
170 'llACc=...2: I *** side\'laysacceleJ::'ationof tanker
180 ZACC=-2:' *** upwards acceleration of tanker
200 TWIST=6:T~!IST=TI'!I8T*PI/180: '*** twist of the tanker in radians
210 PP=S.4E5:' *** internal pressure in tanker
220 RI=.650:'*** inside radius
230 '1'8=.015:'*** thickness of shell
240 RO=RI+TS:' *** outside radius of the tanker
250 RS=RI+TS/2: I *** radius of centreline of the shell
270 DENLIQ=1850:' *** liquid or content density
280 DENSHELL=1900:' *** shell material density
290 DENRIBS=1900:'*** DENSITY OF THE RIBS
300 XSTART=O:'*** start of oylindrioal section of tanker
320 XSTOP=12:'*** stop of cylindrioal $~ction of tanker
330 XLD=RS/2:'*** depth of left dish to shell oentrelil~e for 2:1
ellipsoidal
340 TLD=TS: '*** thiokness of left dome
350 TRD=TS: '*** thickness of right dome
360 XRD=Xr.O: '*** depth of right dish
370 XC=XSTOP:'*** length of cylindrical part of the tanker
380 XT=XC+XLD+XRD+TS: '*** total length of the tanker
390 NRleS=13: '11*** number of ribs
400 XR(1)=0:XR(2)=1:XR(3)=2:XR(4)=3:XR(5)=4:XR(6)=5:XR(7)=6
:XR(S)=7:XR(9)=8
405 XR (10)=9: XR( 11)=3.0:XR (12)=11: XR( 13)=12:' rib X positions
410 Al=.05:A2=.05:A1$=STR$(Al):A2$=STR$(A2): '*** width of ribs
420 Bl=.05:B2=.1:el$=STR$(Bl):B2$=STR$(B2): I *** depth of ribs
430 A(1)=A2:A(2)=A2:A(3)=A2:A(4)=A2:A(5)=Al:A(6)=Al:A(7)=A1
440 A(8)=Al:A(9)=Al:A(10)=A2:A(11)=A2:A(12)=A2:A(13)=A2:1 *** width
per rib
450 e(1)=e2:B(2)=e2:B(3)=B2:B(4)=B2:B(5)=Bl:B(6)=Bl:e(7)=B1:B(8)=Bl
460 e(9)=Bl'B(10)=e2:B(11)=B2:B(12)=B2:B(13)=B2: '*** depth per rib
470 MPLTHXN=DENRIBS*Al*Sl: '*** mass per unit length of thin rib
480 MP:GTHICl<=DENRIBS*A2*B2: '*** mass per unit lel'lghtof thick rib
I 20
490 NTOL=.05: ' *** tolerance on node distances for *MPC
500 DTOL=.Ol: ' *** tolerance on node distance for shell dome MPC
510 NODOCON;:::6:XFD(1)=.02:XFD(2)=.05;XFD(3)=.10:XFD(4)=.19
:XFD(5)=,281XFD(6)n.36
520 NOSUP=12:XS(1)=0:XS(2)=1:XS(3)=2:XS(4)=3:;XS(10)=9:XS(11)=10
:XS(12)=11:XS(13)=00:'*** support locations
530 FOR 1=5 TO 9:XS(I)=0:NEXT I~'*** locations of no supports equel
zero
540 ANGSU=60:ANGSU=ANGSU/180*PJ.: 1** angle of the support
545 R=RS
547 HEADING$=" RT26ZT 30DEG,.25M,OVERHANG,ID=1.3m,L=12m"
S50 ' *** number of dome contours:dome contour x fractions
560'*********************************************************~***570 CLS: LOCATE 1./1:INPUT "Name of ABAQUS end file ";NAMEFILE$
580 OPEN NAMEFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
605 OPEN "NODES" FOR INPUT AS #4
610 G0SUB 3470; '''''**inpucdummy node
870 GOSLd 6780:' i** material definitions
880 'KILL "DUf-1MYel!:KI l:JL"DUMMYLPT ":KILL "DUMMYLDQ,I ~1<rLL"DUMMYR"
890 'KILL"DUMMYRDT":KILL upUMMYRDQ"
900 PRINT" EXECUTION COMPLETE ":CLOSE:STOP:END
910'***********************************************~************3470 PRINT "Input nodes from dummy file"
3480 WHILE NOT EOF(4)
3510 INPUT#4/NO(I},X(NO(I» ,'l(NO(I» ,Z(NO(I»
3520 WEND
3540 RETURN
3570'***********************************************************
6770'***********************************************************6780 PRINT#l,"*E;LSET,ELSET"'RIBTHICK"
6790 PRINT#l,"RIB1,RIB2,RIB3/RIB4/RIB10/RIB11,RIB12/RIB13"
6800 PRINT#l,"*ELSET,ELSET=RIBTHIN"
6810 I?RINT#1,"RI135,RIB6,RIB7,RIB8,RIB9"
6820 PRIN'l:#l,"*E;LSETt ELSE'I'=LDOMEII
6830 PRINT# 1,"LDQUA, r~DTRI"
6840 J?RINT#l.,"*ELSET,EtSET=RDOME"
58$0 I?RINT#l,"RDQUA,RDTRI"
6860 PRINT#l, "*ErJSET/ELSET=ENDS"
6870 PRINT#l,"LDOME,RDOME"
6880 PRINT#l,"*ELSET,ELSET=SHELL"
6890 PRINT#l,"ECYL,ENDS"
6900 PRINT#l,"*ELSET,ELSET=ALL"
6910 PRINT#l.,"SHELL,RIBS"
$920'***********************************************************6930 I
6940 PRINT "Define beam properties"
6950 l?RINT#l,"*BEAM
SECTION, ELSET""R.IBTHIN,MA'rERIAL=ORTHRIB, SECTION=RECT"
69150 PRINT#l,USING "#.##r" ....."iAli:PRINT#l,","i:PRINT#l,USING
"#.##r .........." ;131
I 2J.
6970 PRINT#l,"l,O,Ou
6980 PRINT#l,"*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
6990 I>RINT#l,"4.14E9,3.5E9"
7000 PRIN'l'#l,"*BEAM
SECTION,ELSET=RIBTHICK,MATERIAL=ORTHRIB,SECTION=RECT"
7010 PRINT#l,USING "#.###A··~";A2;:PRINT#1,",";:PRINT#1,USING"#.##rAA·~"iB2
7020 PRINT#l,"l.Cl,O"
7030 PRINT#l,II......RANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
7040 PRINT#1,"4.14E9,3.5E911
7050'************************************************************7060 PRINT "Define orienta.tions"
7070 PRINT#l,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYLO,SYSTEM=C"
7080 PRINT#1,"0,O,O,8,0,0"
7090 PRINT#l,"l,O"
7100 PRINT#1,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYL+10,SYSTEM=C"
7110 PRINT#1,"O,O,O,8,O,O"
7120 PRINT#l, "1,10'1
7130 PRINT#l,"*ORIENTATION/NAME=CYL-:LO,SYSTEW=C"
7140 PRINT#1,"0,0,O,8,0,0"
7150 PRINT#1,"1,-10"
7160 PRINT#l,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYL+85,SYSTEM=C"
7170 PRINT#1,1I0,O,O,8,0,0"
7180 PRINT#1,"1,8511
7190 PRINT#l, "*ORIENTA'l'ION,NAME=CYL-85, SYSTEM=C"
7200 PRINT#1,1!0,0,0,8,0,01l
721.0 PRINT#l,"1,-85"
7220 PRINT#l,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=SPH+10L,SYSTEM=SII
7230 PRINT#l,I!O,O,O,O,O,l"
7240 PRINT#l,"l,lO"
7250 PRINT#1,II*ORIENTATION,NAME=SPH-10L,SYSTEM=S"
7260 PRINT#l,"O,O,O,O,O,l"
7270 PRINT#1,"1,-10"
721,30PRINT#l/"*OlUENTATION ,NAME=SPH+85L, SYSTEM=S"
7~90 PRINT#l,"O,O,O,O,O,l"
7300 PRINT#1,"1,8511
7310 PRINT#l,"*ORIENTATION I NAME=SPH-"85L,SYSTEM=S"
7320 PRINT#l,:o!O,O,O,O,O,lH
7330 PRINT#:t,"1,-85"
7340 PRINT#1,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=SPH+10R,SY'S'l'SM=SII
7350 PRINT#l,"10,010,10,O,l"
7360 PRINT#l,"1,1011
7370 PRINT#l, II*ORIENTATION,NAME::'SPH"'10R,sYSTEM=S"
7380 PRINT#l,H10,O,O,10,O,lll
7390 PRINT#1,"1,-10"
7400 PRINT#1,"*ORIEN'l'ATION,NAME=SPB:+85R,SYSTEM=S"
7410 PRIN'l'#1,"10 ,0,0,10,0,111
7420 PRINT#:t/":t,85"
7430 PRINT#1,"*ORIENTATION,NAME=SPH-85R,SYSTEM=S"
7440 PRINT#1,"10,O,O,10:0,l"
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'450 PRINT#l, "1~'85"
7460'***********************************************************7470 PRINT "Define material properties
7480 PRINT#l,"*MATERIAL,NAME==LAMCYL"
7490 PRINT#l,"*ELASTICfTYPE==LAMINA"7500 PRINT#l,"38.6E9,8.27E9,.26,4.14E9,4.14E9,3.5E9"
7510 PRINT#l,"*DENSITY"
7520 PRINT#l,DENSHELL
7530 PRINT#l,"*MATERIAL,NAME==ORTHRIB"
7540 PRINT#l,"*ELASTIC,TYPE==ORTHOTROPIC"
7550 PRINT#1,"39.17E9,2.182E9,8.39E9,2.182E9,2.182E9,8.392E9
,4.14E9,4.14E9"
7560 PRINT#1,"3.5E9"
7570 PRINT#l,"*DENSITY"
7580 PRINT#l,DENSHELL
7590 PRINT#l,"'hMATERIAL,NAME=ISODOM"
7600 .L ~NT#l,"*ELASTIC"
7610 PRINT#1,"18.96E9,.27"
7620 PRINT#l,"*DENSITY"
7630 PRINT#l,DENSHELL
7640'***********************************************************7650 PRINT "Define shell sectiDns"
7660 PRINT#l,"*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=ECYL,COMPOSITE"
7(i70 PRINT#1,".62SE-3,1,LAMC'lL,C'lL+10"
'7680PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,L.AMCYL,CYL-10"
7690 PRINT#l, II. 625E-3, 1,T.JAMCYL,CYL-85"
7700 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+851l
7710 PRINT#l,".625E-3,1,LAHCYL,C'lL+l0"
7720 PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10"
7730 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL-85"
7740 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMC'lL,C'lL+85"
7750 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+l0"
7760 PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10"
7770 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMC'lL,CYL-85u
7780 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+85"
7790 PRINT#l,"**** MIDDLE OF LAMINATE"
7800 PRINT#1,1I.62SE-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+85"
7810 PRINT#1,".625E-~,l,LAMCYL,CYL-8511
7820 PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10"
7830 PRINT#l,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+10"
7840 PRIN'l'#l,".625E-3, 1,LAMC'lL,CYL+85"
7850 PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-85"
7860 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL-10"
7870 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+10"
7880 PRINT#1,".625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+85"
7890 PRINT#l,". 625E-3,l, LAMe'lL,CYr,-85"
7900 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL-l0"
7910 PRINT#1,".625E-3,1,LAMC'lL,CYL+l0"
7C)20PRINT#l,"*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
7930 PRINT#1,!14.14E9,3.5E9"
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8510 PRINT#l,"*SHELL SECTION,ELSET==LDQUA,MATERIAL=!SODOM"
8520 PRINT#l, USING "#.###11;rrLDi:PRINT#l,",3"
8530 PRINT#l,"'kTRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESSli
8540 PRINT#1,"<'j,.14E9,3.5E9"
8550 PRINT#l,"*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=LDTRI,MATERIAL=ISODOM"
8560 PRINT#l,USING ,,#.###u;TLD;:PRINT#1,",3"
8570 PRINT#l,"*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
8:580 PRINT#1,"4.14EO,3.5E9"
8!)90 PRINT#l, "*SHELL SECTION, ELSET=RDQUA,MATERIAL=ISODOM"
8600 PRINT#l,USING "#.###";TRD;:PRINT#1,",3"
8610 PRINT#l,"*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
8620 PRINT#1,"4.14E9,3.5E9"
8e,30 l?RINT#l,"*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=RDTRI,MATERIAL=ISODOM"
8640 PRINT#l,USING "#.###"iTRD;:PRINT#1,",311
8650 PRINT#l,"*TF.ANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS"
8660 PRINT#1,"4.HE9,3.5E9"
8670'***********************************************************8680 PRINT "Define boundary conditions"
8690 PRINT#l,"*NSET,NSET=BOGIE"
8700 PRINT#1,"SUl?Rl,SUPR2,SUPR3,SUPR411
8710 PRINT#l,"*NSET,NSET=LAND"
8720 PRINT#1,"SU'PR10,SUl?Sl1"
8723 PRINT#l,"*NSET,NSET=FIFTH"
8727 PRINT#1,"SUPR12"
8730 PRINT#l,"*BOUNDARY"
8740 PRINT#1,"SUPR2,3"
8750 PRINT#1,"SUPR2,lll
8760 PRINT#1,"???,2"
8770 pRINT#1,"**SUPR12,3"
8780 PlUNT#l, "**????7 ,2"
8790 ' **********************************H'~****************8800 PRINT#l,"*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3"
8810 PRINT#l,HEADING$
8820 PRINT#l,"*VIEWPOINT"
8830 PRINT#l,"l,l,l"
8840 PRINT#l,"***SHRINK,FACTOR=.2"
8850 PRINT#l,"*DETAIL"
8860 PRINT#1,"-1,-1,-1,2.1,1,1
8870 PRINT#l,"*DRAW,ELNUM"
8880 PRINT#l, "*DETAlT._,II
8890 PRINT#1,"8.9,-1.-1,11,1,1"
8900 PRINT#l,"*DRAW,ELNUM"
8910 I ********************************************************8920 '*** calculate pressure on element as a funotion of X,Y,Z
8930 PRINT#l,"*STEP,AMP=RAMP"
8940 PRINT#l,"***STEP,LINEAR=NEW,AMP=RAMP"
8950 PRINT#l, u*STATIC, PTOL=l.E211
8960 PRINT#l,"*DLOADII
8970 I **************************************************8980 I ************* routine to calculate pressures on saR elements
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8990 OPEN "DUMMY'C" FOR INPUT AS #2:FILE$="CYL":EN=EECLY:GO'I'O 90~0
9000 OPEN "DUMMY'TlDQ"FOR INPUT AS #2:FILE$="LDOMEII: EN""EELDQUA:GOTO
9020
9010 OPEN "DUMMY'RDQ" FOR INPUT AS #2:FILE$=ilRDOI-1E":EN=F.ERDQUA
9020 WRILE NOT EOF(2)
9030 INPUT#2,ELNO,NODE(1),NODE(2) ,NODE(3),NODE(4),NODE(5) ,NODE(6)
,NODE(7),NODE(8):' *** ~alculata centroids of the elements
9050 CENTX =.25*(X{NODE(l»+X(t'lODE(2»+X(NODE(3»+X(NOPE(4»)
9060 CENTY =.25*(Y(NODE(1»+Y(NODE(2»+Y(NODE(4»+Y'(NOOE(3»)
9070 CENTZ =.25*(Z(NOOE(1)}+Z(NODE(2»+Z(NODE(4»+Z(NODE(3»)
9J_OO l?X=OENLIQ*G*ABS (XACC)* (CEN'L'X+RI/2)
9110 PY=DENL!Q*G~ABS(YACC)* ~I-CENTY)
9120 PZ=DENLIQ*G*ABS(ZACC) * (RI-CENTZ)
9130 PT=PP+l?X+l?Y+PZ
9190 IF PT<>O THEN PRINT#l,ELNOi",P,"i:PRINT#l,USING"#.##r .........··"iPT
9200 WEND:' IF ELNO<>EN THEN GOTO 9720
92l.0 CLOSE#2
9220 IF FILE$="CYL" THEN 9000
9230 IF FILE$="LDOME" THEN 9010
9240 ' **************************************************9250 ' ************* routine to calculate pressures on STRI3 elements
92150 OPEN IIDUMMYLDT" FOR INPUT AS #2:FILE$=IILDOME":EN.::EELDTRI:GOTO
9280
9270 OPEN "DUMMYRDT" FOR IN:eUT AS #2:FILE$=IIRDOME":EN=EERDTRI
WHllJE NOT EOF (2)
9280 INl?UT#2,ELNO,NODE(l),NODE(2),NODE(3): ' *** calculate centroids
of the elements
9300 CENTX =1/3*(X(NOOE(1»+X(NODE(2»+X(NODE(3»)
9310 CENTY =1/3*(Y(NODE(1»+Y'(NODE(2»+Y(NODE(3»)
932'" CENTZ =1/3*(Z(NODE(1»+Z(NODE(2»+Z(NODE(3»)
93:30 PX=DENLIQ*G*XACC*(CENTX+RI/2)
93MJ PY=OENLIQ*G*ABS (YACC)* (lU ..CENTY)
9350 PZ=DENLIQ*G*ABS(ZACC) * (RI-CENTZ)
9360 PT=PP+PX+PY'+PZ
9370 IF PT<>O THEN PRINT#l,ELNOj ",P, II ;:PRINT#l, USING "#. ##r ...........u iPIJ.'
9380 WEND
9390 CT.JOSE#2
$1400 IF FILE$="LDOME" THEN 9270
9410 '*******************************************************9420 '*** body force for whole shell
9430 BX=PENSHELL*G*XAcC: I *** use oenshell as approx density
9440 BY'=DENSHELL*G*YACC
9450 BZ"",PENSHELL*G*ZACC
Q460 IF BX<>O THEN PRINT#l,"SHELL,BX,"iBX
9470 IF BY'<>O THEN l?RINT#l,"SHEI,L,BY',"iBY
9480 IF BZ<>O THEN PRINT#l,"SHELL,BZ,"iBZ
9490 IF XACC<>O THEN PRINT#l,"RIBTHIN,l?X,ltiMPLTHIN*G*XACC
9500 IF XACC<>O THEN PRINT#l,"RIBTHICK,PX,"iMPLTHICK*G*XACC
9510 IF Y'ACC<>O THEN PRINT#l,"RIBTHIN,PY',";MPLTHIN*G*YACC
9520 IF YACC<>O 'J.1HENPR!NT#l, "RIB'J'HIC1<,PY,";Ml)LTH:rCK*G*YACC
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9530 IF ZACC<>O THEN PRIN'J.',:'1 HIUBTHIN,PZ,II ;MPL'l'HIN*G*ZACC
9540 IF ZACC<>O THEN PRINT#1.,"RIBTHICK,PZ, "iMPLTH!CK*G*ZACC
9560 '*** determine output param~ters
9565 GOTO 10220
9570 PRINT#l,"*EL PRINT,ELSET=SHELL"
9580 PRINT#1,"COORD,S11,S22,S12H
9590 PRINT#l,"*EL PRINT,ELSET=SHELL"
9600 PRINT#l,"SF"
9610 PRINT#l,"*EL PRINT,ELSET=RIBS"
9620 PRINT#l,"COORD"
9630 PRINT#l,"*EL PRINT,ELSET=RIBSu
%40 PRINT#l,"SF"
9650 PRINT#1,"*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=4ft
9660 PRINT#l,"*OETAIL,ELSET=SHELL"
9670 PRINT#1,"-l,-1,-l,13,O,1"
9680 PRINT#l,fI*VIEWPOINT"
9690 PRINT#l,"O,l,O"
9700 l?RINT#l."*DISPLACED"
9710 PR!NT#l~IIU"
9720 PRINT#1,"*l?LOT,PLOTSIZE=311
9730 PRINT#l,"*DETAIL,ELSET=SHELL"
9740 PRl'NT#l,"-1,'1,-1,13,Q;!"
9750 PRINT#l,"*VIEWPO:CNT"
9760 PRIN'l'#l,"1,l,l"
9770 PR:tNT#l,"*DISPLACED"
9780 PRINT#l/"U"
9790 PRINT#l,"*PLOT,l?LOTSIZE=3"
9800 PIUNT#l, "*DETAIL, ELSET::::SHELLI!
9810 PRIN'l'#l,"-1,-l,-l,4,O,1"
9820 PRINT#l,"*VIEWl?OINTIi
9830 PRINT#1,"0,l,O"
9840 PRINT#l,"*OISl?LACED"
9850 PRINT#l,"U"
9860 PRINT#l,"*PLOT,PLOTS:rZE=3t1
9870 PRIN'l'#l,"*DETAIL,ELSET=SHELL"
9880 PRINT#l,"B,-l,-l,13,O,l"
9890 PRINT#l,"*VIEWl?OINT"
9900 PRINT#l,"O,l,O"
9910 PRIN'I'#l,"*DISl?LACED"
9920 l?RINT#l,"U"
9930 PRINT#1,"*PLO'I',PLOTSXZE:::::3"
9940 PRlNT#1,"SF1"iHEADING$i" -1M-OM"
9950 PRINT#l,"*OETAIL,ELSET=SHELL"
9960 PRINT#l,"-l,-l.,-l,O,O,l
9970 PRINT#l,"*CONTOUR,DEFORM"
9980 PRINT#1,"SF1"
9990 PRIN'I'#1,"*PLO'I',PLO'l'SIZE=3tr
10000 PRINT#l,"SF211;HEAOING$;" -1M-OM"
10010 l?RINT#l,"*CONTOUR"
10020 PRINT#1,"SF211
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10030 PRINT#1,"*PLOT,l?LOTSIZ-"'3"
10040 PRIN'1'#l,"SF'3";HEADING$i" -1M-OM"
10050 PRINT#l,"*CONTCUh"
10060 PRINT#l,"SF3"
10070 PRINT#1,"*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3"
10080 PRINT#lt"SF1"iHEADING$
10090 PRINT#l,"*DETAIL,ELSE'1'=SHELL"
10100 PIUNT#l,"0,"l,-1,2.1,O,l
10110 PRIN'1'#l,"*CONTOUR"
10120 PRINT#1,"SF1"
10130 1'RINr.I'#l, "*1'LO'1',l?LOTSIZE=3"
10140 PRINT#1,"SF2"jHEADING$
10150 PRIN'1'#l,"*CONTOUR"
101601'RINT#1,"SF2"
10170 l?RIN'X'#l,"*PLOT, PLO'1'Sl:ZE=3"
10180 PRINT#l "SF311;LEADING$
10190 l?RINT#:t,"*CONTOUR,DEFORM"
10200 l?RINT#l,"SF3"
1020J. PRINT#l, "*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3"
10202 PRINT#l,"SF1";HEADING$
10203 l?RINT#l,"*DETAIL,ELSET=SHl'.:l:,L"
10204 PRINT#1,"0,-1,-1,12.1,O,l
:1.0205PRINT#l,"*\'ONTOUR,DEFORM"
10206 PRIN'1'#1,"SF1"
10207 PRINT#l,"*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3"
j.0208 PRIN'1'#1,"SF2"iHEADING$
10209 PRINT#l,"*COWXOUR,DEFORM"
10210 PRIN'1'#l,"SF2"
10211 PRINT.#l,"*l?LOT,)?LOTSIZE=3"
10212 PRINT#1,IISF3"iHEl>-.DING$
10213 PRINT#l,"*CCNTOUR,DEFORM"
10214 PRINT#l,"SF3"
10215 PRINT#l,"*END STEP"
10220 CLOSE,#l
10220 ~ETUr,N
I 27
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APPENOIX J
SUMMARIZEO LISTING or ~OAD TA}YKER FEM MODELS
\
I
I
Ir:.
I
\
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J 1
-0.3288
-0.5695
-0.4650
"'0.3288
-0.3288
-0.5695
-0.4650
-0.5695
** LOADCASE 2: COMBINED AXIAL 2G, VERTICAL 2G AND SIDEWAYS 2G ACCEtER-
A'.I)ION
*HEA~ING,CORE=320000
RT27AA 30 OEG,.25M,OVERHANG,IO=1.3m,L=12
*DATA CHECl<
*l?REPR.tNT,ECHO=NO,HlSTORY=NO,MODEL:::::NO
*NODE,N'SET=NCYL
1, 0.0000, -0.5695, 0.3287.,
1012 I
1020 ,
1023 ,
1108 ,
1.112 ,
1116 ,
1119 I
1120 ,
2.7500,
2.7500,
2.7500,
3.0000,
2.8750,
3.0000,
3.0000,
2.8750,
0.5694,
0.3287,
0.4649,
0.5694,
0.5694,
0.3287,
0.4649,
0.3287,
0.0000, ...0 4998
4607, 12.0000, -0.6351, -0.1702
*NODE,NSET=NRIBS
4609, 0.0000, -0.6193, 0.3574,
5075 , 12.0000, -0.6907, -0.1851,
*NODE,NSEToNLDTRI
5077, -0.3288, 0.0000, 0.0000
5603, 0.0000,
*NODE,NSET=NRDTRI
5605, 12.3287,
5650 I 12.3221,
*NODE,NSET=NROQUA
5653, 12.3221,
0.6350,
0.0000,
0.12G3,
0.1133,
6131, 12.0000, 0.6350,
*ELEHENT,TYl?E=S8R,ELSET=ECYL
1,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
-0.8661,
-0.9659, ....0 25890,0000,
...0 1702
0.0000
-0.0339
0.0654
-0.1702
·.140,1020,1012.1108,1116,1023,1112,1119,1120576,4419,4500,4596,4515,4511,4600,4607,4518
*ELEMENT,TYPE=B32,ELSET=RIBS
577,4609,4610,4611·.732,5043,5075,5071
*ELEMENT,TYPE~STRI3,ELSET=LDTRI
733,5077,5078,5079·.756,5077,5079,5122
*ELEMENT,TYl?E=S8R,ELSET~tOQUA
J 2
757,5125,5128,5127,5126,5132,5131,5130,5129
816,5151,5159,5560,5552,5162,5603,5564,5595
*ELEMENT ,1I'':lFE=STRI3,ELSET=RDTRI
817,5605,5607,5606
840,5605,5650,5607
*ELEMENT,TYPE=S8R,ELSET=RDQUA
84t,5653,5654,5655,5656,5657,5658,5659,5660
900,5679,6080,6088,5687,6123,6092,6131,5690*MPC*** MPC C':lLtNDER TO LEFT DOME
7,5159,41
..
7,5603,53
*MPC
***MPC LEFT TRI TO LEFT QUA
7,5078,5129
7,5122,5569
*MPC
***MPC C':lLINDER TO RIGHT DOME
7,5687,4556
7,G131/4567
*MJ?C
*** MFC RIGHT TRI TO RIGH'l'QUA
7,5606,5657
7,5650,6097
*MPC*** MPC CYLINDER TO RIBS
7,1,4609
7,4607,507.';)
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB1
577,578,579,580,581,582,583,584,585,586,587,588
*E!.ISE'l',ELSET=RIB2
589,590,591,592,593,594,595,596,597,598,599,600
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB3
601,G02,603,604,605,60G,607,608,609,G10,Gll,G12
*E1SET,ELSET=RIB4
613,614,615,616,617,G18,G19,620,621,622,623,624
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB5
625,G26,G27,628,629,630,631,632,633,634,635,636
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB6
637,638,639,640,641,642,643,644,645,646,647,648
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB7
649,650,651,652,653,654,655,656,657,658,659,660
*ELSET,ELS~T=RIB8
J 3
661,662,663,664,665,666,667,668,669,670,671,6'd
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB9
673,674,675,676,677,678,679,680,681,682,683,684
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB10
685,686,687,688,689,690,691,692,693,694,695,696
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB11
697,698/699,700,701,702,703,704,705,706,707,708
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB12
709,710,711,712,713,714,715,716,717,718,719,720
*ELSET,ELSET=RIB13
721,722,723,724,725,726,727,728,729,730,731,732
*NSET,NSE'I'=SUPS1
49,57,61,69,73,77,85
*NSE'I',NSET=SUPIU
4627,4630,4631,4633,4634,4636,4637,4640
*NSE'I',NSE'I'=SUPS2
340,348,351,359,364,367:375
*NSET,NSE'I'=SUPR2
4663,4666,4667,4669,4670,4672,4673,4676
*NSE'I',NSE'I't:::SUPS3
724,732,735,743,748,751,759
*NSE'I',NSE'I'=SUPR3
4699,4702,4703,4705,4706,4708,470S 4712
*NSE'I',NSE'I'=SUPS4
1108,1116,1119,1127,1132,1135,1143
*NSET,NSET=SUPR4
4735,4738,4739,4741,4742,4744,4745,4748
*NSET,NSET=SUPS10
3412,3420,3423,3431,3436,3439,3447
*NSET,NSE'I'=SUPR10
4951,4954,4955,4957:4958,4960,4961,4964
*NSE'I',NSE'I'=SUPS11
3796,3804,3807,3815,3820,3823,3831
*NSE'I',NSET=SUPR11
4987,4990,4991,4993,4994,4996,4997,5000
*NSET,NSET=SUPS12
4180,4188,4191,4199,4204,4207,4215
*NSE~,NSE'I'=SUPR12
5023,5026,5027,5029,5030,5032,5033/5036*ELSE'I',ELSET=RIB'I'HICK
RIB1,RIB2,RIB3,RIB4,RIB10,RIB11,RIB12,RIB13
*ELSET,ELSE'I'=RIB'I'HIN
RIB5,RIBG,RIB7,RIBS,RIB9
*ELSET,ELSE'I'=LDOME
LDQUA,LDTRI
*ELSE'I',ELSET=RDOME
RDQUA, RD'I'RI
*ELSE'I',ELSE'I'=E:NDS
LDOME,RDOME
*ELSE'I',ELSE'I'=SHELL
J 4
ECYL,ENDS
*ELSET,ELSET;::ALL
SHELL,:RIBS
*BEAM SECTION,ELSET=RIBTHIN,MATERIAL=ORTHR!B,SECTION=RECT
5.000E-02, 5.000E-02
1,0,0
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*BEAM SECTION,ELSET=RIBTHICK,}~TERIAL=ORTHRIB,SECTION;::RECT
5.000E'·02, 1.00DE-Q1
1,0,0
-.<'l'RANSVERSEHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYLO,SYSTEM=C
0,0,0,8,0,0
1,0
*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYL+l0,SYSTEM=C
0,0,0,8,0,0
1,10
*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYL-10,SYSTEM=C
0,0,0,8,0,0
1,-10
*ORIENTATION,NAME=C)!,L+S5,SYSTEt.!:::C
0,0,0,8,0,0
1,85
*ORIENTATIClN,NAME=C':lL-85,S';lSTEM=C
0,O,O,8,O,C!
1,-85
*MATERIAL,NAME:::::LAMC)!,L
*ELASTIC,TYPE=LAMINA
38.6E9,8.27E9,.26,4.14E9,4.14E9,3.5E9
*DENSIT'l
1900
*MATERIAL,NAME=ORTHRIB
*ELASTIC,T)!,PE=ORTHOTROPIC
39.17E9,2.182E9,8.39E9,2.182E9,2.182E9,8.392E9,4.14E9,4.14E9
3.5E9
*DENSITY
1900
*MATER!AL,NAME=ISODOM
*ELASTIC
18.9GE9,.27
*DENSIT'l
1900
*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=ECYL,COMPOSITE
.625E~3,1,LAMCYL,C':lL+10
•625B-3, a , LAMCYL, C':lL-lO
.625B-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-85
.625E-3,l,LAMC':lL,C':lL+85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,C':lL+l0
J 5
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10
.625E-3,1,LAMCYLpCYL-85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+85
•625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+10
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10
.625£-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-85
.625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+85
**** MIDDLE OF LAMINATE.625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+10
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL~$5
•625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10
•625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL+10
•625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+85
•625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-85
.625E-3,l,LAMCYL,CYL-10
.625E-3,1,LAMCYL,CYL+l0
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*SHELL SECTION',ELSET=LDQUA,MATERIAL=l:SODOM
0.015,3
*T~~NSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.lAE9,3.5E9
*SHELL SECTl:ON,ELSET=LDTRl:,MATERIAL=ISODOM
0.03.5,3
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14EO,3.5E9
*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=RDQUA,MATERIAL=ISOPOM
0.015,3
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=RDTRI,MATERIAL=ISODOM
0.015,3
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*NSET,NSET=BOGIE
SUPR1,SUPR2,SUPR3,SUPR4
*NSET,NSET=LAND
SUPR10,StJPS11
*NSET,NSET=FIFTH
SUFR12
*BOUNPARY
SUPR2,3
SUPR2,1
4669,2
SUPR12,3
5029,2
I,.
,
!
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I
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I
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*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
RT27AA 30DEG,.25M,OVERHANG,ID=1.3m,L=12m
*VIEWPO!NT
1,1,1
***SHRINK,FACTOR=.2
*DETAIL
-1,-1,-1,2.1,1,1
*DRAW ,ELNUM
*DETAIL
8.9,-1,-1,.L.i.,1,1
*DRAW,ELNUM
*STEP,AMP=RAMP
***STEP,LINEAR=NEW,AMP=RAMP
*STATIC, PTOL=1.E2
*DLOAD
1 ,P, 7.996E+04
140 ,P, 1.635E+05
840 ,P, 5.038E+05
SHELL,BX, 37278.00390625
SHELL,BY,-37278.00390625
SHELL,BZ,-37278.00390625
RIBTHIN,PX, 93.19501304626465
RIBTHICK,PX, 186.3900260925293
RIBTHIN,P¥,-93.19501304626465
RIBTHICK,P¥,-186.3900260925293
RIBTHIN,PZ,-93.19501304626465
RIBTHICK,PZ,-186.39002G0925293
*EL PRINT,ELSET=SHELL
COORD,S11,S22,S12
*EL PRINT,ELSET=SHELL
SIP
*EL PRINT,ELSET=RIBS
COORD
*EL PRINT,ELSET=RISS
SF
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=4
*DETAIL,ELSET=SHELL
-1,-1,-1,13,0,1
*VIEWPOINT
0,1,0
*DISPLACEO
U
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
*DETAIL,ELSET=SI-IELL
-1,-1,-1,13,0,1
*VIEWPOINT
1,1,1
*DISPLACED
.:r 7
U
*PLOT,PLOTS!ZE=3
*DETA!L,ELSET=SHELL
-1,-1,-1,4,0,1
*Vl:EWPOINT
0,1,0
*DISPLACED
u
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
*DETAIL,ELSET=SHELL
8,-l,-1,13,O,1
*V!EWPOINT
0,1,0
*Dl:SPLACED
U
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
SFl -1M-OM
*DETAIL,E1SET=SHEL'G
-1,-1,-1,0,0,1
*CONTOUR,DEFORM
SF1
*PLO'l',PLO'J,'SIZE=3
SF2 -lM-011
*c.:ONTOUR
SF2
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
SF3 -1M-OM
*CONTOUR
SF3
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
SFl
*DETA!L,ELSET=SHELL
0,-1,-1,2.1,0,1
*CONTOUR
SFi
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
SF2
*CONTOUR
SF2
*PLOT, Pt,OTS!ZE=3
SF3
*CONTOUR,DEFORM
SF3
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
SF1
*DETAIL,ELSET=SHELL
0,-1,-1,12.1,0,1
*CONTOUR,DEFORM
sra
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
J a
I'j
1
I
I
SF2
*CONTOUR,DEFORM
SF2
*PLOT,PLOTS!ZE=3
SF3
*CONTOUR,DEFORMSF3
*END STEP
!
I
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APPENDIX K
tISTINGS OF PREPROCESSING PROGRAMS FOR THE VALIDATION FEM MODEL
1< 1
Xl: MAVAGEN.BAS - program to generate r~Mmodel of validation tube
5 'MAVAGEN.BAS
10 N=7000: DIM NO(N),X(N),Y(N),Z(N)
20 ' DEFSNG A-H,O-Z
30 DIM ELSETRIB(lO,36)
40 DIM NODE(8',XR(11),XFD(11)
60 KEY OFF: ':::LS
100 LOCATE lO,35:l?RINT "MAVAGEN"
110 LOCATE 12,20:l?RINT "A13AQUS NESH GENERATION FOR VALIDATION MODEL"
120 INPUT A$
130 PI=3.141592654#
140 DECl?LACE=4
250 RS=.0519:' *** radius of centreline Of the shell
260 YOFF=.0631: '*** y af~set for centreline of shell
390 NXVALS=2: '16*** numb~r of x $tations
400 DATA .054,.0711, .09~/.1240/ .1440, .1560,.1680,.1800,.1923,.2045
,.2168, .2290, .2413, .2535,.2657/ .2780
450 NTOL=.05: ' *** tolerance on node di.stances for *MPC
500 DTOL=.Ol: I *** tolerance on node distance for shell dome MPC
560'**********************************************************w*570 CLS: LOCA'l'lE1,1: INPUT "Name of ABAQUS file ";NlI.MEFILE$
580 OPEN NAMEFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
620 GOSOB 1030:' *** oa Lcu Labe cylinder nodes
630 GOSUB 3470: I *** write cylinder nodes ,
740 GOSUB 4340:' *** write cylinder elemp.nts
900 PRINT It EXECUTION COMPLETE It:CLOSE:STOP:END
910'*****************************************************
1010'*************************************~****************
1020 '1030 PRINT "Calculating cylinder nodes"
1040 I
1050 STARTANGD~0:ENDANGD=360:
1055 ELANGDt:::22.5: '**Element a,ngle increment
1060 NEPR=ENDANGD/ELANGD:' *** number of elements per ring
1070 R""RS
10SO ESCYL=l: '*** element start oylinder
1090 ELANG=ELANGD*PI/160
1095 RESTORE 400:READ XLEFT
1100 NO=499:NONODE=O
1ll.2 FOR NX=l. TO NXVALS-l
1113 READ XRIGH'r:PRINT :;mIGl1T;
1140 FOR BOTANGD=STARTANGD TO ENDANGD-ELANGD STEP ELANGD
1150 BOTANG=BOTANGD*PI/180
1160 TOPANG =BOTANG+ELANG
1170 l?OR POINTNO ClNO+l TO NO+S:NO(PO:rNTNO)=PO:tN'rNO:NEXT l?OINTNO
1180 X(NO+l)=XLEFT:Z(NO+1)cR *SIN(TOPANG) :Y(NO+l)=-R *COS(TOPANG)
1190 X(NO+2)=XLEFT:Z(NO+2)=R *SIN(BOTANG) ;Y(NO+2)=-R *COS(BOTANG)
1200 X(NO+3)=XRIGHT:Z(NO+3)=R *SIN(BOTANG) :Y(NO+3)='~R *COS(BOTANG)
1210 X(NO+4)=XRIGHT:Z(N0+4)=R 'kSIN(TOPANG) :Y(NO+4)=-R*COS(TOPANG)
1< 2
1220 X(NO+5) =XLE]J''r:Z(NO+5)=R *SIN ((TOPANG+BOTANG) /2) ~
:Y(NO+5)=-R*COS«TOPANG+BOTANG)/2)
1230 X(NO+6)=(XLEFT+XRIGHT)/2:Z(NO+6)=R *SIN(BOTANG)
:Y(NO+6)=-R*COS (BOTANG)
1240 X(NO+7)=XRIGHT:Z(NO+7)=R *SIN«BOTANG+TOPANG)/2)
:Y(NO+7)=-R*COS«BOTANG+TOPANG)/2)
1250 X(NO+8)=(XLEFT+XRIGHT)/2:Z(NO+8)=R *SIN(TOPANG)
:Y(NO+8)=-R*COS(TOPANG)
1260 ' *** routine to eliminate small numbers
1270 FOR I= 1 TO 8
1280 IF ABS(X(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET X(NO+I)~O
1290 IF ABS(Y(NO+I»<.OOOOl THEN LET Y(NO+I)=O
1300 IF ABS(Z(NO+!))<.OOOOl THEN LE'r Z(NO+I)=O
1310 1*** t~~ncate numbers according to decplace
1320 TRUNC=X(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:X(NO+I)=TRUNC
1330 TRUNC=Y(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:Y(NO+I)=TRunc
1340 TRUNC=Z(NO+I):GOSUB 10430:Z(NO+I)=TRUNC
1350 NEXT I
1360 NONODE=NONODE+a
1370 NO=NO+ 8
1~80 NEXT BOTANGD
1385 XLEFT=XRIGHT
1390 NEXT NX
1400 'define cylinder start and end nodes : NSCYL and NECY~
1410 NSCYL=500:NECYI.,:=NONODE+SOO:PRINT NSCYLiNECY.L
1420 STNODE=NSCYL:ENNODE=NECYL :'*** parameters fo~ eliminate routine
1430 GOStJB 10270:' *** routine to eliminate duplicate numbers
1440 RETURN
3460'************************************************************3470 pRINT "writing cylinder nodes"
3480 PRIN'r#l,"*NODE,NSET=NSHELLII
3490 FOR t=NSCYL TO NECYL
3500 IF I<>NO(r) THEN GOTO 3550
3510 PRINT#l,NO(!)i","i
3$20 PRINT#l, USING"#####.####" iX(I) , :PRINT#:I.,",";
3530 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####";Y(I)+YOFFi:PRINT#l,",";
3640 PRINT#l,USING"#####.####";Z(I) i:PRINT#l,""
3550 NEXT I
3560 RETURN
4320'***********************************************************
4330 '
4340 l?~:CNT"writing cylinder elements"
4350 '4360 PRINT#1,"*ELEMENT,TYPE=S8R,ELSET=SHELL"
4:370N0=NSC'tL-1
4380 ECY'T,,;.::;(NEC'lL-NSCYL·"'l)/8: '*** number of elements
4390 ESCYL~l: 1 *** element start cylinder
4400 FOR 1=1 TO ECYL
4410 WRITE#l,I,NO(NO+l),NO(No+2) ,nO(NO+3) ,NO(NO+4) ,NO(NO+5)
,NO(NO+fS),NO(NO+'l),NO(NO+8)
1< 3
4440 NO=NO+8
4450 NEXT I
4460 EECYL=I-1: '*** element end cylinder
4470 CLOSE #2
4480 RETURN ,
10240'**********************************************************10250 '*** routine to eliminate duplicate nodes
10260 '
10270 PRINT "Eliminate duplicate nodes"
10280 I
10290 FOR I= STNODE TO ENNODE
10300 XoX(I) :Y~Y(I) :Z=Z(I)
10310 FOR J=STNODE TO ENNODE
10315 LOCATE 10,1:PRINT NSCYL,IrNECYL,J
10320 IF J=I THEN GOTO 10380
10330 IF X<>X(J) THEN GOTO 10380
10340 IF Y<>Y(J) THEN GOTO 10380
10350 IF Z<>Z(J) THEN GOTO 10380
10360 IF NO(J»NO(I) THEN L~T NO(J)==NO(I):GOTO 10390
103'10 IF NO(J)<=NO(l) THEN "~rrNO(I)=NO(J) :GO'l'O10390
10380 NEXT J
10390 NEXT I
10400 RETURN
10410'**********************************************************10420 '**** routine to truncate numbers
10430 TRUNC;:'TRUNC*10"DECPLACE
10440 TRUNC=INT(TRONC)
10450 TRUNC$~STR$(TRUNC)
10460 TRLE=LEi~(TRUNC$)
10470 , FOR IC ==1 TO TRLE
10480 ' A$""MJ:D$(TRUNC$,IC,1);IF 11.$::.:11.11 THEN LET
TRUNC$=LEFT$(TRUNC$,IC+D:GCPLACE)
10490 I NEXT IC
10500 TRUNC=TRUNC/10"DECPLACE
10510' TRUNC=VAL(TRONC$)
10520 RETURN
10530 ' ******************************************
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K2 : N:tSA-ABA. BAS - Program. to ccnver c NIS1\. FEM inp'Ut data into ABAQUS
input form.at
5 CLOSE
10 DIM N(21)
20 CLS:PRINT "NISA"'A13A: PROGRAM TO CONVERT NISA TO A13AQUS INPUT
FILES"
30 PRINT
40 '*** dummy variables for *element headings
50 DUMSH$="N":13RICK$="N":13EAM$="N"
60 '************************************************************
70 '*** start file open *****
SO INPUT "INPUT FILENAME :"iINFIT.JE$
90 INPUT "OUTPUT FILENAME :"iOUTFILE$
100 OPEN INFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #1
110 OPEN "TEMPORAR" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
120 OPEN OUTFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #3
122 HEADING$="VALID4-1 VALIDATION MODEL EX NISA"
124 PRINT#3,"*HEADING"
126 PRINT#3,HEADING$
128 PRINT#3,"*DATA CHECK"
130 PRINT#3,"*PREPRINT,ECHO=YES,HISTORY=YES,MODEL=YI:S"
132 '************************************************************
140 '*** search for *ELTYPE150 I=O .
160 LINE INPUT#l,A$
170 WHILE LEFT$(A$,7)<>"'J,'EL'l'YPE"
180 LINE INPUT#l,A$
190 WEND
200'***************************************************~********210 I *** load element id index, type number and order
215 I=I+l:INPUT#l,NSRL$(I)
220 IF LEFT$(NSRL$(!),S)= "*RCTA13LE" THEN GOTO 260
230 INl?UT#l,NKTP(I) ,NORDR(I)
240 GOTO 215
250 '** rewrite element id index as a numb~r
260 FOR J=l TO I~l:NSRL(J)=VAL(NSRL$(J)) :NEXT J
270 A$=''''
280 '** search for elements
290 WHILE LEFT$(A$,8)<>"*ELEMENTII
300 LINE INPUT#l,A$
320 'l'1END
330'**************************************k*t~*.J*******h*******340 I *** search for nodes
350 !NPUT#l,NELID$
360 IF LEFT$(NELID$,G)= n*NODESiI THEN CLOSE#2:GO'l:'O450
363 INPUT#l,MATID,NSRL,IDRC,KISO
370 NELID=VAL(NELID$)
380 IF NKTP(NSRL)=20 AND NORD~(NSRL)~2 THEN GOSUa 720
390 IF NKTl?(NSRL)=4 AND NORDR(NSRL)=2 'rHEN GOSU13 620
1< 5
,,
400 IF NKTP(NSRL)=12 AND NORDR(NSRL)=l THEN GOSUS 830
410 GOTO 350
430'************************************************************
440 • *** input and rewrite nodes I
450 PRINT#3,I*NODE"
451' INPUT#l,DUM1$,DUM2$
452 INPUT#l,ND$
460 IF !JEFT$(ND$, 9) :::II*MATERIAL" THEN GOTO 520
470 INPUT#l,IDCSYS,INDEX,NSET,X,Y,Z,IDDSYS
472 ND=VAL(ND$)
473 IF ABS(X)<.OOOOOl THEN LET X=O
474 IF ABS(Y)<.OOOOOl THEN LET l '0
475 IF ABS(Z)<.OOOOOl THEN LET Z~O
476 U$="##.####"
480 PRINT#3, NO;
482 PRINT#3, ","i:PRINT#3, USING U$;X;
484 pr{INT#3, ",II;:PRINT#3, USING U$iYi
48$ PRINT#3, 1I,"i:PRINT#3, USING U$iZ
490 GOTO 452
500'************************************************************510 ' *** read element data from temporary eile and merge with nodes
520 OPEN "TEMPORAR" FOR INPUT AS #2
530 ~V'HILENOT EOP (2)
540 LINE INPUT#2,A$
550 PRINT #3,A$
560 WEND
570 CLOSE
E80 STOP
590 CI,.OSE
600'**************************************************~**********610 1*** read and write bricK elements *****
620 INPUT#l,N('7) ,N(1) ,N(3) ,N(5) ,N(19) ,N(13) ,N(lS) ,N(17) ,N(S) ,N(2)
,DUM,N(4) ,N(6) ,N(20) ,N(14) ,N(16) ,N(lS) ,N(12) ,N(9) ,N(lO) ,N(ll) tA$
630 IF B1UCl<$="N" THEN PRINT #2,II'kEr~EMENT,TYPE=C3D20,
ELSET=BRICK":BRICI<$=uy"
640 WIUTE#2,NELID,N(19) ,N(J.2),N(10) ,N(15) ,N(3) ,N(16) ,N(20)
,N(7) ,N(4) ,N(9) ,N(G) ,N(13) ,N(2) ,N(14) ,N(S)
655 WRITE#2,N(1) ,N(5),N(lS) ,N(11),N(17)
660 RETURN
700'******************k*****************************************110 1*** read and write shell elements *****
720 INPUT#l,N(l) ,lH~) ,N(S) IN(7) ,N(2) ,N(4) ,N(5) ,N(8) ,A$
740 IF DUMSH$="N" THEN PRINT #2,u*ELEMENT,TYPE=SaR,ELSE~~cSliELL":DUMSH$cv1ylI
770 WRITE#2,NELID,N(1),N(5) ,N(2) ,N(5),N(8),N(4),N(7),N(3)
800 RETURN
810'************************************************************
820 '*** read and write beam elements *****
830 CLS:PRINT "not yet available on this version":RETURN
K3 : HAMPe.BAS - Program to connect the ribs to the shell and write
this data in ABAQUS fQrmat
5 CLOSE
20 CLS:PRINT "HAMPC : PROGRAM TO CONNECT RIBS TO SHELL AND WRITE
ABAQUS FILE FOR VALIDATION MODEL"
30 PRINT
60 '************************************************************63 PTOL=.003
65 NR=500:DIM RNO(NR) ,RX(NR) ,RY(NR) ,RZ(NR)
66 NS=1500:DIM SNO(NS) ,SX(NS),SY(NS) ,SZ(NS)
70 '*** start file open *****
75 INPUT "INPUT NANE OF ABAQUS.INP FILE IIjABA$
77 OPEN ABA$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
78 GOSUB 132:'***write intro for abagus
80 GOSUB 145: '*** rib nodes
82 GOSDB 245:'*** shell nodes
85 GOSUB 540: '*** write elements
90 GOSUB 360:'*** write *MPC
100 GOeDB 1245: 1*** write history data
110 CLOSE#l
120 PRINT Ifprogram cOlllpleteII:STOP: END
130 '************************************************************132 PRINT "writing Lnput; sectionll
134 PRINT#l, "*HEADING,COl~E=32000011
136 PRINT#l,"VALIDATION MODEL 5-1"
138 PRINT#l,"*DATA CHECK"
),39P.RINT#1, II*PREPRINT ,ECRO::::YES,HISTOR':l=':lES,MODEL=YES"
140 RETURN
143 '********************************************************145 PRINT "*** Load the rib nodes"
150 OPEN "NORIBS" FOR INPUT AS #2
170 LINE INPUT#2,A$
180 PRINT#l,A$
185 NNR=O
190 WHILE NOT EOF(2)
191 NNR=NNR+1:INPUT#2,RNO(NNR),RX(NNR) ,RY(NNR) ,RZ(NNR)
192 IF ABS (RX (NNR) )<.00001 'l'HENLET RX (NNR)=0
193 IF ABS(RY(NNR))<.OOOOl THEN LET RY(NNR)=O
194 IF ABS(RZ(NNR))<.OOOOl THEN LET RZ(NNR)=O
202 F$="###.####"
204 PRJ.NT#l,RNO(NNR) i:PRINT#l, ",It~
206 PRJ:NT#l,USING F$ ;RX(NNR) i :PRINT#l,"," j
207 1?l~J:NT#l,USINGF$;RY(NNR);:1?RINT#l,",";
208 PRINT#l,DSING F$;RZ(NNR)
220 WEND
225 CLOSE #2
230 RETURN
240 I *****************************************
245 PRINT "*** Load the shell nodes 11
1< 7
,I,
250 OPEN "NOSHELL" FOR INPUT AS #2
270 LINE XNPUT#2,A$
280 PRINT#l,A$
285 NNS=O
290 WHILE NOT EOF(2)
300 NNS=NNS+1:INPUT#2,SNO(NNS),SX(NNS),SY(NNS) ,SZ(NNS)
301 IF ABS(SX(NNS»<.OOOOI THEN LET SX(NNS)=O
302 IF ABS(SY(NNS»<.OOOOI THEN LET SY(NNS)~O
303 IF ABS(SZ(NNS»<.OOOOI THEN LET SZ(NNS)~O
304 PRINT#l, SNO(NNS) i :PRINT#l,", II i
306 PRINT#l,USING F$iSX(NNS)i:PRINT#l,","i
307 PRINT# l., USING F$ i8Y (NNS);:PR..i~T#l,If , " i
308 PRINT#l,USING F$;SZ(NNS)
320 WENO
330 CLOSE #2
340 RETURN
350 '********************************************360 PRINT"Ef.rtal:>lish*MPC between ribs and shell"
370 PRINT "Nodes: Shell,RleS :"iN11SiNNR
375 PRINT#l,"*MPC"
377 MPCOUNT=O
380 FOR I~l TO NNS
390 LOCATE lO,l:I'RINT "shell: ";1
400 FOR ~=1 TO NNR
410 LOCATE 10,12:I'RINT "Ribs: ";~
420 IF ABS(SX(I)-RX(J»>PTOL THEN 500
430 IF ABS(SY(I)-RY(J»>PTOL THEN 500
440 IF ABS(SZ(I)-RZ(J»>PTOL THEN 500
450 WRITE#l,6iRNO(J)iSNO(I):MPCOUNT=MPCOUNT+l
500 NEXT J
510 NEXT I
515 PRINT "MPCOUNT= "iMPCOUNT
520 RE'lIURN
530 1*******************************************540 PRINT "Writ,;)rip and shell eletnelits"
550 OPEN "ELSHELL" FOR INI'U'!'AS #2
560 WHILE NOT EOF(2)
570 LINE INPUT#2,A$
680 PRINT#1,A$
585 WEND
590 cr~OSE #2
600 OPEN "ELRIeS" FOR INPUT AS #2
610 WHILE NOT EOF(2)
620 LINE INPUT#2,A$
1160 PRINT#l,A$
1170 WEND
1180 CLOSE #2
1240 RETURN
1243 1********************************1245 PRINT "Wri'te hist:ory and boundary data"
x a
1247 OPEN "VALEND.l:NP"FOR INPUT AS #2
1249 WHILE NOT EOF(2)
1250 LINE INPUT#2,A$
1260 l?RINT#l,A$
1270 WEND
1280 CLOSE #2
1300 RETURN
1310 i**********~********************************
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APPENDIX L
SUMMARISED LISTING OF VAL!DATION FEM ~NPUT FILE
L 1
*HEADING
VALID10-1 NODES COMMON, LAMINATED
*DATA CHECK
*PREPRINT,ECHO=YES ,HISTORY=YES,MODEL=YES
*NODE,NSET=ALL
1 , 0.0540, 0.1150, 0.0000
1077 , 0.0405,-0.0072,-0.0370
*ELEMENT,TYPE:::::SBR,ELSET=SHELL
1,1,15,17,3,10,16,11,2
619,863,705,717,873,864,709,874,867
*ELEHENT,TYPE=C3D20,ELSET=RIBS
2000,413,424,422,411,17,3,1,15,417,423,416,412,11,2,10
16,409,420,419,408
2515,922,930,975,970,585,573,753,763,924,976,972,971,577,754,757
7~4,91B,926f973,96B
*ELEMENT,TYPE=C3D20,ELSET=ROD ,
3000,981,988,986,979,518,507,505,516,983,987,982,980,511,506,510
517,978,985,984,977
3505,1075,1062,942,1072,1034,1012,488,1029,1077,1.060,1076,10/3,1039(10
1032,1.074,1061,941,1071
*ELSET,ELSET=ALL
SHELL,ROD,RIBS
*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYLO,SYSTEM=C
0,0.0631,0,.280,0.0631,0
1,0
*ORIENTATION,NAME=CYL+45,SYSTEM=C
0,0.0631,0,.280,0.0631,0
1,45
*ORIENTATION,NAHE=CYL-45,SYSTEM=C
0,0.0631,0,.280,0.0631,0
1,-45
*MATERIAL,NAME=LAM
*ELAcTIC,TYPE=LAMINA
38.6E9,8.27E9,.26,4.14E9,4.14E9,3.5E9
*MATERIAL,NAME=STEEL
*ELASTIC
200E9,.3
*MATERIAL,NAME= TIFF
*ELASTIC
469E9,.3
*SHELL SECTION,ELSET=SHELL,COMPOSITE
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL+45
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL-45
2.3625E-4,3,LAM ~YL+45
~.3625E-4,3,LAMt ~YL-45
***CENTRE LINE
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL-45
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL+45
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL-45
2.3625E-4,3,LAM,CYL+45
L 2
,
'\
** USE 8 LAYERS INSTEAD OF AC'i'UAL6 IN ORDER 11'0 AVOID COUPLING
*TRANSVERSE SHEAR STIFFNESS
4.14E9,3.5E9
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=RIB,MATERIAL=STEZl
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=ROD,MATERIAL=STIFF
*NSET,NSET=RODEND
425,426,427,428,429,430,431,432,433,434,
435,436,437,438,439,440,441,442,443,444,
472,473,474,475,476,477,478,479,480,481,
482,4!!3
*NSET,:'1SET=SHLEND
211,212,213,214,215,216,217,218,219
400,401,402,403,404,405,406,407,
710,711,712,713,714,715,716,717,
868,869,870,871,872,873,874,
*BOUNDARY
SHLEND,XSYMM
**RODEND,3
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
VALIDATION 9-·1
*VIEWl?OINT
1,1,1
*SHRINK,FACTOR=.2
*DRAW,ELNUM
*VIEWP.OINT
0,1,0
*DRAW,ELNUM
**STEP,NLGEOM,AMP=RAMP
*STEP,LINEAR=NEW,AMP=RAMP
*STATIC,PTOL=l
*CLOAD
1020,1,-3000
1021,1,-1000
1066,1,-1000
*EL PRINT,ELSET=SHELL,P.OSITION=INTERGRATION POINT
COORD,Sll,S22,S12
*EL PRINT, ELSET=SHELL, POSITION==INTERGRA',CION POINTS
SF
*EL PRINT
RF
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
VALIDATION 10 DISPLACED
*DISPL.1\CED
U
*PLOT,PLOTSr.ZE=3
VAIJIDATION 10-1 SF11 (N/M)
*DETAIJ.l1ELSET=SHELL*CONTOUR
SFl
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
L 3
VALIDATION 10-1 SF22 (~/M)
*DETAIL,ELSET~SHELL
*CONTOUR
SF2
*J?LOT,PLOTSIZE=3
VALIDATION 10-1 SF12 (N/M)
*DETAIL,ELSE'J!~SHELL
*cONTOUR
SF3
*PLOT,PLOTSIZE=3
VALIDATION 10-1 SF11 (N/M)
*OETAIL,ELSET=SHELL
*cONTOUR
SF1
*l?LO'I!,l?LOTSIZE=3
Vl\.I,IOl\.TtON10-1 SF22 (N/M)
*OETAIL,ELSET=SHELL
*CONTOU.R
SF2
*PJ.lOT,PLOTSIZE~3
VALIDATION lO~l SF12 (N/M)
*OETAIL,ELSET=SHELL*CONTOUR
SF3
*END STEJ?
1I.PPENO:rx: M
LIS'l':I:NG OF THE MACONV' GRAPHICS GENERATION PROGRAM
M 1
5 I MACONV.BAS
10 CLEAR:KEY ON:SCREEN 0 :CL8
70 N- 4000: CIM NODENO(N) ,X(N) ,yeN) ,ZeN)
100 N=N*1.5: DIM 8TPOINT(N),ENCPOINT(N),NODE(20)
160 '********************************************************190 KEY OFF:CLS
220 LOCATE 10,::15:PRIN'J.'"MACONV"
250 LOCATE 12,20: PRIN'!!"program to convert ABAQUS INP file to line
file"
280 INPUT AAA
290 CLS:LOCATE l,l:INPUT "Name of ABAQUS input file "iNAMEINl?$
300 OPEN NA}tEINP$ FOR INPUT AS #1
310 LOCATE 5,l:INPUT "Name of line output file "iNAMEOUT$
330 OPEN NAMEOUT$ FOR OUTPU~ AS #2
335 CLS
340 GOSUS 2200: I *** fetch ABAQUS INP file and convert
350 GOSUB 550: I *** save data ..oil line file
360 PRINT"progl:'am complete" :8'1'01'
400 END
430'*************************************************************460 I*** SUBROUTINE to save co-ordinate and lit-led"ta
530 '*** write nodes to file
550 PRINT#2,NONODE
sao FOR I=l '1'0 NONOCE
610 l?RINT#2,Ii" "iX(I) i" 11 iY(I);1I "iZ(I)
640 NEXT I
650 '** calculate no. of active lines
660 ACTLIN=NOLIN
670 FOR 1=1 TO NOLIN
680 IF STPOINT(I)=O OR ENDPOINT(I)=O THEN ACTLIN=ACTLIN-1
690 NEXT I
700 ' *** write lines to file
790 PRINT#2,ACTLIN
820 FOR I=l TO NOLIN
a~0 IF STl?OINT(I)=O OR ENDPOINT(I)=O THEN 910
81$\1 PRJ:NT#2,STJ?OINT(I);" "iENDPOINT(I)
910 NEXT I
940 CLOSE#2
970 RETURN
1000'***********************************************************1030 '*** LEVEL 1 SUBROUTINE to load ABAQUS file and plot data points
1060 CLS:LOCATE 1,1: 'INPUT "Nan,e of file "iNAMEFILE$
1065 INAMti:l,1'ILE$:.:::NAMEFILE$+".LIN"
:1.090OPEN NAMEFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #1
CLS
1120 INPUT#l,NONODE
1150 FOR I~l TO NONODE
11S0 INPUT#l,NODENO(I),X(I),Y(I),Z(I)
1210 'PRINT NCPENO(I)jX(I);Y(I) ;Z(J:)
1.240NEXT I
M 2
1270' INPUT "Press return to continue";A$
1300 INPUT#l,NOL!~
1330 FOR I~l TO NOLIN
1360 INPUT#l,STPOINT, ENDPOINT
1390 FOR J= 1 TO NONODE
1420 IF STPOINT=NODENO(J) THEN LE~L'STPOINT(I)=J:GOTO 1480
1.450 NEXT J
1480 FOR J= 1 TO NONODE
1510 IF ENDPOINT=NODENO(J) THEU LET ENDPOINT(I)=J:GOTO 1570
1540 NEXT J
1570 NEXT I
1600 CLOSE#l
1630 RE'l'URN
1660'***********************************************************1690 'level ? subroutine to find nodenum from abaout
1720 FOR Ilr.:::1TO 'HONODE
1750 IF srl'POINT(I)=NODENO(Il) THEN RETURN
17130NEXT Il
1810 RETURN
1840'***********************************************************1870 'level? subroutine to find nodenum from abaout
1900 FOR 12r.:::l TO NONODE
1930 IF ENDPOINT(I)= NODENO(I2) THEN RETURN
1960 NEXT 12
1990 RETURN
2020'***********************************************************2050 I *** Routine to load abaqus ,INP input file and genera"te line file
2170 '*** load in all node numbers
2200 I=O:J=O:P=O
2230 LINE INPUT#l,A$
2260 IF EOF(l) THEN PRINT "Data not found":RETURN
2290 IF LEFT$(A$,5)<>"*NODE" THEN 2230
2300 l?R!NT "Found node numbers"
2320 INl?UT#l,A$
2350 IF LEFT$(A$,8)="*ELEMENT" THEN NONODE::::J:GOTO2490
2380 IF LEFT$(A$,5)="*NODE" THEN INPU'.ri¥l.,B$,A$:IpRIN'l'B$
2390 J=J+l
2410 NODENO(J)=VAL(A$)
2440 INPUT#l,X(J),¥{J),Z(J)
2445 IF B$="NSET=NRIBS" THEN INPUT#1,D1,D2,D3
2447 I PRINT NObENO(J);X(J);Y(J)
2430 GOTO 2320
2485 '*** load in all the elements **********************
2490 PRINT "Found elen\entsll
2530 INPUT#lrB$,C$PRINT B$,C$
IF B$""IITYPE=S8R" THEN NOPEEL=8:SIGNODE=4:GOTO 2659
IF B$="TYPE=STRI3" THEN NOPEEL=3:SIGNODE=3:GOTO 2659
IF B$=IITYPE:::lB32"THEN NOPEEL""3:SIGNODE=3:GOTO 2659
IF B$<> "TYPE=C3D20" THEN PRINT "EIJEMENT UNKNOWN" :GOTO 3010
2560
2590
2620
2625
M 3
•\
2627'*** special routine for solid elements
2630 INPUT#l,A$
2635 IF LEFT$(A$,6)="*ELSET" THEN NOLIN:::P:GOTO 3010
2637 IF LEF'1'$(A$,4)="*MPC" THEN NOTJIN=P: GOTO 3010
2640 IF LEFT$(A$,8)::::II*ELEMENT"THEN GOTO 2530
2645 GOSUB 5400
2655 GOTO 2630
2656'*** load in other nodes
2659 INPUT#l,A$
2680 IF LEFT$(A$,6) = "*ELSETIi OR LEFT$(A$,4)="*MPCII THEN
NOLIH=P;GOTO 3010
2710 IF LEFT$(A$,8) == "*ELEMENT" THEN GOTO 2530
2740 FOR 1=1 TO NOPEEL
2770 1NPUT#l,NODE(I)
2800 NEXT I
2830 FOR 1=1 TO SIGNODE-l
2860 P=P+l:STPOINT(P)=NODE(1):ENDP01NT(P)=NODE(I+1)
2890 NEXT I
2920 IF NOPEEL=8 AND SIGNODE=4 THEN
P=P+l;S'.L'POINT(P)=NODE(4):ENDPOINT(P)=NODE(1)
2940 COTO 2659
3000 '*** eliminate duplicate nodes
3010 INPUT "00 you want to eliminate. duplicate lines (Y./N) "iDUH$
3020 IF DUM$<>"N" '.L'HENGOSUS 4960
3045 PRINTIILink nodes with lines"
3046 PRINT "NONODE', ",NONODE; II NOLIN= "iNOLIN
3047 FOR J=l TO No.r",)E
3048 LOCATE 10,1:PRINT "NOPE=: "iJ
3049 FOR 1=1 '1'0NOLIN
3050 LOCATE lO,20:PRINT ", ...,";I
3051 IF STPOINT(I)=O THEN y,~U 3056
3053 IF NOPENO(J)=STPOIN'l'(I) THEN LET STPOINT(1)=J
3054 IF ENDl?OINT(I)=O THEN GOTO 3056
3055 IF NODENO(J)::::ENDPOINT(I)THEt~ LET ENDPOINT(I)=J
3056 NEXT I
3057 NEX'!'J
3060 CLOSE#l:PRINT NONODEiNOLIN: '**INPUT AAA
3130 RETURN
3160'********k**************************************************3190 t level? :-;.:\broutin~\ to find nodenum from abaoub
3220 FOR I1=1 '1'0 NONODE
3250 IF STPOINT(I)= NODENO(Il) THEN RETURN
3280 NEXT !l
3310 RETURN
3340t*******************~****************************************3370 'level? subroutine to find nodenum from abaout
~400 FOR 12=1 TO NONODE
3430 IF ENDPOINT(I)::::NODENO(I2) THEN RETURN
3460 NEXT l2
3490 RETURN
3520'***********************************************************3550 '**** routine to trutwate number-s
3580 TRtrNC=TRUNC*10~DECPLACE
3610 TRUNC=INT(TRUNC)
3640 TRUNC=TRUNC/l0~DECPLACE
3670 RETURN
3700'***********************************************************3730 :*** ROUTINE TO SAVE DATA AS NISA.NEU FILE ************
3760 CLS:LOCATE l,l:INPUT "Na'meof file tI;NAMEFILE$
37~0 OPEN NAMEFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
3820 PRINT#l,NAMEFILE$
3850 FOR I=l TO NONODE
3880 IF NODENO(I)=O THEN GOTO 4150
3910 IF NODENO(I)<>I THEN GOTO 4150
3940 COUNTG=NODENO(I)
3970 SPAG$=CHR$(32)+CHR$(32)+CHR$(32)
4000 IF COUN'l.'G>9THEN SPAG$=CHR$ (32)+CHR$ (32)
4030 IF COUNTG>99 THEN SPAG$=CHR$(32)
4060 IF COUNTG>999 THEN SPAG$=IIII
4090 PRINT #l,liSPAG$;COUNTG
4120 PRINT #l,USING "#.#########ft~ft.";X(I),Y(I),Z(I)
4150 NE)CT J.
4180 '*** print lines to disc
4210 FOR I ;::;1 TO NOACTLIN
4240 IF STPOINT(I)=O OR ENDPOINT(I)=O THEN 4780
4270 COUNTL:::::I
4300 SPAL$:::::CHR$(32)+CHR$ (32)+CHR$ (32)
4330 IF COUNTL>9 THEN SPAL$=CH'R$(32)+CHR$(32)
4360 IF COUNTL>99 THEN SPAL$cCHR$(32)
4390 IF COUNTL>999 THEN SPAL$=IIII
4420 PRINT #1,2iSPAL$iCOUN~L
4450 Xl=X(ST.POINT(I»:Yl=Y(STPOINT(I»:Zl=Z(STPOINT(I»
44$0 X4=X(ENDPOINT(I»:Y4=Y(ENDPOINT(I»:Z4=Z(ENDPOINT(I»
4510 DIVX=(X4-Xl)/3
4540 DIVY=(Y4-Yl)/3
4570 DIVZ=(Z4-Z1)/3
4600 X2=Xl+DIVX:Y2=Y1+DIVY:Z2=Zl+DIVZ
4630 X3=Xl+2*OIVX:Y3=Yl+2*DTVY:Z3=Zl+2*DIVZ
4G60 PRINT #l,USING "#.########r~~"";Xl,Y1,Z1
4690 PRINT #l,USING "#.#########"~~·";X2,Y2,Z2
4720 PRINT Il,USING "#.#########-~~~";X3,Y3,Z3
4750 I PRINT #1 fUSING "#. ###n~#####'" '"~... "iX4, Y4, Z4
4780 NEXT I
4810 CLOSE #1
4840 RETURN
4870'*********************************************************4900 '** routine to eliminate aimilar lines
4960 P:P.INT"Removing' duplicate lines II
5000 PRINT "NOLIN:::::";NOLIN
5020 FOR 1= 1 TO NOtlIN
M 5
5C,S LOCATE 6,2:PRXNT If!=="iX
50;'0 IF STPOXNT (X)=0 OR ENDPOINT (I)==0 THEN 5230
5080 FOR J==l TO NOLIN
5090 LOCATE 6,10:PRINT "J= lfiJ
5110 IF STPOINT(J)=O OR ENDPOXNT(J)=O THEN 5230
5140 XF J==I THEN 5230
5170 IF STPOINT(I)~;STPOINT(J') AND ENDPO!NT(I)==ENDPOINT(J) THEN
STPOINT(X)=O:ENDPOINT(I)==O
5200 IF STPOINT(I)=ENDPCINT(J) AND ENDPOINT(I)==STPOINT(J) THEN
STPOINT(I)=O:ENDPOINT(I)=O
5230 NEXT J
5260 NEXT I
5290 RETURN
5320'***********************************************************
5400 '*** routine to input briCK element
5401 '*** input nooes
5404 FOR X=l TO 15
5406INPUT#1,NODE(I)
5408 NEXT I
5409 INpUT#l,DUM$
5410 FOR I == 16 TO 20
5412 INPU'l'#l,NODE(I)
5414 NEX'!'I
5416 '*** define lines
5418 FOR 1= 1 TO 3
5420 P:::::P+l:STl?OINT(P)=NODE(I):ENDPOINT(P)=NODE(I+l)
5430 NEXT I
5440 FOR I=5 TO 8
5442 P==P+1:STPOINT(P)=NODE(I) :ENDPOINT(P)=NODE(I+l)
5444 NEXT I
5450 P=P+1: STPOINT (l?)=~ODE (4):ENDPOIN'l'(P)==;~ODE(1)
5460 pcP+l:STPOINT(P)=IODE(8) :ENDPOIN'l'(P)==NODE(5)
5470 P==P+l:STPOINT(l?)=NODE(5) :ENDPOIN'I'(P)=HODE(l)
5480 P=P+1: STPOINT (P)=NODE (6):ENDPOIN'l'(P)=NODE (2)
5490 P==P+1:STPOINT (P)=NODE(7) :ENDPOIN'I'(P)=N'ODE(3)
5500 l?:::::p+l:STPOINT(l?)==NODE(8):ENDPOINT(P)=NODE(4)
5510 RETURN
...~
.l
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APPENDIX N
LISTING OF MA3PCAD PREVIEW PROGRAM
N 1
10 C:tTf7~R:KEYON: SCREEN 0 :CLS
20 DIM T(4,4):' *** scale/rotate,translate and reflect matrices
30 N=4000: DIM NODENO(N),X(N),Y(N),Z(N)
40 N=N*2: DIM STPOINT(N),ENDPOINT(N),NODE(8)
50 'ON ERROR GOTO 5920
60 GOSUB 4280: '*** setup of all dummy values
61 'intra message for program
62 l{EY OFF: cr.s
63 IJOCATE 10,35:PRINT "MA3DCAD .BAS"
64 I.OCATE 12,20 :PRINT "3 - Dimensional Finite Element Mesh p',,\9Vievl
program"
65 KEY ON
80 SUBDUM;:;O
90 KEY lf "CREATE"
100 KEY 2, "SAVE"
110 KEY 3, !lLOAD "
120 KEY 4, "VIEW "
130 KEY 6, "DATA"
140 KEY 5, "PRINT"
150 KEY 7,""
160 KEY 8, "PLO'l:II
170 KEY 10, "ROOT"
180 KEY 9," EXIT"
190 A$=INKEY$
200 A=VAL(A$)
210 IF A=O THEN 190
220 ON A GOSUB 290,650,470,1200,1060,910,250,7020/250
230 CtS:IF SUBDUM<>O THEN LET SUBDUM:::::O:GOlrO70
240 GOTO 190
250 cr.s: INPUT ")).REYOU SURE 11 iA$: IF A$= "yn THEN END
260 GOTO 70
270'*************************************************************
280 '*** level 1 routine to c.reate picture **********~**********
290 CLS
300 SUBDUM=l:KEY 1, till
31t)KEY 2, "POINTS"
320 KEY 3, 1111
330 KEY 4, 1111
340 KEY 5, u n
350 KEY 6, 1111
360 I<EY 7, ""
370 KEY 8, "CONTOU"
380 KEY 9, I, EXIT"
390 KEY 10,"CREATE"
400 A$=INKEY$
410 A=VAL (A$):PI,OPT=A
420 IF .1\=0THEN 400
430 ON A GOSUB 400,400,400,400,400,400,400,8130,440
440 RETURN
450'**********************************************************
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460 '*** level 1 routine to load data from disk **************
470 CLS
480 SUBDtn1~1::KEY 1, "LINE II
490 KEY 2, "ABAIN"
500 KEY 3, "ABAOUT"
510 KEY 4, "MERGE"520 KEY 5, ilII
530 :KEY 6, nIl
540 KEY " "II
550 KEY 8, ""560 KEY' 9," EXITII
570 KEY 10,"LOAD"
580 A$=IN:K:EY'$
590 A=VAL(A$) :PLOPT=A
600 IF A=O THEN 480
610 ON A GOSUB 840,9920,6710,9360,580,580,580,580,620
620 RETURN
630'*************************************************************
640 '*** level 1 routine to save data to disk *******************
650 Cr,S
660 SUBDUM=l:KEY 1, "LINE "
670 KEY 2, ".NEun
680 :KEY 3, ""
690 KEY 4, ""
700 KEY 5, ""
710 :KEY 6, ""
720 :KEY 7, ""
730 KEY 8, ""740 KEY 9," EX!T"
750 KEY 10,uSAVEIl
760 A$=INKEY$
770 A=VAL(A$) :PLOP'
780 IF A=O THEN 760
790 ON A GOSUS 6390,10370,800,800,800,800,800,800,800
800 RETURN
810'*************************************************************820 '*** level 2 routine to load line dat.l!!.from disk ************
840 SUBDUM:;:;:2:CLS:LOCATE10,40:PRINT "BUSY"
850 GOSUe 6560: '*** load data into matrices n0(i) ,x(i),y(i) ,z(i)
860 GOStJB 4nO: '*** transform rotation 11'latrixto unity
870 RETURN
880'*************************************************************890 1*** Levell menu for displaying all data
900 '*** Levell menu for displaying all data
910 CLS: PRINT "i NODENO x y
920 FOR 1=1 TO NONODE
930 !F NODENO(I)=O THEN 950
940 PRINT I;NODENO(I);X(I) ;Y(I) ;Z(I)
950 NEXT I
960 PRINT
N 3
z n
970 PRINT "Line No
9S0 FOR 1=1 TO NOLIN
990 IF STPOINT(I)=O OR ENDPOINT(I)=O THEN 1010
1000 PRINT r;STPOINT(I) ;ENDPOINT (I)
1010 NEXT I
1020 INPUT A$
1030 RETURN
1040'************************************************************1050 '*** L~vel 1 menu for displaying all data
1060 CLS;LPRINT IfNod~ NO x Y
1070 FOR I=l TO NONODE
lOBO IF NODENO(I)=O THEN GOTO 1100
1090 LPRINT IiNODENO(1) iX(I) iY(I) iZ(I)
1100 NEXT I
1:1.10 LPRINT
1120 FOR 1=1 TO NOLIN
1130 IF STPOINT(I)=O OR ENDP01NT(I)~O THEN 1150
1140 LPRINT IiSTl?OINT(I) iENDPOIN'l'(I);"
:1.150NEXT I
1160 RETURN
1170'***************************a********************************USO LPRIN'l'"Line No start and"
:1.190'*** Levell. menu for viewi.ng and manipulating of picture
1200 GOSUB 4710: ' *** transformation matrix to unity matrix
1210 CLS
1220 SUBDUM=l:RETDUM=O
1230 KEY 1, !I-SCALE"
1240 KEY 6, "-ZOOM"
1250 KEY 5, "-PERSP"
1260 KEY' 4, "-TRANS"
1270 I<EY 3,lI-DRAW"
1280 KEY' 2, "-ROTAT"
1290 KEY' 7, II-ANG-XY'II
1300 KEY' 8, lI··~1.NG-Z"
1310 KEY' 9,"-EXIT"
1320 KEY' 10,'*VIEW"
1330 A~~=INKEY$
1340 A""VJ\w(A$)
1350 Il"A'-=OTHEN 1330
1360 SUl\\DUM=l
1370 ON A GOSUB 1450,2810,3650,1870,3320,3380,3510,3580, 1420
1380 IF RETDUM=l THEN LET RETDUM:::O:RETURN
1390 IF SUBDUM<>l. THEN GOTO 1230
1400 GOTO 1330
1410'************************************************************
1420 RETDUM=l:RETURN
1430'************************************************************
1440 '*** LEVEL 2 SUBROUTINE FOR SCAL1NG OF PICTURE BY MULTIPLICATION
BY FACTOR
1450 RETDUM=0:8UBDUM=2
start end"
z Ii
II.,
I
1
I
N 4
1460 KEY 1~ lI-l\LL"
1470 KEY 2, "-XII
1480 KEY 3, "_ylI
1490 KEY 4, "-Z"
1500 KEY 9, "EXIT"
1510 l<EY 5 I ""
1520 KEY 6 , ""
1530 KEY 7 , ""
1540 KEY 8 , ""
1550 KEY 10, "SCALE"
1560 A$=INKEY$
1570 IF A$='"' THEN ).560
1580 ON VAL(A$) GOSUB 1660,1710,1760,1810,1640,1640,1640,1540/3480
1590 IF RETDUM=l THEN LET RETDUM',:O:RETURN
1600 IF VAL(A$»=5 AND VAL(A$) <=8 THEN 15$0
1610 GOSUB 2330: '*** assign a,b,~ values to transformation matrix
1620 COSUB 2380: '*** update the points data file
1630 GOTO 1560
1640 RE'l'URN
1650 I *** level 6 subroiutine ,,,) input all scaling
1660 KEY OFF:tOCATE 25,1:PRINT IiScaling factor <"iA;"> ;u;:INPUT A$
1670 IF A$<>"" '"rHEN GOSI']B 47:10:A=VAL(A$) : B=VAL(A$) :C:::' :.(A$)
1680 KEY ON
1690 RETURN
1700 '*** level 6 suhroubd.neto in['it X 50a3,ing
1710 KEY OFF:LOCATE 25,1:PRIN'l' !IX Sc."lling _actor <"iA;"> "j:INPUT A$
1720 IF A$<>"" THEN GOSUB 4710:A=VAL(A$) :B=l:C~::l
1730 KEY ON
1740 RETURN
1750 '*** level 6 subz-ouud ne to input Y scaling
1760 KEY OFF:LOCATE 25,1:l?l.UNT "Y scaling factor <";S;"> "i:INPUT A$
1770 IF A$<>"" THEN GOSUS 4710:E=VAL(A$) :A=1:C=1
1780 KEY ON
1790 RETURN
1800 '*** level 6 subrout Ine tCI input Z scaling
1810 l<EY OFF:LOCATE 25,1:l?RINT uz Scaling factor <"iC~"> "i.INPUT A$
1~20 IF A$<>'''' THEN GOSUS 4710:C='\7AL(A$) :A=1:B=1
1830 KE'!l ON
1840 RETURN
1850'************w***********************************************
1860 '*** LEVEL 2 SUBROUTINE FOR translation of matrix
1870 RETDUM=O:SUBbUM=2
1880 l<EY 1, IIff
1890 KEY 2, II ....X"
1900 KEY 3, "_1'''
1910 KEY 4, "-Z"
1920 KE'! 9, "EXIT"
1930 1(.::'( 5 , "X"'a:x:is"
1940 I<E'~ 6 , "Y-axis"
1950 KEY 7 , 1111
,
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